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Although there have been many studies focusing on Asian Americans’ ethnic 

identity and the stereotypes associated with them, little is known about how Asian 

Americans negotiate their multiple layers of ethnic identity and respond to the stereotypes 

imposed on them. The main goals of the current study were to examine American-Raised 

Chinese’ (i.e., Chinese who were born and/or raised in America) multiple layers of ethnic 

identity and their negotiation process of these multiple layers of ethnic identity, the 

relationship between their ethnic identity and stereotypes, and the creative ways 

American-Raised Chinese interpreted and responded to stereotypes. Another goal of this 

study was to examine the role of an ethnic student organization on campus and 

American-Raised Chinese’s participation in the organization. Through Chinese Cultural 

Association, I interviewed eighteen informants and observed their daily practices in 

public and private settings. The findings indicated that American-Raised Chinese 

undergraduates choosing to participate in an ethnic student organization over other 

organizations reflected their active negotiation of the multilayered ethnic identity. In 
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addition, by meeting Chinese of different nationalities on campus and abroad, these 

undergraduates came to realize the diverse background of Chinese individuals, leading 

them to reexamine and reconstruct their ethnic identity. In particular, these 

undergraduates developed diasporic Chinese identity that not only acknowledged the 

diversity of Chinese community in America in terms of nationality, but also transformed 

their American identity into “ethnic” identity among Chinese of different nationalities. 

The findings also showed that American-Raised Chinese’ negotiation of their ethnic 

identity was closely related to their perception of the stereotypes. The informants came to 

recognize the changing nature of stereotypes and this realization led them to reconstrue 

their understanding of ethnic identity. Furthermore, using anecdotes of American-Raised 

Chinese undergraduates’ self impersonation, I argued that these undergraduates 

proactively responded to the stereotypes by making parody about themselves. Through 

self impersonation, these undergraduates achieved the double intents of performing 

themselves as Asian American and simultaneously challenged what the dominant 

American society expected them to be.  
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Chapter One 

Examining Ethnic Identity and Stereotypes of American-Raised Chinese 

in the Beginning of 21st Century 

 

The big picture 

Since I first conceptualized this dissertation research, China in general and Asian 

Americans in particular have received a great deal of attention in the American media. 

Internationally, there had been discussions about the rise of China in the global arena 

before, during, and after the 2008 Olympics Games in Beijing. The Beijing Olympics 

Games was seen as a stage that showcased China’s political and economic prowess after 

thirty years of “open door” policy and economic reform since the end of Cultural 

Revolution. The increased influence of China became more apparent as it has remained 

one of the few thriving economies in the era of global recession, in contrast to the severe 

economic downturn and financial collapse in the U.S. and other western countries since 

the end of 2007.  

However, the reports on China are not all positive. China has been named one of 

the biggest human rights violators because of its oppression of Tibetan and Uighur (i.e., 

Muslims in XinJiang province) people and political dissidents of the Communist 

government. There had been ethnic/racial riots in Tibet and Xinjiang provinces and 

international human rights watch groups such as Amnesty International had tried to 

pressure the Chinese government to improve its human rights record in the eve of the 

Olympics Games. There are also widespread reports about China overtaking the U.S. as 
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the largest carbon dioxide emitter since 2006 (Rosenthal, 2008; Vidal & Adam, 2007). 

Many developed countries have raised concern about China’s continuous rapid increase 

of carbon dioxide emission and urged that China must be included in the international 

climate treaty if meaningful effort of slowing global warming is to be achieved in the 

next few decades.    

With such mixed publicity especially by the western media, many Americans 

have ambivalent attitudes toward China. As the biggest creditor to the U.S. federal debt 

and relatively sound financial and banking system, many Americans realize that China is 

an indispensable and vital part of their own economy. For example, according to a recent 

report by the New York Times, the U.S. is more dependent now on China to provide 

cheap Chinese goods and purchase its debt because of the current economic downturn 

(Barboza, 2009). While many Americans still maintain a hostile view towards China as a 

competitor that intends to overtake U.S.’s global dominance in the 21st century, more 

Americans are willing to consider China as a partner and collaborator in solving some of 

the U.S.’s and the world’s most pressing issues, such as trade imbalance, currency 

exchange, efforts on curbing global warming, and nuclear proliferation in Iran and North 

Korea. This is coupled with the fact that close to 100 thousands of Chinese students 

coming to the U.S. to attend universities annually (Levin, 2009) and 1.7 million 

Americans visited China in 2006 alone (CNTO, 2007), the U.S.-China relationship is 

more important than ever in the diplomatic history of both nations. 

Domestically, there have been several events that have affected Americans’ 

perception of Asian Americans. For one, with the election of Barack Obama as the U.S. 
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president in 2008, two Chinese Americans (Gary Locke and Steven Chu) and a Japanese 

American (Eric Shinseki) have joined the cabinet, which is unprecedented in terms of 

political rank and visibility for Asian Americans. In particular, before being appointed 

and confirmed as the secretary of commerce, Gary Locke had already broken the glass 

ceiling for Asian Americans in politics by serving two terms as the governor of the state 

of Washington. Furthermore, during the 2008 election, Asian Americans’ interests in 

politics (Junn, Lee, Ramakrishnan, & Wong, 2008) and voter turnout (U.S. Census 

Bureau, 2009a) also reached a new high, which only went unnoticed because of the 

simultaneous higher turnout of African American and Latino voters (U.S. Census Bureau, 

2009a). In the past, voter participation among Asian Americans had been significantly 

lower than other ethnic groups and consequently they exerted less political influence on 

government than other ethnic groups (Fong, 2008).  

However, perhaps none of these events were as shocking to the conscience of 

the U.S. public as the tragedy that happened at Virginia Polytechnic Institute in 2007. In 

the massacre of 32 faculty and students, the gunman was identified as a psychologically-

disturbed college student from South Korea who grew up in the U.S. Although most of 

the public discourses after the tragedy concerned gun control and mental health practices, 

there was some attention towards the shooter’s Asian background, his resentment of his 

restrictive upbringing, and the pressure of society’s expectation on Asian youths like him. 

Some scholars saw this as an opportunity for the American public to reexamine the model 

minority myth that has haunted Asian Americans for decades (Chong, 2008), or at least 

reconsider the negative stereotype of “angry Asian men” (Patel, 2009).  
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In a collective sense, these developments could be a turning point for the 

changing perception and stereotypes about Asian Americans. The continuous influx of 

immigrants of Asian descent into the U.S. and increased media exposure of issues related 

to Asian Americans will affect Americans’ understanding of this population. Furthermore, 

this continuous reexamination of the model minority myth will affect how Chinese 

Americans perceive themselves as well as how they deal with the stereotypes and how 

they express their ethnic identity.  

 

It all starts with the stereotypes: The model minority, perpetual foreigner, and double 

agent 

When it comes to issues related to Asian Americans’ ethnic identity and 

adaptation to the U.S. society, the image of “model minority” easily comes to mind. 

Coinciding with a surge of Asian immigrants in the U.S. since the 1960s, the image of 

model minority has been largely popularized by the media and later by educators and 

policy makers to exemplify the educational and socioeconomic achievements of Asian 

Americans in spite of the odds stacked against them (Kitano & Daniels, 1995; McGowan 

& Lindgren, 2003; Wong, Lai, Nagasawa, & Lin, 1998). It was first applied to Japanese 

and Chinese Americans but later to all Americans with Asian ancestry (Chun, 1995). 

Despite the seemingly positive attributes associated with the image of model minority, 

scholars have critically analyzed the label of model minority and dismissed it as an 

inaccurate representation of Asian Americans’ status in the U.S. (Chew, 1994; Hurh & 

Kim, 1989; Kao, 1995; Kobayashi, 1999; Lee, 1994, 1996; Lee & Kumashiro, 2005; Li & 
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Wang, 2008; McGowan & Lindgren, 2003; Ng, Lee, & Pak, 2007; Osajima, 1988; Sue & 

Kitano, 1973; Suzuki, 1977, 2002; Takaki, 1989; Wing, 2008, Wu, 2002). Specifically, 

this stereotype leads people to overlook the diverse experience of Asian Americans, 

especially experiences that contradict the stereotype, including academic failure, 

socioeconomic problems, and racial discrimination (Sue, 1980; Takaki, 1989).  

The model minority stereotype basically conveys the proposition that “Asian 

Americans, through their hard work, intelligence, and emphasis on education and 

achievement, have been successful in American society” (Chew, 1994, p. 24). Asian 

Americans are portrayed as an ethnic minority group that embraces the dominant 

American White, middle-class values, including high work ethics, strong motivation for 

success, self-discipline, and respect for laws and regulations, and exhibit characteristics 

of the White middle class, including high educational achievement, high earnings, and 

low crime and welfare dependence (Wong et al., 1998). They are also believed to be self-

sufficient and achieve success with no assistance from the government or other 

institutional means (Nguyen, 2002; Wong et al., 1998). Asian Americans are also 

stereotypically viewed as the “silent ones,” where they are deemed as the “good 

minorities” who “know their place within the system and do not challenge the existing 

system” (Lee, 1996, p. 7).  

However, many researchers have repeatedly pointed out that the claims of the 

model minority stereotype are often unsubstantiated and overgeneralized (Chew, 1994; 

Kobayashi, 1999; Lee, 1996; Lee & Kumashiro, 2005; Li & Wang, 2008; McGowan & 

Lindgren, 2003; Nguyen, 2002; Wang, 2008). First, the U.S. Census classifies more than 
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50 distinct ethnic groups under the broad pan-ethnic category of “Asian American and 

Pacific Islanders” (AAPI), representing people from diverse cultural, national, linguistic, 

and religious backgrounds (Lee & Kumashiro, 2005). Among these ethnic groups, 

Chinese, East Indians, Filipinos, Koreans, and Vietnamese consist of approximately 80 

percent of the people identified as AAPI (Lee & Kumashiro, 2005). Even within this 

more limited collection of ethnic groups, there are huge variations between and within the 

South Asian, Southeast Asian groups as well as East Asian groups in terms of cultural 

values and demographic characteristics (Blair & Qian, 1998; Kim, Yang, Atkinson, 

Wolfe, & Hong, 2001). In addition, if we overlook the cultural and demographic 

differences and study their socioeconomic achievement within the U.S., the numbers do 

not measure up to the stereotype. Except for Japanese Americans, all Asian American 

subgroups have exhibited varying degrees of socioeconomic disadvantage compared to 

the white majority (Barringer, Takeuchi, & Xenos, 1990). In fact, immigrants who came 

from Southeast Asia, including Vietnam, Cambodia, Laos, and Myanmar, as refugees, 

often fare substantially worse than the professional immigrants from East Asian countries 

(U.S. Census Bureau, 2000a).  

Second, the origin of model minority stereotype, according to some prominent 

scholars, is rooted in the American Black-White racial discourse (Li, 2008; Nguyen, 2002; 

Wang, 2008; Wu, 2002). Wang (2008) analyzed the sociohistorical conditions that led to 

the emergence of the model minority stereotype in the late 1960s and concluded that the 

stereotype was precisely a creation within the media, which was aimed to “counteract the 

dominant narrative of the African American civil rights movement. It was neither a 
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notion based on the realities of Chinese and Japanese America on the ground nor a notion 

proposed or sought after by the two communities” (p.27). Furthermore, the notion of 

model minority is based on the White supremacy ideology that expects that all ethnic 

minorities to be assimilated into the White majority (Wang, 2008). People who believe in 

the stereotype also refuse to acknowledge that systemic racism and discrimination has 

been the major cause of ethnic minorities’ disproportionate poverty and political 

underrepresentation in the U.S. Asian American students who conform to the stereotype 

by being rule-abiding and hard working are lauded as “honorary whites,” whereas those 

who refuse to conform to the stereotype are “ideologically blackened” (Li & Wang, 

2008).  

Some scholars have argued that not only are Asian Americans caught between 

this racial black-white dichotomy and received the repercussion of anti-Asian sentiment 

from other ethnic minorities (Chang, 2003), their academic and identity development of 

has been confined and even impaired by the model minority stereotype (Chun, 1995; Du, 

2008). Du (2008) observed that, while this popular stereotype of Asian Americans 

conveys a positive image at first glance, Asian Americans who are perceived as fitting 

the stereotype are also perceived by others as having a deformed personality, abnormal 

lifestyle, and lack of social skills. The “smart” image of Asian American students often 

goes hand-in-hand with the “nerdy” image, which makes some students feel deficient and 

inferior about themselves just because they “fit into” the stereotype (Du, 2008).    

Asian Americans are also victims of skepticism and sometimes accusations 

about their legitimacy as U.S. citizens. They are deemed as the “perpetual foreigners” 
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(Ng, Lee, & Pak, 2007; Tuan, 1998) who are too different culturally and phenotypically 

to be assimilated into the dominant White majority to become “real” Americans. This is 

closely related to the model minority myth: While the White majority readily accept the 

fact that Asian Americans are model minorities, Asian Americans are not considered as 

model Americans (Chew, 1994). The perception of Asian Americans’ inability to own the 

American identity has its roots based on “the historical racialization of Asian-origin 

immigrants as nonwhite ‘alien ineligible to citizenship’” (Lowe, 1996, p. 20), including 

the Chinese Exclusion Act implemented from the late 19th to early 20th century. On top of 

such historical legacy of racial alienation, histories and cultures related to Asian 

Americans are often not taught as a part of the school curriculum, which implicitly deny 

the fact that Asian Americans are an integral part of the U.S. society (Lee & Kumashiro, 

2005). In short, as Chen (2005) succinctly pointed out, “the terms ‘Asian’ and ‘American’ 

have often been perceived to be incompatible, a perception whose cultural rootedness and 

currency is undergirded by an entire network of historical, legal, and social practice” (p. 

17). 

This perpetual foreigner stereotype leads to another more psychologically and 

socially damaging stereotype: Asian Americans as potential overseas spies or double 

agents with foreign allegiances. This stereotype is best exemplified by Wen Ho Lee, who 

was a Taiwan-born naturalized U.S. citizen and a scientist once working for the Los 

Alamos National Laboratory (LANL). Lee was accused of illegally disclosing classified 

information on nuclear arsenals to the Chinese government and later was indicted for 

mishandling classified information but not for espionage (Turnbull, 2001; Wang, 2008). 
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Many critics saw the U.S. federal government’s aggressive pursuit of Lee’s case as an 

example of systemic racial profiling (Turnbull, 2001). As a result, there had been a 

significant number of Asian American scientists leaving, or were hesitant to apply for, 

positions at federal agencies for the fear of being racially profiled and/or prosecuted 

(Turnbull, 2001). This incident could ignite the resurrection of the archaic “yellow peril” 

stereotype among the white majority, where Asian Americans, particularly Chinese 

Americans, are seen as a potential threat to the U.S.’s national interests (Wang, 2008).  

In short, the stereotypes of Asian Americans are multifaceted. While the model 

minority stereotype has been the general portrayal of Asian Americans, such portrayal 

has ignored the diversity within the Asian American community and exaggerated their 

socioeconomic and academic achievement. Moreover, the model minority rhetoric has 

been used by racist individuals to counteract the civil rights pleas from other ethnic 

minorities, and continue to treat Asian Americans as second-rate citizens. The model 

minority discourse also implies that Asian American students are socially and 

psychologically deficit, which leads students feeling inferior and deficient. Lastly, Asian 

Americans are also seen as the aliens that cannot be assimilated, and they can be a threat 

to the American sovereignty because of their perceived dubious allegiance.    
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Chapter Two 

The Ethnic Identity of American-Raised Chinese 

 

Ethnic identity has been one of the most studied topics in the literature related to 

Asian Americans, especially those who are second generation immigrants (Min, 2002). 

Scholars of Asian ancestry, as Min (2002) observed, have an affinity towards issues 

surrounding ethnic identity because of their personal struggles with it. The struggle for 

identity, especially ethnic identity, could be an enlightening and maturing experience or a 

lifelong haunting journey for many Asian Americans. However, ethnic identity remains a 

contested concept in many fields of social science. 

Phinney (1996) defined ethnic identity as “an enduring, fundamental aspect of 

the self that includes a sense of membership in an ethnic group and the attitudes and 

feelings associated with that membership” (p. 922). After extensively reviewing a large 

body of literature, Phinney (1990) concluded that ethnic identity is multifaceted given the 

different definitions of ethnic identity that vary across disciplines, theories, and 

methodological approaches. She (1990, 1996) further pointed out the different 

components of ethnic identity, including self-identification or self-labeling in relation to 

one’s ethnic group(s), sense of belonging to one’s ethnic group(s), attitudes toward one’s 

ethnic group(s), and participation in one’s ethnic group(s) and cultural practices. While 

Phinney (2003) acknowledged that ethnic identity is dynamic and changes over time 

according to context, she largely considered ethnic identity as an intrapersonal process 

that is peripherally influenced by contextual factors (e.g., family, ethnic community, and 
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larger social context) and paid little attention to the socially constructed nature of ethnic 

identity. 

Similar to Phinney, Sodowsky, Kwan, and Pannu (1995) asserted that ethnic 

identity is defined by “the sharing of a cultural heritage, a sense of social relatedness, and 

symbolic cultural ties” (p. 132). However, they saw the ethnic identity process as both 

intrapersonal as well as interpersonal. Citing Isajiw (1990), they argued that ethnic 

identity is a social psychological phenomenon because individuals always evaluate their 

own position in relation to the dominant and other ethnic minority groups. Ethnic identity 

is thus simultaneous and complex processes where minorities assess the level of 

acceptance or rejection by both their own ethnic and the dominant groups and the way 

they are positioned in the interethnic relations.  

Nagel (1994) went a step further and argued that ethnic identity is a product of 

individual’s negotiation of one’s ethnic boundaries, which are malleable, with the society. 

Nagel argued that ethnic identity and culture are essential to the emergence of ethnicity. 

That is, ethnic identity deals with group membership and boundaries and culture is akin 

to the “content” of ethnic groups. Ethnic boundaries separate the insiders (i.e., people of 

the same ethnic background) from the outsiders (i.e., people of different ethnic 

background) and decide when and where certain ethnic categories are accessible for 

personal identification. People construct and reconstruct these boundaries when different 

groups having contested visions about the ethnic hierarchy and relationships in the 

society and quarrelling about how prizes and penalties should be distributed between 

different ethnic groups. In addition, Nagel contended that culture is not only tools used by 
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ethnic groups according to Swidler (1986); it also offers the meaning and content for 

ethnic groups. Culture, then, validates and enlivens the boundaries separating different 

ethnic groups by supplying “a history, ideology, symbolic universe, and system of 

meaning” (Nagel, 1994, p. 162). Thus, ethnic identity can be seen as “a dialectical 

process involving internal and external opinions and processes, as well as the individual’s 

self identification and outsiders’ ethnic designations” (p. 154). Nagel further explained 

that ethnic identity become salient or dormant as the situations and audiences vary, 

causing a “layering” (McBeth, 1989) of ethnic identity, which is common in many U.S. 

ethnic minorities.    

 

Identity formation of ethnic minorities 

Phinney’s biggest contribution to the study of ethnic identity is her theory of 

ethnic identity development. She (1989, Phinney & Rosenthal, 1992) proposed several 

stages of ethnic identity development, including unexamined (both diffusion and 

foreclosure) stage, exploration or moratorium stage, and resolution or achieved stage. The 

diffusion stage is characterized by little or no examination of one’s ethnicity and no self 

understanding in relation to one’s ethnicity. The foreclosure stage is where an individual 

has identified with his or her given ethnic identity without going through any actual 

exploration process. A person in the exploration or moratorium stage shows he or she has 

investigated one’s ethnic identity but remain confused about the meaning of such identity. 

Lastly, the resolution or achieved stage is where a person has explored one’s own ethnic 

identity and has arrived at a clear understanding and acceptance of one’s ethnic identity.  
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The Racial/Cultural Identity Development Model (R/CIDM; D. W. Sue & D. 

Sue, 1990) is another developmental model that delineates five stages of racial/cultural 

identity formation—conformity, dissonance, resistance an immersion, introspection, and 

integrative awareness. Conformity stage is where a racial minority person prefers to 

conform to the dominant group over one’s own cultural/racial group. In the dissonance 

stage, a racial minority person is confused and has conflicting perceptions about both the 

dominant and own cultural/racial groups. In the resistance and immersion stage, a racial 

minority person actively resists assimilation of the dominant culture and prefers one’s 

own ethnic culture instead. A person in the introspection stage has doubts about both the 

dominant and ethnic cultures and further explores these cultures. Finally in the integrative 

awareness stage, a racial minority person achieves resolution to the dilemmas in the 

previous stages and develops a bicultural identity that is a combination of selected 

cultural elements from both dominant and ethnic cultures.  

Even though ethnic identity development models are useful in understanding the 

general experiences of many ethnic individuals, there are several theoretical limitations to 

these models. First, these models often portray ethnic identity as inflexible and static 

instead of malleable and dynamic (Yeh & Hwang, 2000). They ignore the changing 

notion of ethnicity and how ethnic boundaries are part of the negotiating process of one’s 

identity development (Nagel, 1994). Second, these ethnic identity development models 

often imply a desired or an ideal stage through a unilinear progression, which has not 

been proven to have universal consensus and acceptance (Yeh & Hwang, 2000). Third, 

although these models acknowledge the social factors in shaping ethnic identity, they fail 
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to explain these social factors as an integral part of the developmental process. Yeh and 

Hwang (1996) argued that these models neglect the interdependent or collectivistic nature 

of Asian Americans’ identity development and overlook the influences of interpersonal 

relationships on their ethnic identity. Lastly, these models do not take into account the 

multiple dimensions or layers of ethnic identity, and how one’s negotiation between these 

multiple layers of ethnic identity is just as important as negotiating one’s own ethnic 

identity and the dominant (American) identity.  

 

The multiple layers of ethnic identity among American-Raised Chinese 

For the purpose of this study, I use the term American-Raised Chinese (or ARC) 

to represent Chinese persons who were born and/or raised in the U.S. The term ARC is a 

reinvention of the more term ABC (i.e., American-Born Chinese) that tried to distinguish 

Chinese who were domestically born and Chinese who were born outside of the U.S. 

However, the term ABC is too exclusive because, while many Chinese Americans were 

not born in the U.S., they are no less acculturated in the mainstream American culture 

than those who were born domestically. This is especially true for those who were 

foreign born but migrated to the U.S. at a very young age (before and during elementary 

school years), which Rumbaut and Ima (1988) called 1.5 generation. In addition, there 

are also many Chinese persons who have been brought up in the U.S. most of their life 

but have not attained citizenship. The term American-Raised Chinese encompass all these 

groups of people.   
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The ethnic identity of American-Raised Chinese has been increasingly seen as 

multilayered and contextually dependent. Scholars have recognized the complexity of 

ethnic identity among American-Raised Chinese, given its contextual and fluid nature 

(Espiritu, 1992; Lee, 1996; Lien, Conway, & Wong, 2003; Tan, 2007; Yeh & Hwang, 

2000). As a part of the Chinese diaspora, people of Chinese descent have migrated and 

remigrated to and from many corners of the world in large number since the 19th century 

(McKeown, 2005; Tan, 2007; Wang, 1998a). Even though there is a consensus among 

American-Raised Chinese of different backgrounds acknowledging China as the 

“ancestral homeland” (i.e., the birthplace of Chinese ancestry, borrowing the term from 

Lien, 2007), there are huge variations in terms of the culture and language/dialect 

American-Raised Chinese practice (compared to the “stereotypical” Chinese cultural 

practices), the place they declare their ethnic homeland (i.e., or emigrant homeland, the 

place American-Raised Chinese put their ethnic allegiance, Lien, 2007), and how they 

define “Chineseness” among themselves.  

There is a substantial body of literature dealing with the multiple levels of ethnic 

identity among ethnic minorities in the U.S., especially the Native American and Latino 

populations (e.g., Calderón, 1992; Cornell, 1988; Nagel, 1997; Padilla, 1985). Nagel 

(1994) argued that “[since] ethnicity changes situationally, the individual carries a 

portfolio of ethnic identities that are more or less salient in various situations and vis-à-

vis various audiences. As audiences change, the socially-defined array of ethnic choices 

[opens] to the individual changes” (p. 154). These multiple layers of ethnic identity, as 

Nagel contended, are the result of the changing identities in different situations, and when 
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studied together with the attributes of ethnicity, they “reveal the negotiated, problematic 

nature of ethnic identity” (p. 154). For instance, among individuals who identify 

themselves as Native Americans, there are three possible layers of ethnic identity: Intra-

tribal, tribal, and pan-tribal (Nagel, 1997). Similarly, there are several layers of ethnic 

identity for Americans of Chinese descent (Espiritu, 1992; Tan, 2007). In addition to the 

two layers of ethnic identity among American-Raised Chinese that are often discussed in 

the literature, namely panethnic Asian and ethnic Chinese (or ethnic-specific), there are 

another two layers of ethnic identity specific to American-Raised Chinese, including 

intra-ethnic and diasporic Chinese. I will explain these four layers of ethnic identity as 

follows: 

Intra-ethnic. This refers to the dialect, regional, and even sub-ethnic differences 

among Chinese people. Although China had been a unified nation for the majority period 

of time since the recorded history, places that are remote from the central government’s 

influence often exhibit their local distinctiveness in their cultural practices. Among the 

Han Chinese, the biggest dialect groups such as Cantonese, Hakka, and Hokkien, are still 

an important social marker in southeast China, Hong Kong, Taiwan, and in some 

Southeast Asian countries (Cohen, 1996). These spoken dialects are as distinct, if not 

more, as among European languages in terms of pronunciation and common vocabulary. 

Regional differences are often naturally associated with dialect differences. For instance, 

in Taiwan where the Han Chinese are the absolute majority, the regional and dialect 

differences are institutionalized demographically and often emerge to be the source of 

political conflicts (Martin, 1996). 
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These intra-ethnic identities, when they are not institutionalized and politicized 

such as what happened in Taiwan, actually enhance rather than impede the ethnic 

Chinese identity. Knowing one or more dialects and understanding the specific cultural 

practices of the dialect group(s) add another, often deeper, dimension to one’s 

identification to Chinese culture and roots. As I will illustrate in Chapter Six about my 

personal quest of identity, I found that my Hakka identity (i.e., a dialect or sub-ethnic 

group) is inseparable from my Chinese identity. Essentially, I learned that I had to 

understand my dialect tradition to further comprehend my ethnic Chinese origin. 

Even though these intra-ethnic differences are not emphasized for most Chinese 

Americans, they are often used in conjunction to the differences in national origin, which 

is another layer of ethnic identity (see diasporic Chinese). For instance, Chinese from 

Hong Kong would stress their difference from mainland Chinese by speaking Cantonese, 

and Taiwanese would emphasize their uniqueness by speaking Taiwanese (i.e., Minnan 

or Hokkien dialect in mainland China). The renaming of the dialect to “Taiwanese” is a 

result of a movement within Taiwan to distinguish their local language and culture from 

the ones in mainland China, even though they share the same roots. These intra-ethnic 

differences therefore could be transformed into an important marker in another layer of 

identity formation among Chinese Americans. 

Ethnic Chinese. Chinese, as the ethnic identity label, is tied to a particular idea 

of ancestral culture and people from the cultural and historical China, or more broadly the 

Chinese civilization (Tan, 2001). Tan (2001) describes Chinese identity as “civilizational 

identity,” and Chinese around the world can be seen possessing a “civilizational ethnicity” 
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(p. 225). For many, this identity is considered to have the primordial appeal that 

corresponds to the idea of a common race, culture, language, and place of origin (Min, 

2002). This form of identity is thus “essentialized” and “territorized,” where it contains a 

particular meaning and a set of expectations and centers around the greater China (i.e., 

Hong Kong, Taiwan, and mainland China).  

In English, the word “Chinese” has no specific meaning other than referring to 

the ethnicity of individuals who are Chinese descent. In Chinese, according to Wang 

(1998a), there are at least three terms can be used to describe Chinese overseas in 

different contexts and periods of time—huaqiao (i.e., “Chinese nationals” who have left 

Hong Kong, Taiwan, or mainland China and live overseas), huaren (i.e., Chinese who are 

citizens of other countries outside of China, Taiwan, and Hong Kong), and huayi (i.e., 

individuals who are descendant of Chinese). These three terms reflect the changing 

meaning of the ethnic Chinese identity in the course of history and have been interpreted 

differently by different scholars, but some generalities apply.  

Throughout the recorded Chinese history, China had been nation-centric that 

Chinese identity and culture had rarely been considered as something ethnic. Before the 

20th century, Chinese immigrants had been considered as sojourners who would 

eventually return to their native land; these immigrants were considered as huaqiao, or 

Chinese sojourners, who were assumed to maintain their allegiance to their native land 

(Wang, 1998a). For a long period of time, Chinese overseas were seen as Chinese 

nationals by virtue of their origin. Not until the 20th Century as the Chinese diaspora 

intensified and as nationalism was on the rise globally, Chinese identity was given a new 
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meaning (Wang, 1998b). With the burgeoning of new nations all around the world, 

Chinese residing outside of greater China were forced to choose a side to pledge their 

allegiance, even though they were still allowed to practice their own culture and/or 

language at various degrees in different countries. This development was coupled with 

the rise of ethno-nationalism within China triggered by quasi-colonialism of the West and 

later the Sino-Japanese War (Wang, 1998b). While many Chinese immigrants have 

become citizens of their respective host countries, they still first and foremost see 

themselves as Chinese and as a part of the greater China, however intangible the idea is, 

hence the terms huaren or ethnic Chinese (Wang, 1998a). Thus, huaren signals the 

turning point where overseas Chinese consider their Chinese heritage (and sometimes ties 

to the greater China) as their ethnic identity, in contrast to the local nationals.  

Wang (1998a) argued against the use of both terms huaqiao and huaren on 

overseas Chinese because the term huaqiao has negative association with the idea of 

“imperialist China” and the term huaren may cause the locals to question the loyalty of 

Chinese minorities in many non-predominantly Chinese nations. Instead, he advocated 

using the more politically correct term huayi, which is equivalent to the hyphenated 

ethnic identity often used in the U.S., to circumvent the negative connotation associated 

with the former two terms. In contrast to huaren, huayi emphasizes the subordination of 

one’s ethnic identity under national identity, such as Chinese American, instead of 

American Chinese.  

Diasporic Chinese. Some scholars, such as Tan (2007), have equated the huayi 

identity to the diasporic Chinese identity. Tan (2007) wrote that the identity of huayi, or 
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Chinese of different nationalities (CDN in short, a term coined by Tan), is influenced and 

transformed by “local national experiences and transnational as well as global processes” 

(Tan, 2007, p. 2). In contrast to the term huaren that emphasizes the common heritage 

and origin of Chinese people, diasporic Chinese identity accentuates the diversity of 

Chinese people all around the world and in the U.S. This diversity is manifested through 

first and foremost nationality, but also often coupled with language/dialect and cultural 

differences (i.e., localized Chinese culture; Louie, 2000a). 

To further elaborate on this diasporic Chinese identity, Tan (2007) pointed to 

Ong and Nonini’s (1997) work on Chinese transnationalism. Instead of considering 

Chinese identity as an pure expression of personal affinity towards one’s historical and 

cultural origin, Ong and Nonini (1997) proposed that the modern Chinese identity is 

transnational and based on the global capitalist economy, which is a product of “an 

interplay between strategies of accumulation and experiences of dislocation” and “the 

different constructions of modernity by capitalist interests and by nation-states” (p. 16). 

In the transnational flows of people, capital, products, representations, and ideas, Chinese 

of different nationalities have come to (re)define Chineseness in their own terms. Ong 

and Nonini (1997) wrote,  

The proliferation of different ways of being Chinese--through accumulation 
strategies, mobility, and modern mass media--has engendered complex, shifting, 
and fragmented subjectivities that are at once specific yet global.... Thus there 
are multiple subjective senses of Chineseness that appear to be based not on the 
possession of some reified Chinese culture but on a propensity to seek 
opportunities elsewhere, a spatial projection of economic and social desires 
across geopolitical divides. (p. 26, emphasis added)  
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In the process of immigration and remigration, Chinese of different nationalities 

have adopted the local culture and identity of their country of residence (i.e., ethnic 

homeland). Thus, their Chinese identity is localized or “reterritorized” (borrowing the 

term from Inda and Rosaldo, 2002). This Chinese identity no longer generalized to all 

Chinese but only to the Chinese in a specific region/country, transformed by integrating 

different elements from local people and culture (e.g., Indonesian Chinese, Vietnamese 

Chinese) and/or by self reinvention (e.g., Taiwanese). At the same time, the increase of 

global capitalism provides a platform for Chinese of different nationalities to come 

together and build international networks (Tan, 2007). In these transnational networks, 

common business interests in greater China often triumph common cultural interests. 

Thus, in a sense, diasporic Chinese identity is transformed from a single territory to 

multiple territories, and prioritizes commercial interests over common cultural roots. This 

does not mean that the historical Chinese cultural elements no longer apply in today’s 

context. On the contrary, they become a source of diverse and creative expression of their 

Chineseness.  

The U.S. has been a destination for Chinese immigrants from all around the 

world, whether they came directly from the greater China or a third country before they 

remigrated to the U.S. Given that large scale Chinese emigration from China has been 

going on since the 19th century, many Chinese American have adopted the national 

identity of their ethnic homeland (Lien, 2007) before they remigrated to the U.S. This is 

especially applicable to Chinese who first migrated to various Southeast Asian countries 

from China early in the 19th and 20th century and then remigrated to the U.S. For example, 
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Chinese immigrants from Vietnam often identify themselves as Hoa to differentiate 

themselves not only from Chinese who migrated directly from China, but also Chinese 

from other Southeast Asian countries. These Chinese Vietnamese often use Chinese 

dialects (e.g., Cantonese) or Vietnamese and localized Chinese culture (i.e., a mixture of 

Chinese culture and culture of homeland of emigration) as markers to distinguish 

themselves from other Chinese and local Vietnamese. As mentioned earlier, Hong Kong 

Chinese and Taiwanese often use Cantonese and Taiwanese dialects to distinguish 

themselves from mainland Chinese, who mainly only speak and understand Mandarin. 

Many Chinese, particularly those who were from Southeast Asian countries, have lost the 

ability to speak Mandarin but preserved some forms of dialect and cultural practices 

related to certain dialect groups. Thus, some of these intra-ethnic differences can 

transform to become markers for nationality differences.   

Panethnic Asian. Similar to the labels of African American, Native American, 

and Latino, the label of “Asian American” is the legacy of U.S. political classification 

(Espiritu, 1992). This categorization is a construction of the racist discourse that treats 

people from contingent areas (i.e., Asia) as homogeneous (Lowe, 1991), which disregards 

the historical and cultural ethnic diversity within the Asian American community 

(Espiritu, 1992). Even though the panethnic Asian American identity is imposed by the 

white majority, it has been subsequently embraced by Asian Americans to increase their 

political weight and to further facilitate their political goals. As Espiritu (1992) explained, 

“[although panethnicity] originated in the minds of outsiders, today the panethnic concept 
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is a political resource for insiders, a basis on which to mobilize diverse peoples and to 

force others to be more responsive to their grievances and agendas” (p. 7).     

Espiritu (1992) further contended that the markers of Asian American 

panethnicity are formed and reformed in the constant interaction between how they are 

being treated and seen by the white majority and other ethnic minorities and how they 

want others to treat and see them. Not only the panethnic identity allows Asian 

Americans to respond effectively to institutional demands that usually only recognizes 

panethnic categories, but it also allows Asian Americans to have more influence over 

politics as a voting bloc. Thus, individuals who are deemed as Asian American by 

outsiders are somehow pushed to adopt this panethnic identity through carrots and sticks. 

As time goes by, individuals under the panethnic Asian American label may consider 

themselves as more than just an arbitrary group of people, but something more substantial 

that “shares important common experiences: oppression, deprivation, and also benefits” 

(Enloe, 1980, p. 134). This panethnic Asian American identity is further strengthened by 

the development of “political history” through the collective experiences, which 

functions as the base of the newly-minted Asian American culture and provides a 

blueprint to respond to the dominant ethnic group (Blauner, 1972). 

Nevertheless, the panethnic identity has not been embraced widely or even 

criticized within the Asian American community. Some of the smaller and 

socioeconomically less powerful ethnic groups, especially those from Southeast Asia, are 

reluctant to embrace the Asian American panethnic coalition that has been dominated by 

East Asian professionals, usually of Japanese or Chinese descent (Espiritu, 1992). For 
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example, the political history of Asian American often ignores the refugee experiences of 

the Southeast Asian immigrants. In addition, with the arrival of new immigrants and 

subsequently the reinforcement of ethnic distinction between groups, the previously 

underrepresented groups are more likely to confront the ethnic status quo within the 

Asian American community and circumvent the existing Asian American political groups 

to make their voice heard (Espiritu, 1992).  

Another important hurdle for Asian Americans to fully embrace the panethnicity 

label, as Nguyen (2002) argued, is the ideological riffs between the Asian American 

political leaders and Asian American intellectuals who are supposed to be the champion 

of this panethnic identity. Pointing out the disagreement among Asian American scholars 

of whether to embrace Asian American panethnicity, Nguyen sided with the dissidents 

and criticized the notion of “panethnic entrepreneurship” coined by Espiritu (1992). For 

the panethnic entrepreneurs, including Asian American political leaders and some 

scholars, panethnicity is seen as a type of commodity that needs to be promoted in order 

to protect their own interests in ripping the benefits of representing “Asian American.” 

Nguyen (2002) further elaborated this point, 

Panethnic entrepreneurship is a product of the dialectical relationship between a 
capitalism that exploits race and the democratic struggles that have fought for 
greater racial and economic equality. This dialectic has transformed race and 
racial identity into focal points of organization and struggle, but it has also 
transformed race and racial identity into commodities. (p. 4)    
 
Nguyen proposed that Asian American panethnicity cannot be abandoned 

entirely, as suggested by some critics, or be embraced without critical understanding of 

the origin of its formation and the implications. He suggested that a more flexible and 
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creative ideological position would be needed for supporters of both sides of the issue to 

come to an agreement and fundamentally transform the understanding of Asian American 

panethnic identity. 

 

American-Raised Chinese’ negotiation between multiple layers of ethnic identity 

Studies have shown that, among various Asian ethnic groups in the U.S., 

individuals prefer ethnic-specific (e.g., Chinese, Vietnamese) over the panethnic (i.e., 

Asian American) identification (Junn, Lee, Ramakrishnan, & Wong, 2008; Kibria, 1999; 

Lien, Conway, & Wong, 2003). While most Asian Americans do not reject this panethnic 

label, they do not to see the primordial ties that bound these diverse ethnic groups 

together and the urgent purpose of this panethnic unity and mobilization (Kibria, 1999). 

Even though the panethnic label is still often used to unify different Asian ethnic groups 

to fight against discrimination and to lobby for collective interests, many Asian 

Americans, especially those who are college-educated, see this label as an extension of 

the model minority discourse, and fear that identification of this panethnic label would 

suppress their individual expression (Kibria, 1999).    

While the intra-ethnic and panethnic layers of identity are unique in terms of 

their markers, ethnic Chinese and diasporic Chinese are perhaps not so distinct from each 

other. In fact, these two layers of ethnic identity can be seen as two sides of a coin. In her 

study on the encounter between American-Raised Chinese and mainland Chinese in 

Guangdong Province, China through a state-sponsored (i.e., PRC government) “root 

searching” program for overseas Chinese (i.e., huayi), Louie (2000b, 2004) revealed how 
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American-Raised Chinese and mainland Chinese (re)negotiate their “Chineseness” 

through these transnational interactions. She found that, through the transport of people, 

knowledge, beliefs, and capital across borders, Chinese of different nationalities are 

exposed to different ideas of being Chinese, realizing that one’s Chineseness can be 

divorced from nationalism (i.e., patriotism toward their ancestral homeland), 

identification to the one (official) version of Chinese culture, and even racial 

categorizations. In other words, while Chinese of different nationalities agree that they 

share the same Chinese ancestry (i.e., ethnic Chinese identity), the meaning of being 

Chinese is open for interpretation according to their local contexts (i.e., diasporic Chinese 

identity).  

In short, ethnic identity of American-Raised Chinese is multilayered and its 

expression is influenced by various local and global factors. In the U.S., whether or not 

American-Raised Chinese accept and even embrace the panethnic Asian and/or ethnic-

specific Chinese labels, their understanding of being Chinese or Asian are strongly 

associated with the model minority stereotype. As Du (2008) explained, “the powerful 

[model minority] myth is both contributive and attributable to the unique identity 

production practices in the [Chinese] community, which are characterized by the 

internalization of high academic aspirations among the local youth” (p. 77). She added 

the model minority myth stereotype also forcefully regulate and powerfully affect 

American-Raised Chinese’s perception about themselves. Since American-Raised 

Chinese are pressured to pursue a lifestyle with stereotypical expectations, they are 

prescribed to a limited sociocultural space. 
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Globally, with the increased fluidity of people, capital, and ideas across national 

boundaries, overseas Chinese today, including American-Raised Chinese, have more 

leeway in negotiating their ethnic identity, and they can be more creative in expressing 

different layers of identity without much struggle (Tan, 2007). Overseas Chinese of very 

different backgrounds have discovered that they do not have to fit into the stereotypical 

or official mold of Chinese to be Chinese (Khu, 2001). In addition, the rise of China as a 

global economic and political power has had an indirect impact on the ethnic identity of 

overseas Chinese, including American-Raised Chinese (Tan, 2007), whether or not 

overseas Chinese welcome this change. Tan (2007) observed that 

…the transnationalism between CDN [Chinese of different nationalities] and 
China are…influenced by the changing identities of CDN and China as a 
growing world power. A stronger China with global influence will have even 
more relevance to CDN even if some of them may not want to have anything to 
do with it…A stronger China will make CDN even more noticeable, but many of 
them would welcome an economically strong China that is at peace with the rest 
of the world, since their Chinese identities are unlikely to be totally independent 
of their ancestral [roots] in China (p. 16).  

 

Other Issues Related to American-Raised Chinese’ Ethnic Identity 

Generational Differences. Generational differences in terms of ethnic identity 

have been a central issue in the study of acculturation of immigrants, especially those 

who practice a distinctively different culture than that of the host country. While first-

generation of immigrants usually encounter major adjustment problems, 1.5, second, 

third, and later generations have their own set of issues, particularly dealing with the 

“perpetual foreigner” stereotype (Ng, Lee, & Pak, 2007) and the struggle for cultural or 

ethnic authenticity (Tuan, 2002) even though they are born and/or raised here in the U.S. 
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While I refute the binary view of American and ethnic identities, the frustration of not 

being considered as “real” Americans are felt by many non-first generation of American-

Raised Chinese (Tuan, 2002). As Tuan (2002) demonstrated, while many later generation 

Asian Americans have a great degree of agency in choosing and exercising ethnic 

cultural practices in their everyday life and simultaneously embrace their American 

identity, they continue to face the social pressure to act “ethnic” and to be seen as “ethnic” 

regardless of the generation of immigration and their distinct differences from their 

Asian-born and raised counterparts. 

There is also a rift between the first generation immigrants and 1.5/second 

generation immigrants in terms of the level of acculturation into and identifying with the 

mainstream American culture. Pyke and Dang (2003) reported that second generation 

Asian American immigrants often used the term “fresh off the boat” (FOB) and 

“whitewashed” to criticize or belittle their Asian American counterparts who were 

deemed too “ethnic” or too “assimilated.” Correspondingly, these second generation 

immigrants portrayed themselves as the “bicultural middle,” positioning themselves as 

the “normals” in contrast to the two extremes. As Pyke and Dong observed, “[by] 

discrediting coethnics who either confirm stereotypes of Asians as inassimilable or defy 

racial categories by attempting to merge into white society, a bicultural identity emerges 

that deflects stigma and defines the ‘normals.’” (p. 168). Pyke and Dang argued that this 

was a sign of second generation immigrants internalizing the dominant racial discourse 

where they deployed the terms FOB and whitewashed to distant themselves from Asian 
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American counterparts to avoid the stigmas of being “inassimilable aliens” or “Asian 

people who forgot their roots.” 

Ethnicization of American Identity. One aspect that has not been discussed 

regarding the diasporic Chinese identity is that how this diasporic identity affects 

American-Raised Chinese’ perception of their American identity. The confluence of 

Chinese of different nationalities, whether they are of their peers or of their parents’ 

generation, allow themselves to see their American identity as something “ethnic,” 

something that differentiates themselves from a stereotypical, presumably mainland-born 

and raised, Chinese person. This goes back to Nagel’s (1994) notion of ethnic boundaries. 

Not only ethnicity is utilized as a social marker to bind a group of people with similar 

culture and/or economic/political interests, it is also used to distinguish themselves from 

the others (Nagel, 1994). Given that “[ethnic] groups are formed and changed in 

encounters among groups” (Espiritu, 1992), American-Raised Chinese may tend to see 

their “Americanness” as something “ethnic” to them in relation to other Chinese of 

different nationalities. In Louie’s (2000b, 2004) account of Chinese youths of different 

nationalities gathering at Guangdong province in China for the Chinese Youth Camp, the 

gathering unintentionally made the national differences among these Chinese youths 

salient rather than their common Chinese identity. During the camp, many Chinese 

Americans saw their U.S. upbringing as something that distinguished themselves from 

other Chinese, including mainland Chinese, and such feeling can be seen as evidence for 

“ethnic consciousness,” which is pivotal for the formation of an ethnic group (i.e., 

American born Chinese).  
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Thus, American identity is transformed into “ethnic” identity when American-

Raised Chinese form their diasporic Chinese identity, which emphasizes the internal 

diversity among Chinese of different nationalities. Such ethnicization of American 

identity is evident in the preferential use of the term “American-Born Chinese” or ABC 

among some American-Raised Chinese to describe themselves instead of the more 

official term “Chinese American.” It is important to note that the emergence of American 

“ethnic” identity is contextual. Often times American-Raised Chinese’ national identity 

becomes salient only when they are in contact with Chinese of different nationalities, 

locally here in the U.S. or abroad. 

A More Cosmopolitan China. While scholars and media pundits have 

acknowledged the rapid economic development of China and its rise in influence and 

power, few have further recognized the changing face of China; many still treat China as 

a solid cultural bloc that invariably observe similar cultural practices among all its 

citizens. As the people in China, particularly those who live in coastal metropolitan areas, 

increasingly embrace the international community, they also adopt a more transnational 

subjectivity or a “deterritorized” Chinese identity that is increasingly detached from the 

state-imposed ethnic identification (Yang, 2002). Yang (2002) commented that with the 

help of mass media and the invasion of popular culture from overseas (particularly Hong 

Kong and Taiwan), mainland Chinese are exposed to alternative Chinese subjectivities 

that lead them to escape the “fixed, state-spatialized Chinese identity” (p. 341) or the 

“official version” of Chinese identity discussed earlier. This is coupled with the growing 

prevalence of internet access within China that is even less subjected to Chinese state 
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control and geopolitical boundaries. Such subtle transformation of mainland Chinese 

does not go unnoticed by overseas Chinese and has in turn affected their perception of 

their own ethnic identity.   
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Chapter Three 

The Adaptation of American-Raised Chinese in American Society 

 

According to the rhetoric of model minority stereotype, Asian American 

students are often seen as accommodating to the school’s expectations. In addition, since 

the model minority stereotype is generally perceived as positive, Asian Americans are 

thought to embrace this stereotype rather than reject it. Nevertheless, scholars have 

challenged the accommodation image imposed on Asian American students (Du, 2008; 

Goto, 1997; Ima, 1995; Lee, 1996). According to these studies, Asian American students 

have shown signs of resistance to school expectations, specifically the model minority 

stereotype, imposed on them. Furthermore, scholars have questioned whether 

accommodation to the dominant institutional hegemony is the only means for ethnic 

minority students to achieve academic success (Davidson, 1996). Studies on 

academically successful African American and Latino students have shown that 

resistance towards institutional dominance and oppression and challenging negative 

stereotypes of low achievement can be a powerful motivational tool for their academic 

performance (O’Connor, 1997; Sanders, 1997).  

 

Accommodation and resistance among ethnic minorities in the U.S. 

The general impression of Asian Americans’ socioeconomic success leads the 

general American public to believe that Asian Americans embrace the mainstream White 

middle-class values and orientation. John Ogbu (1978, 1987, 1991; Fordham & Ogbu, 
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1986; Ogbu & Simons, 1998) was one of the more influential scholars in explaining the 

ethnic minorities’ adaptation in the U.S. Ogbu sought to explain why some ethnic/racial 

minorities such as Asian Americans are academically “successful” while other minorities 

are not. He focused on how the diverse sociohistorical conditions contribute to different 

interpretations of and responses to school environment between ethnic minority groups. 

Furthermore, he centered on the way in which one ethnic minority group was first 

incorporated into the U.S. society, whether it was through enslavement, military conquest, 

or economic exploitation, to explain the relative socioeconomic status of each ethnic 

group. This process of incorporation, as Ogbu argued, affects how different ethnic 

minorities adapt and respond to the oppressive environment and subsequently shape the 

educational and societal outcomes of these ethnic minorities.  

Ogbu classified Asian Americans as voluntary minorities who were incorporated 

into the U.S. society by their or their ancestors’ own will. According to Ogbu, these 

voluntary minorities possess an optimistic outlook about their opportunity to better their 

socioeconomic positions in the U.S. Ogbu further explained that voluntary minorities 

employ accommodation strategies to succeed in school: they embrace the dominant 

values (i.e., education as the pathway for socioeconomic advancement), display behaviors 

that accord with those values (i.e., hard work and obedience), and downplay racial 

discrimination as barriers in the path to success. Furthermore, their accommodation 

strategies are considered as the cause of their scholastic success (Goto, 1997). This is 

consistent with the stereotype that portrays Asian American students as conforming and 

non-resistant while embracing the model minority stereotype.  
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In contrast, involuntary minorities, such as African Americans and Latinos, were 

historically forced to be a part of the U.S. society. According to Ogbu, involuntary 

minority students take a resistant approach to schooling. Because of the disapproval and 

punishment for practicing their ethnic culture in school, involuntary minority students 

develop alternative cultural practices that aim to defy the dominant cultural practices of 

school authority. These students disidentify themselves from school, deride the 

importance of academic performance, and avoid working hard to succeed in school 

because academic achievement is considered as a sign of “acting white” (Fordham & 

Ogbu, 1986). Contrary to accommodation as the success strategy employed by voluntary 

minorities, involuntary minorities’ resistance to the institutional dominance and 

discrimination is considered the cause of their academic failure.  

The assumed dichotomies between immigrant versus involuntary minorities and 

accommodation versus resistance proposed by Ogbu have been challenged by many 

scholars (Ainsworth-Darnell & Downey, 1998; Foley, 1991, 2001; Gibson, 1997; Goto, 

1997; Lee, 1994, 1996; Mehan, Hubbard, & Villanueva, 1994; Mirón & Lauria, 1998; 

Trueba, 1988). Trueba (1988) pointed out that Ogbu’s effort in creating two categories of 

minorities to explain school success and failure was unwarranted because 1) Ogbu did 

not account for the success of involuntary minorities and; 2) the categorization per se is 

stereotypical, and constructed based on “imputed behavior and presumed psychological 

responses of certain members of ethnic groups” (p. 276). 

In addition, researchers have questioned the assumed association between 

accommodation and scholastic success and between resistance and scholastic failure 
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(Davidson, 1996; Foley, 1991; Gibson, 1997). Foley (1991) took on Ogbu’s notion of 

“oppositional culture” among involuntary minorities and asserted that Ogbu’s 

characterization gives a wrong impression that minority groups’ resistance is inherently 

destructive to their adjustment and achievement. Instead of seeing oppositional cultures 

as negative perpetuation of hopelessness, low self-esteem and expectations, Foley cited 

examples of resistance that can have positive impacts on students, and these invented 

cultural forms vary according to class within ethnic groups. Other scholars have also 

reported that involuntary minorities achieve academic success by adopting various forms 

of resistance, especially in terms of fighting against the negative stereotypes about their 

academic achievement (Mehan, Hubbard, & Villanueva, 1994; Sanders, 1997).  

 

Challenges to the resistance framework 

Departing from the traditional focus of underachievement among African 

American and Latino students, many recent studies have shifted their attention to 

academic resilience among these students (e.g., Brayboy, 2005; Cammorota, 2004; 

Gayles, 2005; Foley, 1994; Mehan, Hubbard, & Villanueva, 1994; Morales, 2000; 

O’Connor, 1997, 2002; Sanders, 1997). These studies sought to explain why many 

underrepresented minority students fair well academically despite the odds stacked 

against them. Researchers have found that many academically resilient students of color 

consider and utilize academic achievement as a symbol of struggle against the 

mainstream White hegemony and negative stereotypes.  
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For example, O’Connor (1997) and Sanders (1997) reported that high-achieving 

African American students often considered scholastic achievement as a response to 

racial discrimination. Based on their positive racial socialization experiences, 

academically successful African American students developed high awareness of racial 

discrimination and achievement-oriented attitudes that led them to scholastic and 

professional success (Sander, 1997). These academically resilient students considered 

education as a venue for the collective struggle of African Americans to achieve racial 

equality in American society (O’Connor, 1997). Instead of turning against school and 

academic achievement, these students’ understanding of the struggle helped to motivate 

themselves academically and stay optimistic about their future (O’Connor, 1997).  

In another instance, Brayboy (2005) noted that academically successful 

American Indians saw their academic career as a pathway to autonomy and self-

determination against cultural and legal domination of the mainstream White majority. 

These American Indian students who enrolled in Ivy League universities, which was an 

undeniable recognition of their academic accomplishment itself, often struggled with the 

notion of being “good Indians” and “good students” because they were often perceived as 

American Indians who had abandoned their roots given their status as Ivy League 

university students. By considering their educational credentials as a tool to help their 

tribal community, these students were able to defy the conflicting labels and made it 

through the higher education institutions.   

Foley (1994) provided another example of how ethnic minority students 

proactively responding to the institutional dominance and achieve success in school. In 
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his study, the Mexicano students engaged in a strategy called “impression management” 

in dealing with White teachers. They tried to deceive teachers by collectively making 

group parody of the lesson using class materials from the class lessons. By doing so, 

these students cleverly manipulated the teachers into believing that they had a sense of 

control over the students and that the students themselves were actively engaged in the 

class. Thus, these students successfully asserted some influences on the flow of the class 

to avoid boring lectures and tedious assignments and at the same time maintained their 

“good student” image in front of teachers.  

Yosso (2000) called these examples of student struggle as “resilient resistance,” 

which is defined as “surviving and/or succeeding through the educational pipeline as a 

strategic response to visual microaggression” (p. 180). These examples have suggested 

that minority students’ educational achievement is not always the sole result of 

accommodation, such as adopting dominant values and not confronting the hegemonic 

practices as suggested by Ogbu and others. Some forms of resistance, such as a more 

deliberate form of struggle against the racial/ethnic stereotypes among students of color, 

may motivate these students do well academically.  

Solórzano and Delgado Bernal (2001) expanded the notion of resistance and 

outlined four different types of oppositional behaviors to better understand students’ 

struggles against racial domination and discrimination. The first type of oppositional 

behavior, or reactionary behavior, does not indicate any interest for social justice or 

critical evaluation of the hegemonic practices. Self-defeating resistance, which is the 

second type of oppositional behavior, refers to behavior that reflects a partial critique of 
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the hegemonic structure but no interest in constructively addressing the oppressive 

condition. This type of resistance often reproduces the structures of domination instead of 

transforming them. The third type of oppositional behavior is called conformist resistance, 

where students were motivated to struggle against social injustice but are not critical of 

the systemic oppression. This type of resistance is seen as a temporary and limited 

solution to address the racial oppression of minority students. Last but not least, the 

fourth type of oppositional behavior is termed transformational resistance, where 

students are aware of unequal racial relation and socioeconomic inequalities and are 

motivated to strive for social justice through education. The academically resilient 

students of color described above can be seen as engaging in transformational resistance 

within the educational system. Ultimately, Solórzano and Delgado Bernal considered 

transformational resistance as the type of oppositional behavior that can bring true 

changes to the unjust system.   

 

Adaptation of Asian Americans in the American society 

To date, research on the adaptation among Asian American students is limited. 

In one of the few ethnographic studies on Asian Americans, Lee (1994, 1996) 

documented different ethnic identifications among high school students of Asian-descent 

and how their different ethnic identifications were related to their academic achievement 

and shaped their response to racism and stereotypes. She identified four types of students 

who expressed different ethnic identities: Korean-identified students, Asian-identified 

students, New Wavers, and Asian American-identified students. Students who primarily 
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identified themselves as Korean or Asian embraced the model minority stereotype. They 

seldom confronted racial discrimination openly and believed that such discrimination 

could only be resolved mainly through academic success. These students adopted 

accommodation strategies to succeed in school and avoided confronting racial 

discrimination and institutional oppression directly. In contrast, the New Wavers, who 

were mostly Southeast Asian refugees from impoverished background, rejected the 

model minority stereotype by acting the opposite of what is prescribed in the stereotype: 

They denigrated the importance of academic achievement and defied school regulations 

and expectations. 

Different from the Korean-identified students, Asian-identified students, and 

New Wavers were those who identified themselves as Asian American. They were 

generally high achievers but did not subscribe to the stereotypes that were imposed on 

them. These students were aware of the race discourse and saw education as a tool to 

combat individual and institutional discrimination. They engaged in resilient resistance 

(Yosso, 2000) or transformational resistance (Solórzano & Delgado Bernal, 2001)  

against the discriminatory practices in school, which were similar to those of high 

achieving African American and Latino students who used academic achievement as a 

response against racism and racial stereotype (Cammarota, 2004; Sanders, 1997; 

O’Connor, 1997).  

In essence, Lee’s (1994, 1996) findings challenged the assumption of academic 

achievement among Asian American students and asserted that excelling in school was 

not a sign of accommodation to the racist expectations embedded with the model 
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minority discourse. Like many high-achieving African American and Latino counterparts, 

Asian American students also struggled against racial hegemony and viewed their 

academic achievement as a proactive response to the model minority discourse. 

In another study, Goto (1995, 1997) investigated the ways in which Chinese 

American high-school students adopt accommodation or resistance strategies based on 

their motivation to be affiliated with different social groups. He criticized that previous 

research, including Ogbu’s, have failed to recognize “internal conflicts” and concerns at 

multiple levels within individuals. He mentioned that Chinese American students had to 

deal with “multiple, competing cultural beliefs.” That is, these students were told to 

embrace the family and mainstream beliefs about the importance of education at the 

macro level, but were also under the pressure to conform to peers’ oppositional culture at 

the local level. Consequently, Chinese American students employed different strategies to 

deal with different groups (e.g., family, teachers, and peer groups) in which they had their 

various levels of interest invested. Goto concluded that multiple levels of analysis of the 

students’ social contexts could provide insights as to why students were involved in 

shifting and conflicting behaviors, such as accommodating teachers’ requests in class but 

resisting school authority in front of their peers.  

In a more recent study, Du (2008) depicted the interaction between Asian 

American students and parents and the model minority stereotype. She found that while 

middle-class Chinese American students were living up the expectations based on the 

model minority stereotype, they did not simply accept such honorary status with blind 

faith. Rather, they were conscious about the racial stratification of the U.S. society and 
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the socioeconomic obstacles that students of color need to overcome. They also believed 

that education is one of the few channels that they could push back the discrimination 

against them. This echoes Sue and Okazaki’s (1990) and Xie and Goyette’s (2003) 

conclusion that Asian Americans’ academic achievement and job prospects 

disproportionately concentrate in the fields of science and technology. Sue and Okazaki 

(1990) pointed out that Asian Americans’ focus on science and technology is not an 

instance of them accommodating to the institutional dominance and racial hegemony but 

an example of Asian Americans actively circumventing the possible discriminatory 

barriers to their opportunity for socioeconomic upward mobility. 

Du (2008) also observed that, while the model minority discourse enabled 

Chinese Americans to climb up to the socioeconomic ladder, students and parents were 

aware of the pitfalls of aligning themselves too close to the boundaries preset by the 

model minority discourse, including perceived by others as having a “deformed” or 

“abnormal” lifestyle . However, it is difficult for many Chinese Americans students to 

escape such perception given its prevalence not only because the penalties for “boundary-

crossing” are severe, but also because other channels of social advancement are not 

readily available to them after they have been “branded” by the stereotype. Thus, 

according to Du, such efforts at distancing themselves from the stereotype not only failed 

to tackle the model minority stereotype, it led these Chinese American students feeling 

deficient and inferior about themselves, causing low self-esteem and identity confusion.  
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Chapter Four 

Identity, Agency, and Impersonation: 

The Theoretical Framework 

 

Social Practice Theory 

In this study, I have used two theories, namely the social practice theory by 

Holland, Lachicotte, Skinner, and Cane (1998) and the performance theory of self 

impersonation by Chen (2005) to investigate ARC undergraduates’ ethnic identity and 

their interaction with stereotypes. Holland et al.’s (1998) social practice theory integrates 

theoretical works from Pierre Bourdieu, Mikhail Bakhtin, and Lev Vygotsky to expand 

our understanding of human cognition and behavior in everyday life, especially the 

process of negotiation between individuals and the society at large in a collectively 

constructed social world. This interdisciplinary framework is particularly useful in this 

study because it recognizes the interplay between historical, cultural, and structural forces 

in the formation of students’ attitudes and behaviors while emphasizing the active, 

dynamic, and evolving process of students negotiating their identity and dealing with 

stereotypes. 

In particular, Holland et al. (1998) suggested a new way of understanding human 

attitudes and actions by reconceptualizing identity and agency. Holland et al. saw identity 

as a moderately consistent perception and understanding of self by oneself and others. 

Holland et al. considered the manifestation of one’s identity as an evidence of oneself 

being practiced, which they called “self-in-practice.” They adopted Bakhtin’s (1981) 
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concept of “dialogical self” that considers people as constantly engaging in multiple, and 

often contradictory, dialogues within themselves to figure out who they are and act upon 

who they think they are. Because of these internal dialogues, human beings are in the 

constant state of responding to others. Therefore, individuals are always the process of 

“answering” and “addressing” others’ speech in Bakhtin’s terms. Through the process of 

answering and addressing others, individuals are able to make sense of themselves and 

express who they believe they are. Moreover, Holland et al. explained that although 

people must come up with their response to answer to others’ demands, the way of their 

response is not predetermined. The practice of making sense of oneself by responding to 

others allows a person to exert his or her identity in a given social environment.  

Furthermore, Holland, Lachicotte, Skinner, and Cane’s (1998) concept of agency 

is useful to further investigate ethnic minority students’ responses to racial discrimination 

and negative stereotypes. According to Inden (1990, cited in Holland et al., 1998), human 

agency is defined as the people’s ability to carry out purposeful actions that can possibly 

change their relationship with the surroundings. Holland et al. contended that, instead of 

passively reacting to their environments, people always proactively respond to social 

constraints and demands, including institutional dominance and stereotypes. In addition, 

Holland et al. emphasized that agency exists in mundane, routinized performances. They 

asserted that human ability to envision themselves as different actors with different roles 

in alternative worlds and to transform themselves into different individuals in different 

environments is a sign of agency.  
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Furthermore, Holland et al. described two ways of how individuals’ agency is 

manifested. The first way is through improvisation on which one improvises a response 

with the purpose of mediating his or her position within a social context using cultural 

resources available. According to Bourdieu (1977), people use infinite and unexpected 

ways of combining cultural resources to respond to the social demands. Foley’s (1994) 

depiction of “impression management” by Mexicano students is a good example of 

improvisation. In his study, the Mexicano students tried to manipulate and deceive 

teachers (i.e., mediating positions) by making group parody of the lesson (i.e., improvised 

acts) using class materials from the class lessons without tarnishing their “good student” 

image in front of teachers. These students successfully asserted some influences on the 

flow of the class to avoid boring lectures and tedious assignments from the teachers. By 

doing so, these students also cleverly manipulated the teachers into believing that they 

had a sense of control over the students and that the students themselves were actively 

engaged in the class. Holland et al. argued that such improvised acts come naturally when 

one continuously involves in a specific cultural world, such as a classroom, that allows 

one to orchestrate the cultural world with which one identifies and in which one positions 

oneself.  

The second way of asserting agency is through self-directed symbolization. Self-

directed symbolization is human beings’ capability to envision themselves in alternative 

worlds and coordinate their actions in these alternative worlds by directing the culturally-

derived symbols, such as the stereotypes, at themselves. Holland et al. pointed out that 

individuals are capable of utilizing social symbols to create an imaginary world and 
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escape immediate environmental controls. Through these culturally-derived symbols, 

individuals are able to coordinate their own and others’ behavior. For example, as 

mentioned before, academically resilient African American students (O’Connor, 1997; 

Sanders, 1997) considered education as a symbolic struggle for achieving racial equality 

in American society, which was a culturally-derived symbol from the Brown versus 

Board of Education. They used this understanding of struggle to motivate themselves to 

succeed academically (i.e., reflexively direct the symbol back to themselves to reorient 

their own actions). Again, through self-directed symbolization, high-achieving African 

American students were able to take control of and actively respond to racial 

discrimination and negative stereotypes that appeared to be insurmountable by others. To 

a large extent, self-directed symbolization explains the great variation in people’s 

responses to the same situation, and emphasizes the importance of examining one’s 

cultural and personal experiences to fully comprehend his or her perceptions and 

responses. 

Through these two forms of agency, we are able to see human beings as actors, 

directors, and producers of their world. The two forms of agency correspond well with 

MacLeod’s (1995) succinct description of agency when he declared human beings 

“interpret and respond to [social] forces in creative ways” (p. 150; emphases added). 

Human capacity to respond creatively to social forces is aligned with Holland et al.’s 

concept of improvisation, whereas people’s ability to interpret (and reform) social 

influences creatively is compatible with Holland et al.’s concept of self-directed 
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symbolization. Improvisation and self-directed symbolization provide great conceptual 

anchors for this study to explore ARC students’ creative response to the stereotypes. 

 

Self impersonation: Identity and double agency of Asian Americans 

Based on her analysis of cultural literature on Asian immigrants, Chen (2005) 

argued that Asian Americans have been performing self impersonation as an adaptive 

strategy in the U.S. society. Such performative strategy of impersonation is a necessary 

adaptation of Asian Americans in the U.S. society because of the historical stereotype of 

Asian Americans being inherently foreign and never able to become full-fletched 

Americans (i.e., White Americans). Chen explained that impersonation is performing a 

public identity, such as a stereotype, but not necessarily becoming the person whom one 

is performing. In addition, Chen clarified that impersonation by Asian Americans is not 

through faking as White Americans but through impersonating themselves as Asian 

American. Therefore, Asian Americans impersonate themselves by performing the 

stereotypes about their own selves.  

The acts of impersonation allow Asian Americans to claim their American 

identity and at the same time contest the dominant race discourse that relegates them to 

second-class citizenry. Chen described that Asian Americans’ self impersonation through 

“the public performance of stereotype” have aimed to achieve two purposes regarding 

their awkward position in the American society: First, Asian Americans’ self 

impersonation alleviates the mainstream American audience’s uneasiness about Asian 

Americans’ “foreignness” and perception that Asian immigrants are not assimilatable; 
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and second, Asian Americans’ self impersonation also serves as an “inside joke” among 

Asian immigrant community that challenges the notion that they are not being treated as 

real Americans and creates an opening for Asian Americans to reinvent their identity in 

the long run.. 

As Asian Americans face doubts and skepticism about their authenticity in 

becoming American by the mainstream U.S. society, self impersonation also challenges 

that notion of racial authenticity. On one end, Asian Americans are pressured to be 

assimilated into the dominant American culture or to “act white” in order to become 

Americans. On the other end, they are accused of being inauthentic for acting white 

because that is not who they actually are. Therefore, as Chen claimed, Asian Americans 

have chosen to enact impersonation as a performative strategy that aims to confront this 

fixated perception of racial authenticity. By performing self impersonation, Asian 

Americans are able to obscure the real and the fake about the notion of Asian American, 

and show that being Asian Americans does not preclude them from being loyal 

Americans and Asian persons who honor their ethnic heritage.  

 

Connecting Self Practice Theory and Self Impersonation Theory 

There are at least two commonalities between Holland et al.’s theoretical 

framework and Chen’s theory where they complement and enhance each other’s theory. 

To connect Holland et al.’s notion of identity and dialogical self and Chen’s notion of self 

impersonation, self impersonation can be understood as a way Asian Americans narrate 

their self understanding and address the charges about their dubious allegiance and 
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authenticity from the mainstream American society. Through the acts of impersonation, 

Asian Americans respond to the suspicion of the mainstream American society by 

rejecting the dichotomous categorizations of “loyalty/disloyalty, real/fake, and 

Asian/American” (Chen, 2005, p. xvii). Not only Asian Americans refuse to choose a 

side (i.e., Asian or American) by insisting that they can be both, they also make it 

obvious that their self impersonation acts of Asian American personality are always 

partially real and partially fake. Therefore, self impersonation is a way Asian Americans 

creatively choose to respond to the stereotypes imposed by the mainstream American 

society and express who they are as Asian Americans.   

In addition, according to Chen, self impersonation can be seen as an opening for 

Asian Americans to exert their agency. Chen mentioned that self impersonation by Asian 

Americans demonstrate double agency because of the multiple intentions it intends to 

achieve. This agency is “doubled” in the sense that Asian Americans’ impersonation of 

their public personality (i.e., stereotypes) simultaneously claims their American identity 

and challenges the assumptions underlying the Asian American identity. This double 

agency corresponds well to Holland et al.’s two forms of agency: improvisation and self-

directed symbolization. First, performing self impersonation is a direct evidence of 

improvisation as Asian Americans assume their Asian American identity by using the 

popular stereotypes to craft impromptu performances in different situations (i.e., first 

form of agency according to Holland et al.). Second, the acts of self impersonation 

convey the message of parody where Asian Americans try to entertain themselves as well 

as to contest the way mainstream American society wants and expects them to act 
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through impersonation. Thus, Asian Americans’ ability to make fun of themselves by 

assuming the stereotypical Asian personality (i.e., directing the stereotypes at themselves) 

and consequently ridiculing the notion behind such stereotypical Asian personality 

demonstrate their self-directed symbolization (i.e., second form of agency). 
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Chapter Five 

Investigating American-Raised Chinese through an Ethnic Student Organization: 

Research Goals and Questions 

 

Studying naturally occurring groups 

Ethnographic studies have traditionally focused on studying naturally occurring 

associations or groups of people. My decision to study a naturally occurring association 

was inspired by ethnographic works such as MacLeod (1995) and Foley (1994), which I 

believe is a strategy that would provide much more contextual information essential to 

understanding agency and identity rather than investigating a group of unrelated 

individuals. Foley’s (1994) access to the youth groups gave him insight into the status 

and organizational patterns within and between groups in a high school, how individual 

students occupied certain social positions as perceived by peers and teachers, and, 

coupled with students’ family background information, the pattern of “making out” 

games performed by these students in classes. Apart from that, MacLeod (1995) found 

that the White peer group in his study reinforced each other on their view of racism and 

sexism and used each other as a point of reference in forming their aspiration and 

achievement ideology. The active and social nature of individuals, I believe, can only be 

understood more fully through the study of a naturally-occurring group of individuals.  

Holland et al.’s (1998) work also documented several naturally-occurring groups, 

including Alcoholic Anonymous (AA), college women in the world of romance, and the 

Nepali women in the Tij Festival. Alcoholic Anonymous is a group operated on a set of 
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personal stories of the AA founders and early members that would ultimately transform 

how AA members understood themselves and their drinking behaviors. Holland et al. 

reported that the “cultural knowledge of alcoholism” within the community of AA was 

starkly different from the people outside of AA or who would potentially join the AA. 

They portrayed how participants in AA transform their self-understanding from “drinking 

non-alcoholic” to “non-drinking alcoholic,” and described how AA members aligned 

their life stories according to the typical storyline prescribed by the AA group gradually 

over time. Holland et al. also noticed that AA meeting goers’ degree of commitment to 

the self-transformation was proportionate to the length of time and level of dedication 

they attended such meetings.  

If Alcoholic Anonymous is an example of single purpose groups, then college 

women in the world of romance and Nepali women in the Tij Festival are two contrasting 

examples of people with ascribed attributes, in this case gender (and caste in the latter 

example), are subjected and empowered through their own respective sociocultural 

settings. Although women in both examples lived in very different sociocultural 

environments, they were both subjugated under the hegemonic gender discourse that their 

status and power are inferior to that of men’s in the larger society. College women who 

subscribed to ideal of heterosexual romance evaluated their self worth in terms of their 

physical attractiveness to men. However, those who were more adept in the romance 

world were able to manipulate their perception before men so that they could “play the 

field.” In contrast, neophytes in the romance world closely followed the “rules” of 

establishing their relationship with men with little agency. In Nepal, women who were 
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oppressed under the old-age caste system had the opportunity to get together once a year 

to write songs and perform songs during the Tij Festival. The acts of composing songs 

and performing them provided an opening for these women to express their 

disillusionment about their oppressed conditions and to imagine an alternative world 

where they achieve equal status with men.  

In this study, my investigation of a Chinese-based ethnic student organization 

(which I will explain in more details in Chapter Seven) and its members is similar to 

these examples. This ethnic student organization is a defined social group that has a 

routine of activities, ways of interaction among its members, and specific goals. 

Generally, it was influenced by two larger social discourses that forcefully defined them: 

Chinese ethnic community in America and Asian American youth. I will elaborate these 

social discourses later in the following chapters.   

Although there are quite a number of studies that considered ethnic student 

organizations, including fraternities and sororities, as the focus of investigation (e.g., 

Abrahamowitz, 1988; Sidanius, Van Laar, Levin, & Sinclair, 2004), more researchers 

used ethnic students organizations mainly as a site for recruiting participants to study 

other related topics, such as group participation and organizational culture (e.g., Schein, 

1992; Wang, Sedlacek, & Westbrook, 1992). Studies that utilized ethnographic methods 

to study these organizations are relatively recent and rare (e.g., Fried, 2001; Lin, 2006; 

Rhoads, Lee, & Yamada, 2002). For example, Lin (2006) and Rhoads et al. (2002) 

conducted their respective case studies on international Chinese/pan-Asian organizations; 

Fried’s (2001) study focused on comparing a Jewish and a Latino student organization. 
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Unlike previous studies, this proposed study will explore ethnic-Chinese (as opposed to 

pan-ethnic) and domestic (as opposed to international) student organizations, and see 

student organizations as an important medium in studying students’ daily practices 

individually and collectively.  

 

Ethnic student organizations 

At the University of Texas at Austin, incoming freshmen are send letters and 

emails by the New Student Services encouraging them to attend orientations so that they 

will become familiar with the resources and facilities of the university (Office of the 

Dean of Students, 2010). A list of over 900 registered student organizations is available 

by browsing online through the University of Texas at Austin Office of the Dean of 

Students’ website. At the beginning of the academic semesters, new students have the 

chance to explore different student organizations through various fairs and events. 

Information booths are set up by student organizations and flyers about the missions and 

activities by the student organizations are distributed to students. Many student 

organizations, on the other hand, actively recruit new members through several targeted 

venues, especially in the dormitories where many freshmen and sophomore students live.  

Given the size of the UT campus, it is easy for individual students to feel isolated 

and alone. Studies have shown that students who had co-curricular participation on 

campus were more likely to finish college, have better academic performance, and 

express higher satisfaction of their college life than those who did not (Astin, 1993; 

Pascarella & Terenzini, 2005). Factors that explain the benefits of participating in student 
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organizations include the opportunities to establish formal and social relationships with 

peers, faculty, and/or staff (Astin, 1996), to cultivate greater awareness and access to 

university’s resources (Astin, 1993; Williams & Winston, 1985), and to exercise 

leadership and managerial roles in organizations (Schuh & Laverty, 1983). These 

opportunities allow students to expand their cognitive, interpersonal, and leadership skills 

(Pascarella & Terenzini, 2005; Schuh & Laverty, 1983; Williams & Winston, 1985). 

More recent studies have detailed how college students’ active involvement in student 

organizations contributes significantly to their multifaceted academic, social, and 

personal development (Fischer, 2007; Foubert & Grainger, 2006).  

Among the research on college students’ participation in extra-curricular activities, 

ethnic minority students have been a big focus of investigation, especially from the 

standpoint of how ethnic minority students adjust in and adapt to the predominantly white 

institutions (Fischer, 2007; Museus, 2008; Sidanius, Laar, Levin, & Sinclair, 2004). 

Ethnic minority students’ participation in extracurricular activities is an important way to 

ease themselves into the presumably hostile college environment. Therefore, it is not 

surprising that, overall, co-curricular participation have more positive impact on ethnic 

minority students than on White students (Foubert & Grainger, 2006). In the 

predominantly White institutions, ethnic minority students are more likely to terminate 

their college study and have lower college satisfaction due to higher probability of being 

first-generation college students (Fischer, 2007; Terenzini et al., 1994), perceived 

possibility of discrimination (Nora & Cabrera, 1996), or the mismatch between home 

culture and the culture on campus (Tinto, 1993). Forming a peer network on campus, 
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especially through student organizations, can significantly mitigate the negative influence 

of these factors (Kuh & Love, 2000). Compared to white students, ethnic minority 

students who participate in extracurricular activities are more likely to complete their 

college education than those who do not (Fischer, 2007).  

In particular, ethnic student organizations have played a unique role to ethnic 

minority students in their adjustment to college life and identity development (Fried, 

2001; Inkelas, 2004; Kuh & Love, 2000; Museus, 2008; Trevino, 1992). Parallel to ethnic 

enclaves in the larger society, these organizations have been portrayed as safe havens to 

ethnic minority students from the presumably intimidating college environment (D’Souza, 

1991; Olivas, 1996; Trevino, 1992). Although they are quite diverse in terms of their 

purposes and functions, ethnic student organizations provide confirmation of ethnic 

culture and identity to their members (Fried, 2001; Trevino, 1992). In these organizations, 

ethnic minority students are able to establish peer relationship with students of similar 

cultural background and further develop their understanding of their own ethnic culture. 

Furthermore, through these organizations, ethnic minority students are able to assert their 

ethnic identity by raising awareness about the issues related to their own ethnic group, 

advocating for the rights of their ethnic group, and promoting their own ethnic culture 

(Harper & Quaye, 2007; Inkelas, 2004).  

In one recent study based on interviews of members of ethnic student 

organizations, Museus (2008) further explicated that these organizations serve three main 

purposes for ethnic minority members as they form “campus subcultures” within the 

predominantly white institutions. These organizations help to ease ethnic minority 
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students adapting to the college environment by acting as “sources of cultural familiarity, 

vehicles for cultural expression and advocacy, and venues for cultural validation” (p. 

576). In terms of cultural familiarity, ethnic minority students are more likely to network 

with peers from similar ethnic backgrounds and in turn less likely to feel culturally 

isolated in ethnic student organizations. In terms of cultural expression and advocacy, 

ethnic minority students, collectively, are more likely to assert their own ethnic identity 

and promote the culture of their own ethnic groups through these organizations. Lastly, in 

terms of cultural validation, ethnic minority students are more likely to feel affirmed for 

their backgrounds with a subculture in the organizations that accepts and supports who 

they are.   

To better understand the impact of ethnic student organizations on their members, 

it is important to recognize the fluidity and adaptability of these organizations. Ethnic 

student organizations are grounded on the regulations and norms of on-campus student 

organizations, such as their members must consisted of primarily (if not exclusively) of 

university community members (students, faculty, and/or staff), officer election for every 

academic year, observance of the university’s academic calendar, and utilizing free or 

discounted facilities and resources available on campus for organizational activities. 

Ethnic student organizations are a subset of the university community—a community that 

revolves around academics. Such organizations are operated according to the academic 

calendar and are superseded by students’ scholastic obligations.  

On top of the university’s regulations and norms, ethnic student organizations are 

bounded by a shared ideology of a common ethnic and cultural origin. Over the years, 
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ethnic student organizations maintain the mission to honor and promote certain ethnic 

culture, even though the people and even purposes may be shifted. In most cases, ethnic 

student organizations have identified common cultural traits, such as language, cultural 

celebrations, food, music, and others, to create a narrative for the organizational mission. 

However, the ideology of a common ethnic and cultural origin, in this case Chinese, can 

be interpreted differently by different members of an ethnic student organization. Lastly, 

multiple ethnic student organizations that compete for the same student demographic also 

contribute to the multiple visions of what the ethnic ideology means. The dynamics 

between ethnic student organizations can affect how members see their organizations and 

ultimately understand themselves.   

In addition, the discourse of Asian American youth focuses on issues about 

racism on Asian Americans, stereotypes of Asian Americans, the youths’ upbringing 

experiences (e.g., having strict Asian parents, pressure to excel in school, pressure in 

choosing future profession), and diversity within Asian American community. The 

discourse of Asian American youth is exemplified by group and individual icons such as 

Wong Fu Productions, International Secret Agents, Secret Identities, and Angry Asian 

Man, who have largely used social media on the internet to spread the messages of Asian 

American unity and counteract the negative stereotypes and discrimination (Fan, 2007, 

Patel, 2009). Therefore, it is not surprising that ethnic student organizations have 

deployed social networking sites as a primary means of communication among members 

(Alemán & Wartman, 2009). Although the discourse of Asian American youth largely 

draws its cultural symbols from the mainstream American culture and the popular 
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cultures from East Asia, this discourse is not a derivative of the latter two; instead, it is 

constructed based on their unique growing up experience as persons of Asian-descent in 

the U.S.  

 

The present study 

There has been a rapid growth of Asian American student population in public 

schools and universities (Carter & Wilson, 1997; Wilds, 2000) and research is needed to 

understand these students’ experiences (Rohrlick et al., 1998). Studying Asian American 

student population has been difficult because of the within-group diversity in terms of 

language, culture, country of origin, and history of immigration to the U.S (Lee & 

Kumashiro, 2005). To contribute to this needed literature, I focused on one ethnic student 

organization containing ARC students. The university environment is a unique setting to 

study ARC students because of the large and diverse Asian American student population 

on campus. This unique environment provides a distinctive experience for many ARC 

students who attend college for the first time, whether they came from densely populated 

areas or rural locations. 

Among studies that have focused on Asian Americans’ educational experiences, 

there are even fewer studies that utilized ethnographic methods. Lee (1996), Goto (1997), 

and Du (2008) are among a handful of ethnographic examples that have looked into ARC 

students’ ethnic identity production and their strategies in answering educational 

challenges, particularly stereotypes and discrimination. Following these scholars, I have 

aimed to paint a more complex, and probably messier, picture of ARC students’ 
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experience in an educational setting (in this case, higher education) and argue that these 

students actively negotiate their ethnic identity and proactively and creatively respond to 

the stereotypes. My vision for this study is consistent with Foley’s (2001) call for more 

research on student identity and agency based on the assertion that minority students 

actively construct their own self-understandings and response to the academic challenges. 

Given the flexible understanding of ethnicity and ethnic identity, Foley further asserted 

that today’s educational researchers have the responsibilities to record the ways ethnic 

minority students use their communities, familial networks, and peer relationships as 

their cultural resources to express their ethnic identity and to be academically successful 

in school.  

Taking this effort one step further, I have also focused on the role of ethnic 

student organizations and how they function as a medium for ARC students to express 

and negotiate their ethnic identity. ARC students’ co-curriculum participations are a vital 

part of their educational experiences but have often been overlooked by previous studies. 

Even when these organizations were studied, they were treated as separate and static 

entities that were somehow removed from the college environment. Therefore, I consider 

an ethnic student organization as a living, malleable entity that is influenced by its 

surroundings and its membership.  

 

Research goals 

The first goal of my dissertation is to investigate the changing role of ethnic 

student organizations from the perspective of ARC undergraduates. Specifically, I aimed 
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to explore and describe the sociocultural setting of an ethnic student organization—

Chinese Cultural Association (CCA, more details on this organization in Chapter Seven) 

and how ARC undergraduates perceived the purposes and activities of this organization. 

Based on the different levels of their ethnic acculturation and participation in Chinese 

Cultural Association, I further examined how ARC undergraduates understood the 

changing role of Chinese Cultural Association in servicing its (potential) members within 

the campus environment.  

The second goal of my dissertation is to examine how multiple layers of ethnic 

identity among ARC undergraduates were expressed and negotiated through 1) their 

participation in Chinese Cultural Association, and 2) their perception of the stereotypes 

about themselves. Specifically, I examine how these ARC undergraduates chose to 

identify themselves through their affiliation with Chinese Cultural Association within the 

university setting. I argue that ARC undergraduates’ participation in an ethnic student 

organization, in this case Chinese Cultural Association, was not random or accidental; 

instead, their decision to join and be active in Chinese Cultural Association could be an 

indication of how ARC undergraduates expressed their ethnic identity. In addition, 

through the narratives of individual informants, I examine how ARC undergraduates 

conveyed their multiple layers of ethnic identity. I focus on the changing nature of 

stereotypes and how these changing perceptions of others about themselves affected the 

understanding of their ethnic identity. 

The third goal of my dissertation is to identify agency among ARC 

undergraduates and highlight the significance of such agency through their performance 
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and negotiation of their ethnic identity. Adopting the concept presented by Holland et al. 

(1998), I scrutinize two forms of agency—improvisational acts and self-directed 

symbolization. I further supplement Holland et al.’s two forms of agency with Chen’s 

(2005) notion of impersonation, which is the “survival strategy” used by Asian/Chinese 

Americans to perform their stereotypical ethnic identity. In particular, I examine how 

ARC undergraduates expressed themselves in public and private settings through the 

performance of self impersonation and how they (re)interpreted the stereotypes 

associated with Asian/Chinese persons in the U.S.  

 

Research questions 

According to the research goals, my study will address the following three 

constellations of research questions:  

1) The Chinese Cultural Association. What were the common themes that 

emerged from the personal narratives within CCA? How was the discourse 

within CCA related to the discourse of Asian American youth in general? In 

addition, how did the CCA’s role as an ethnic student organization change 

because of the changing campus environment and how did the members 

respond to the change? For example, why did ARC undergraduates join CCA 

and did they perceive CCA functioning as a cultural organization as it was 

supposed to? 

2) The multiple layers of ethnic identity and the stereotypes. How did ARC 

undergraduates understand and express themselves in terms of different 
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layers of ethnic identity? How did their involvement in CCA affect their 

expression of ethnic identity? In addition, how did the ARC students’ 

perception of the stereotypes influence the expression of their ethnic identity? 

For example, how did an undergraduate change her self-understanding in 

response to the changing stereotypes from being a “foreigner” to a “smart 

nerd”?  

3) Performing ethnic identity and exerting agency. How did ARC students 

express their ethnic identity in public and private social settings? What are 

the examples of ARC students performing their ethnic identity through 

impersonating themselves as Asian American? Through these examples of 

self impersonation, how did ARC students exercise their agency?  
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Chapter Six 

A Personal and Collective Self-Discovery: The Background 

 

海外作客，心懷故國思源遠  

天下為家，手挽新知繼流長 
As a “guest” overseas, my mind is in   
the motherland and our remote origin, 

Making my home globally, I hold hands with new friends    
to keep our heritage for generations to come. 

 
~~Hakka Chinese American scholar Siu-Leung Lee (1998) 
 

In my interviews with undergraduate Chinese students who were born and/or 

raised in the U.S., I had adopted a more conversational approach in interacting with my 

informants. It was consistent with the reflexive ethnographic approach that I have 

attempted to take when conducting this study (more details of the approach later in this 

chapter). Hence, it was only natural to share my experience and/or perspective on 

different issues with my informants during the interview sessions. Given my notably 

different accent and to some extent outsider status in their social world, many of my 

informants were expectedly curious about my background, how I ended up in Austin, and 

why I was researching them. The segment below from an interview captured that back 

and forth interaction between me and one of my informants about myself:   

Ashley: Is it like a personal experience that makes you interested in this research? 
 

KS: Yeah, absolutely because I am a Chinese myself but I grew up in Malaysia. 
I am a third-generation, just like…a lot of you guys are second or third 
generation here. My grandparents were from China originally. In Malaysia, 
Chinese are minorities too, but strong minorities, about 25% of the population 
are Chinese. So we have a different sense of who we are [than the Chinese here], 
especially after talking to a lot of Asians/Chinese. Sometimes I would say that 
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our ethnic identity triumphs national identity as a Malaysian because we have 
much stronger connection to the culture…I mean identity is sort of a huge issue 
back in Malaysia. And then when I came to the U.S. eight years ago, it was 
another identity challenge—being a foreigner and seeing every type of people 
here. So you have a sense of trying to find who you are as a person…like soul 
searching, as you said, who you are as a Chinese. And this research would partly 
reflect that, like asking about ‘what is Chinese?’ ‘what it means to be a Chinese 
person?’ and ‘how would a Chinese person adapt to the environment in different 
situations?’…So what do you think about the research? 

 
Ashley: It’s really interesting. It is good that you are interested in that and doing 
that especially you can personally relate to it. 

 
KS: Well, at some point like graduate students when they are doing research, it 
is something that is related to them. Research takes so much time and so long, 
you have to have some fundamental enthusiasm in it so that you can sustain that 
passion throughout the research (KS laughed). Because you know I would tell 
you especially at the very end of the research process, if you are not interested in 
it, you would just quit…So it takes some passion for you to keep you 
going…For me I find it to be difficult [to sustain the passion] if it is not 
personally related in some way. 

 
This chapter is about the genesis of this research project and the unfolding 

process of the project. Specifically, it is about me as a person of Chinese descent, a 

graduate student, and a researcher, what these roles and/or identities played in defining 

the research direction and topic, and how they affected my positioning within the social 

network of my informants, who were ARC undergraduates. Undoubtedly, this has been 

the most challenging thing, and perhaps the most defining thing, I have done in my entire 

life. It is not only challenging in terms of the rigor and motivation that are required to 

complete the whole project (and the prerequisites superseded it), but also in terms of my 

sense of who I am as a person. There had been a period in my life that I was confused and 

felt aimless about my future. There were also times that I had painstakingly questioned 

the value of my work and the vision of life that I had set for myself earlier in my graduate 
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career. I have asked myself: What is the point of doing this research? Why did I put 

myself through this process, really? Should I really believe that research that I am doing 

will actually contribute to the benefits of the larger society? All these questions have 

lingered in my mind and, while I now have a better grasp of most, if not all, of the 

questions, they are yet completely resolved, and they never will be.  

The research also provides a vivid example of self (re)discovery through my 

extensive interaction with my informants. Throughout the data collection process, it 

revealed much about my informants as much as about myself. As Holland et al. (1998) 

explained through self-in-practice, the self unfolds in the course of activities. The 

exercise of self comes upon the confluence of personal and public discourses, inner 

voices, and engaging activities. Through closely observing and participating in various 

activities with my informants, I became more informed about myself and my relationship 

with the surrounding. That is, my identity and positionality compared to my study 

informants as well as other casual informants. I have cultivated a better understanding of 

how I carried myself in the public, how I interacted with people, and I interpreted those 

ongoing events that I might or might not be a part of. Such (re)discovery of self was 

partly due to new encounters during the research, which had two opposite yet 

complimentary effects. On one hand, these new encounters allowed me to meet people 

who I would not necessarily be acquainted with under normal circumstances. Meeting 

new people forced me to find new ways of interacting with them and go to places and do 

things that were out of my comfort zone. On the other hand, these encounters brought 

back the memories of my “old self” in college years or even high school years, especially 
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my passionate involvement in various co-curricular activities in which my study was 

situated (i.e., activities organized by Chinese Cultural Association).  

Besides, this journey of self (re)discovery was also made possible with the 

“background” local and global events (e.g., Beijing Olympics, U.S. election, global 

recession and financial meltdown) as well as historical and more recent trends (e.g., 

Chinese diaspora, the rise of Asia region, Web 2.0 development) that happened 

concurrently during the period of my data collection. These local and global happenings, 

coincidently, touched upon different aspects of my identity that are important to me and 

that of my informants. These happenings, whether regional or worldwide, influenced my 

experience and interpretation of what I have been trying to study and observe. Therefore 

it is important to situate myself and this project in the historical context and avoid any 

determinism and/or generalization of what I found and understood.  

The year 2008 was especially an important year to me as a person not only 

because I embarked a “self-searching” like research project for this dissertation but also 

the occurrence of big events that had claimed a significant part of my attention. First, in 

Malaysia, there was a historical parliamentary election where the ruling party Barisan 

Nasional (National Front) had be denied the long-held 2/3 majority by the opposition 

parties. While it was not as significant as changing the ruling party, it was pivotal for 

political reform in Malaysia. Although Chinese in Malaysia generally fare better 

socioeconomically and politically compared to Chinese in other Southeast Asian 

countries (particularly Indonesia and the Philippines), Chinese Malaysians have been 

treated as second-class citizens given the current political situation. After the March 2008 
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election, the authoritarian ruling of Barisan Nasional could be forced to change, for 

better or worse. As a Chinese Malaysian, I am anxious to see the ongoing social and 

political changes since the election and whether the minorities in Malaysia would fare 

better in the post-election environment. 

The other two events concerned the two big superpowers on each side of the 

Pacific Ocean. The Beijing Olympics in China, which I had explained at the beginning, 

had had an emotional impact on me. I could not explain this in a rational way except my 

Chinese ancestry and my partly self-initiated acculturation in my ethnic culture. Even 

though I am two generations apart from China and had never visited China until last 

year’s summer (and it was a brief 4-day visit), I have maintained certain affection toward 

the ancestral land and culture. The most prominent example of this is that I often visit 

online Chinese sites to get my news updates from China and around the world. And even 

though I also visit the American online sources for daily news, such as the New York 

Times and Huffington Post, I often compare the Chinese perspective and the American 

perspective about the on-going developments around the world.   

On the other side of the Pacific Ocean, as a place of residence for close to a 

decade, I have grown to be much attuned to the social and political developments and 

discourses in the U.S. In the past U.S. president election, I had followed the election 

coverage on a daily basis. It was something that I was not accustomed to, and, throughout 

the election campaign, I have definitely learned the best and the worst of what the U.S. 

political system has to offer. While the attention to the historic figure Barack Obama is a 

given, I also paid much attention to the democratic electoral process, which I have not 
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had the privilege to be a part of even back in Malaysia. This election was an eye-opening 

experience to me in terms of civil participation, which was very limited and discouraged 

from where I grew up.  

Although these events did not take the center stage of my focus in this project, 

they certainly made an impact as the background. Considering these historical events, I 

had questioned my informants about their opinions about these events and planned to 

analyze my data with an understanding of these background events.  

 

Research approach 

In this study, I employed multiple ethnographic strategies in my project, 

including formal interviews, informal conversations, case studies, participant and non-

participant observation, and analysis of personal essays, meeting agendas and reports, and 

online social sites. Research using ethnographic methods allows researchers to achieve 

the objective of “thick description” (Geertz, 1973). That is, an understanding of people’s 

behaviors and thoughts within a context of everyday practices, or praxis, which are often 

messy and complex. In addition, ethnographic methods allow researchers to dissolve the 

seemingly rigid boundary between the researcher and informant and bridge the 

subjectivity between insider (informant) and outsider (researcher). Stewart (1998) 

proclaimed that “[all] ethnographic learning is a joint production of the perspective of 

outsiders…, the perspective of insiders…, and the interaction between these perspectives” 

(1998, p. 17). Spradley (1979) added that the ethnographic technique enables us to “see 

alternative realities and modify our culture-bound theories of human behavior” (p. 13).  
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I take a step further by incorporating a reflexive approach into my research, 

which is generally referred to as reflexive ethnography, in analyzing and presenting the 

data (Davies, 2008; Foley, 2002). Reflexive ethnography has been popular especially 

among feminist and native ethnographers. Native ethnographer is a term used to describe 

minority researchers who conduct ethnographic studies on their “own people.” 

Ethnography has been a “colonizing enterprise” (Urrieta, 2003) because, historically, 

researchers usually are the ones who have comparatively higher social status acting as 

outsiders to study the culture of the people with comparatively lower social status (i.e., 

insiders). For native researchers, dilemmas occur when they are simultaneously the 

outsider and the insider, the researcher and the researched, the colonizer and the 

colonized (Brayboy, 1999; Urrieta, 2009). Such dilemmas become an incredible source of 

self reflection that is woven into their writings.  

Reflexivity, according to Babcock (1980), is the linguistic and cognitive ability 

of turning back upon oneself and treating oneself as an object. Through the continuous 

reflexive process, one can possibly consider oneself as an “other” and make profound 

connections about the social nature of self and other. With this understanding, Foley 

(2002) added that “the self is multiple, constructed self that is always becoming and 

never quite fixed, and the ethnographic productions of such a self and the “cultural other” 

are always historically and culturally contingent” (p.473). Not coincidently, this is 

consistent with the dialogical self that Bakhtin (1981) spoke about, where the self is 

permeated with the influence of its surrounding, and that the manifestation of the self is 

always contextually situated.  
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Therefore, reflexive ethnography seeks to “humanize” the researchers by 

exposing their laden values, emotion, and even contradictory beliefs throughout the 

process. Such reflexive approach by researchers leads to what Behar (1996) called the 

“vulnerable observer,” where she advocated ethnographers to be open-minded, 

emotionally and intellectually, to the (re)interpretation of the events, even if it means 

relinquishing one’s own existing understanding. Reflexive ethnography thus allows 

researchers to challenge the elusive scientific objectivism by allowing ideological 

transparency in their account.  

 In this study, it would be farfetched to call myself a native ethnographer since, 

by all accounts, I was not born and raised here in the United States. However, I see the 

common threads between myself and the ARC undergraduates: the cultural roots that are 

originated from China, the minority status in respective home countries, and the impact 

of globalization and the rise of East Asia in the world’s political and economic stages. All 

of these underlying shared histories have allowed me to “become” one of them, 

understanding their sociocultural background as an “insider.” Yet, I am very well aware 

of the differences that I have with those whom I studied. My informants and I grew up in 

very different sociocultural environments, have very different outlooks about the world, 

live different lifestyles, and perhaps at different stages of our life. Such borderline 

position provides opening for intense self reflection throughout the study.   

 

My history-in-person: The Chinese and Hakka diaspora 
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In the summer of 2008 when I went back to Malaysia for a month, my father and 

I managed to squeeze four days out of my short vacation to go to China for a supposedly 

“pilgrimage trip.” This short trip had been planned for years between me and my father, 

but it was only realized until then. It was my first trip to China where my father and I 

visited the place where my ancestors had lived for centuries. It is now a residential 

quarter located at Longgang district in the city of Shenzhen in Guangdong province. I 

still have distant relatives back there, and in fact they have maintained connection with 

my family in Malaysia because my uncles and, to a lesser extent, my father, have 

extensive business investment in China with the help of their cousins. My uncles, like 

many overseas Chinese, have followed the trend in investing in their ancestral homeland. 

Not coincidently, Guangdong province, especially Shenzhen city, is among the top 

destinations in mainland China for such overseas Chinese investment not only because of 

its status as a place of emigration for a lot of overseas Chinese back in 19th and early 20th 

centuries, but also of its proximity to Hong Kong and its pro-capitalistic policies for 

being the first Special Economic Zone in mainland China. 

During the very short encounters with my distant relatives, I had experienced 

something many ARC persons would: a place that is familiar but yet foreign, a culture 

that is similar but yet different, a language that is recognizable but yet unable to 

communicate in (the Hakka dialect, which I will explain more fully below). 

Understandably, while I was having conversations with many of my informants about 

their family trip back to their ancestor homeland, my own experience has suddenly 

become a shared encounter with my informants.   
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I admit that my story as an overseas Chinese visiting China is nothing more than 

an ordinary affair in this highly mobile, interconnected international community. 

However, the trip had many personal meanings to me at many levels. Being my first trip 

to China, I had finally got to witness first hand a small part of the miraculous economic 

growth in China, which I read in the news almost daily. This was a completely different 

scenario compared to the socioeconomic situation when my grandparents or even my 

informants’ parents left China in search for a better life. When my grandparents (both 

paternal and maternal grandparents) went to Malaya (former name of Malaysia) before 

the World War II, China had already been plunged in civil war and economic stagnation, 

where civilians’ survival and safety were threatened on the daily basis. Although the 

situation in Malaya was not significantly better than in China then (under British’s 

colonization and later Japanese occupation during World War II), they could at least fed 

themselves and their children and had clothes to keep them warm with back-breaking 

hard work. Stories about laboring in the field in order to secure food have been repeatedly 

told by my parents and relatives to my generation, albeit these stories seemed like a very 

distant past to our younger generation given the prosperity that we now all enjoy.  

Before we left for China, my father showed me the family genealogical book 

compiled by one of my distant relatives in China. It lists all the patriarchal lineage of my 

family as early back as Ming dynasty in the 14th century. It amazed me how my ancestors 

had been able to preserve such piece of history, especially during all the warring periods 

in China. My family is part of the Hakka, one of the major dialect and sub-ethnic groups 

still exist in China today under the umbrella of Han Chinese who now mainly reside in 
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the southeastern China. For a long time, I thought I knew what Hakka unique traditions 

were. Thus, in my very short encounter with my distant relatives, I was surprised to 

witness some Hakka traditions that were no longer practiced by my family in Malaysia. 

For example, men and women do not dine at the same table. There was a similar cultural 

shock I had had when I went to Taiwan and visited my friend’s house (who is also Hakka) 

two summers ago. After the trip, I decided to learn more about the Hakka traditions 

through my own research.        

The literal meaning of Hakka is “guest family” or “guest people.” Hakka are 

first and foremost identified through a common dialect, although huge variations of 

pronunciation exist between people of different regions. Different from other dialect 

groups, however, Hakka identity has been largely constructed by its migratory and 

interethnic-conflict histories (Constable, 1996). According to the oral and written 

traditions, most scholars believe that Hakka were originated from north central China but 

were forced to move south and then southeast for political and economical reasons 

(Constable, 1996). Scholars have also posited five major historical developments over the 

course of 1600 year that had led to mass migration of Hakka people to southeastern 

China and overseas (Lozada, 2005). Their migration to new places had earned them the 

moniker “guest people” by native residents or early settlers and thus the emergence of the 

term Hakka (Constable, 1996). The emergence of “Hakka consciousness” based on 

contact and conflicts with different dialect groups also strengthens the Hakka identity 

(Constable, 1996). 
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As a result of their several mass migrations and having less desirable land and 

limited resources, Hakka people are said to be adamant about preserving cultural 

traditions and roots, adventurous, hardworking, thrifty, and loyal (Xu, 1996). This can be 

summed up in the “Hakka spirit” that people commonly talk about, where it encapsulates 

“themes that emphasize how it developed from a combination of ancient Han [Chinese] 

culture and the historical experience of overcoming migratory challenges in the various 

mass exoduses from the central Chinese plain, resulting in the culture of today’s Hakka…” 

(Lozada, 2005, p. 101, emphasis added). Even though I did not formally learn about 

Hakka traditions and histories until recently, I can clearly see that my own and my 

family’s history-in-person (Holland & Lave, 2001), or lived experiences, resonates the 

Hakka spirit in many ways. From my grandparents’ migration from China to Malaya, my 

parents’ moving from rural village to urban area, and myself going overseas to pursue 

education, my family has endured the major challenges in our lives and has managed to 

thrive in new environments.    

So what is the point of writing about my Hakka identity here? As Constable 

(1996) pointed out the paradoxical nature of Hakka identity, “Hakka claim to be both 

distinctly Hakka and preeminently Chinese” (p. 29). In other words, there is no inherent 

conflict of being a Hakka or a Chinese. In fact, being a Hakka is in effect about being a 

Chinese. As I dig deeper into my own cultural roots in search of the meaning of 

Chineseness, it is virtually impossible to ignore the Hakka in me and my family (after all, 

both sides of my grandparents are Hakka). For starter, my Chinese full name in English is 

the direct translation of Hakka pronunciation rather than that of Mandarin. Yet, I did not 
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know much about Hakka culture and my family did not teach me much about it. The 

dialect origin is the dormant aspect of identity as a Chinese Malaysian mainly because of 

the sociohistorical necessity in Malaysia (Carstens, 1996). From the early political 

unification of Chinese to fight for independence together with Malay and other races and 

later the trend of continuous shrinking political and economic prowess of Chinese 

communities in Malaysia, Chinese Malaysians first and foremost emphasize their 

common Chinese identity and subconsciously overlook the dialect differences. In fact, 

nowadays I have little clue about who is Hakka and who is not among the majority of my 

Chinese Malaysian friends with whom I still keep in contact.  

Since I came to the United States in 2000, my curiosity about my identity has 

deepened due to the new environment and maturity. From my appearance, people I first 

met had little doubt that I am a Chinese. However, once they asked me where I came 

from and I replied Malaysia, puzzlement and surprise ensured. Most of the time, I would 

further describe myself as “Chinese Malaysian” or “Malaysian Chinese,” clarifying my 

unique yet complex identity in terms of ethnicity and nationality. Sometimes the 

conversation continued and we would talk about the racial and ethnic issues in Malaysia, 

the different dialects used among Chinese, so on and so forth. My background often 

creates a stir in a casual conversation because of my unique combination of experiences 

that many have a hard time grapple with.  

However, the challenge many people have in understanding my background is 

not completely unfounded. In fact, it is the very source of my identity dilemma for many 

years. Because of the political suppression and limited job and educational opportunities 
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in Malaysia, many Chinese Malaysians feel disenchanted about their chance to get ahead 

in their own country and decide to go to other countries, temporarily or permanently, to 

look for a better future. While many of these expatriates would proudly say that they are 

Chinese from Malaysia, the sense of national pride is subdued, to some extent, because of 

their perceived unfair treatment by the Malaysian government and politics and the 

pessimism loomed over the fate of dwindling economic and political influences of 

Chinese in Malaysia (Tan, 2001). Coupled with the fact that my family still has traceable 

and functional ties back in China, I have started to have questioned my Malaysian 

identity, the conflicting attitudes that are not dissimilar to many ethnic minority 

immigrants towards their host country.  

All these identity struggles bring me back to the meaning of being Hakka, or 

“guest people.” As illustrated in the couplet about the paradoxical “Hakka spirit” at the 

beginning of this section, while the Hakka Chinese travel to the new environment, they 

would always remember their place of origin. At the same time, while they consider 

themselves as “guests” in the new surroundings, together they make themselves home 

wherever they are with the locals. In a sense, my Hakka identity is what Glick Schiller, 

Basch, and Blanc-Szanton (1999) called “transmigrant identity,” which has been built 

spanning across national and geographic boundaries based on multiple connections (e.g., 

familial, business, social) and allows “construct and reconstitute [transmigrants’] 

simultaneous embeddedness in more than one society” (ibid, p. 73). Thus, my Hakka 

identity (i.e., intra-ethnic level of ethnic identity) is inseparable from my ethnic Chinese 

and diasporic Chinese identity. In terms of my ethnic Chinese identity, what is essentially 
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Hakka is essentially Chinese as well (Constable, 1996); and in terms of my diasporic 

Chinese identity, both my Hakka and diasporic Chinese identities are profoundly shaped 

and continue to be influenced by the experiences of (re)migration (Ong & Nonini, 1997) 

and (re)territorization (Inda & Rosaldo, 2002).    

 

Researching American-Raised Chinese undergraduates: An intellectual curiosity 

For a long time, I have decided to study ARC undergraduates, a population that I 

purportedly knew more about than students of other ethnicities or races, since I identify 

myself as a person of Chinese descent who had spent approximately one third of his life 

here in the United States. I have been curious about the experiences of other Chinese 

persons living in the United States, especially those who were born and/or raised here. 

Considering the historical backdrops of the Chinese diaspora and the increased impact of 

globalization around the world, I have been interested to see how the experiences of 

being a Chinese person vary from one locality to the other and what effects that 

experiences have on one’s identity and dealing with challenges in a society. From a 

personal standpoint, I have been curious to see how my experience as a Chinese 

Malaysian different from an ARC person.  

To be frank, I had had no substantial relationship with many Chinese youths 

who grew up here in the United States other than a few sporadic, tenuous associations 

before this study. Most of the Chinese Americans that I have come in contact with are 

mostly those who were foreign born and raised, more elderly, still speak fluent Chinese 

(i.e., first-generation immigrants), and usually in more ethnic-concentrated places such as 
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Buddhist temples. Regretfully, my understanding about these ARC individuals was 

mainly through literature and popular media, which more often than not emphasize about 

their “ethnic experience” rather than their experience in America as a whole. Such remote 

and apparently naïve conception about Chinese youths here had created cultural 

misunderstanding on my part in many occasions.  

This coincided with my personal learning curve in acquiring the mainstream 

American culture during my tenure here. Like many foreign students, when I first studied 

at a mid-western university in the U.S. during my undergraduate education, I was never 

truly exposed to the American way of life. Then, I was insulated by Malaysian and other 

Asian counterparts who were mostly coming from backgrounds similar to mine or a 

slightly different version of my home culture. Only after I started my graduate studies 

here in Austin, I began to deliberately expose myself to the American lifestyle and, more 

importantly, the American worldview on various issues, such as government, human 

rights and equality, environment, religion, and others. I have a sense that I have a better 

grasp of the pulse of this nation both ideologically and popular culture wise than most of 

my counterparts (i.e., international students), whom many of them focus more on the 

social and cultural trends in their ethnic homeland. 

While I navigate myself through the American traditional and popular cultures, I 

acutely aware that such experience is different from most ARC students who was born 

and raised with the American way of life. In a sense, my process of acquiring American 

culture was in many ways similar to those “outsider” ethnographers who study the native 

cultures and people, which in the process have tried to acculturate themselves into the 
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native cultures and try to understand various issues through the native perspective. If my 

history-in-person provides an anchor point for me to identify with my informants because 

of my Chinese diasporic background and educational experiences in American higher 

education institutions, the same history-in-person also sets me apart from my informants 

who grew up with the American way of life as opposed to me a foreigner who has only 

started learning about American culture in his adult life. This is a vantage point that I 

came from as a researcher and it will be more evident in the later chapters as I report my 

findings. 
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Chapter Seven 

Studying the Ethnic Student Organization and American-Raised Chinese 

Undergraduates: The Context and the Process 

 

The University of Texas campus in Austin is a large state university with about 

50 thousand graduate and undergraduate students in the Fall Semester of 2008 (UT 

Office of Information Management and Analysis, 2009). While domestic White, non-

Latino students were still the largest single panethnic group on campus, African 

American, Asian American, Latino, and international students together constituted close 

to 45% of the student population (UT Office of Information Management and Analysis, 

2009). In particular, domestic students of Asian-descent have a prominent presence on 

campus. Next to Latino students (15.9%), Asian American students (15.1%) were the 

second largest panethnic minority group on campus (UT Office of Information 

Management and Analysis, 2009). Like many prestigious universities in the U.S., the 

Asian American representation in The University of Texas at Austin was considerably 

larger than their actual percentage in the Texas state population, which was 3.4% in the 

2007 estimate (U.S. Census Bureau, 2009b). Chinese Americans, including those from 

Taiwan but not those who belong to more than one race/ethnicity, was estimated to be 

approximately .58% of the Texas state population in 2000 (U.S. Census Bureau, 2000b). 

They were the third largest Asian ethnic group behind Vietnamese and Asian Indians in 

Texas (U.S. Census Bureau, 2000b). Unfortunately, there is no statistical break-down of 

ethnic-specific group of the Asian American student population at the university; the 
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number of Chinese American students remains unknown. Based on the number of ethnic-

specific student organizations on campus, however, American-Raised Chinese are quite 

possibly the one of the largest ethnic specific groups within the Asian American student 

population.  

 

Study Informants 

To conduct this study, I chose an on-campus ethnic student organization from 

The University of Texas at Austin as my site. I label the organization Chinese Culture 

Association (CCA, a pseudonym) throughout my report. Some of the details pertaining to 

CCA have been changed in order to protect the anonymity of the group and related 

individuals. To be sure, CCA was not the only student organization on campus that 

specifically catered to ARC undergraduates. In fact, there were so many choices that it 

would be confusing to newcomers and outsiders. There were various organizations based 

on national origin (Hong Kong, Taiwan, and mainland China), other ethnic origins in 

East Asia (Filipino, Japanese, Vietnamese, and Korean), and majors or religions but with 

pan-ethnic emphasis. The plurality of members in many of these Asian targeted 

organizations had Chinese origin, even though sometimes this fact is disguised by the 

name of the organization. It is worth emphasizing that there were definitely a lot of cross-

over of students of different ethnicities among these organizations, and CCA was no 

exception.  

During the course of this study, I recruited eighteen ARC undergraduates 

through CCA as primary informants (i.e., those who participated in formal personal 
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interviews with me; see Appendix C – Table 1 for the detailed profile of each informant 

and Appendix D for expanded profile of selected informants). These informants were 

selected based on their positions (officer or member) within CCA and their availability 

and willingness to participate in this study. Most of the informants knew each other but 

they did not necessarily know each other well or have idea who was an informant in my 

study. They were ten female and eight male informants. Fifteen of the informants were 

United States citizens, and the other three were permanent residents. Among those who 

were United States citizens, eleven of them were born in the United States (second 

generation of immigrants according to Rumbaut & Ima, 1988) and four were born 

overseas and migrated to the United States before or during their elementary school years 

(1.5 generation of immigrants, ibid). For the three informants who held permanent 

resident status, two came here during their middle school years (first generation of 

immigrants, ibid) and one came here during her elementary school years. Although all 

my informants and their families were Texas residents at the time of my study, three 

informants and their families had resided in Texas less than ten years. Two informants 

have lived in-state close to ten years, and one just moved to Texas from other state in 

2008. Thirteen of the informants came primarily from suburban areas close to big cities, 

three came primarily from small towns, and the other two informants came from a big 

city and a small city respectively. 

All but one informant’s parents were first generation of immigrants in the U.S.: 

Nine informants’ parents came from mainland China (including Hong Kong), three 

informants’ parents came from Taiwan, two informants’ parents migrated from Vietnam, 
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one informant’s parents migrated from Cambodia, and, for other two informants, each of 

their parents came from two different countries in Asia. The language spoken by 

informants at home with parents and relatives were more diverse than their parents’ 

country of origin. Among all informants, only three used English almost exclusively in 

communicating with their parents, eight informants used a mixture of English and 

Chinese Mandarin or other dialect/language, and another seven informants rarely used 

English to converse with their parents. Furthermore, thirteen informants had attended 

Chinese Sunday school at one point in time during their grade school.   

Among these informants, there were eleven seniors, three juniors, two 

sophomores and two freshmen at the time when I first interviewed them. Five informants 

had attended the Texas Academy of Mathematics and Science (TAMS), a college-

preparatory school, for two years prior to college. Since these five informants transferred 

the credits from TAMS to this university, they achieved senior status much earlier than 

other students. Some informants graduated from TAMS told me that The University of 

Texas was a clear choice for college because UT accepts almost all credits they took at 

TAMS, and if they choose colleges outside of Texas, they would have to start over. 

Therefore, a high proportion of TAMS graduates would eventually attend state 

universities in Texas like UT. In terms of major, almost all informants concentrated in 

science/medical, technology, or business-related areas. The notable exceptions were one 

informant majoring in advertising (after switching from pre-med) and another two 

informants who were in the science areas but intended to graduate with a teaching 

certificate. In addition, thirteen of my interview informants had been executive officers of 
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CCA once during the course of my study, and the other five had been CCA members on 

and off throughout the three semesters of my study.  

 

Data Collection 

Formal interviews. The biggest source of information I derived from my data 

collection was through formal interviews with individual informants. I started off the 

interviews with the executive officers of CCA, whom I first met at the initial stage of my 

contact with CCA. As I met more regular members, some of them through the executive 

officers who I had already known and others through my own or others’ initiative during 

the events, I extended my interview invitation to these members to get a different 

perspective of what CCA looked like to them. Since I conducted the interviews for three 

semesters (in spring and fall semesters of 2008 and in spring semester of 2009) , there 

had been a change of officer panel in the middle of this study, and some executive 

officers had graduated or left the organization before the conclusion of this study because 

of their busy schedule.  

I had interviewed thirteen of the eighteen informants in the spring semester of 

2008 and five in the fall semester in 2009 for the first round. I had managed to do a 

follow-up interview or two after the initial one with eleven informants, most of them 

whom I first interviewed in the spring semester. The average length of interview for each 

informant was approximately 105 minutes, and each interview ranged from 45 minutes to 

close to four hours. For those who did two or more interviews with me, the average time 

length was close to two hours. In contrast, those who only did one interview with me 
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spent about one hour on their session. The main reasons for not having follow-up 

interviews with seven informants were: 1) one informant refused to be interviewed again 

for unknown personal reasons, and more importantly 2) some of the questions that I did 

not include in the first round of interviews were included in the second round, thus it 

seemed less necessary to schedule an additional interview with some of the informants. In 

some cases, follow-up questions were asked informally to the informants and those 

conversations were not recorded. 

For the most part, scheduling had been the most difficult aspect of the interviews. 

I had been using an online social site (which I will elaborate more later), phone calling, 

and occasionally face-to-face communication to schedule a time, a date, and the place for 

the meeting. Having been a college student myself, I initially thought that scheduling 

would not be too much of a problem for my informants. However, it turned out that most 

of my informants were constantly occupied with their seemingly endless course-related 

works (i.e., going to classes, finishing assignments or papers, preparing for tests, and 

doing laboratory projects), part-time jobs, co-curricular activities, and of course social 

hours (i.e., parties). Since my informants were officers and/or members of CCA and often 

had another commitment in other student organizations, sometimes it took a few attempts 

in order to schedule for the interviews.  

I had alternated between a more structured versus a more conversational 

approach when interacting with my informants during the interviews. I asked a list of 

open-ended questions, including, but not limited to, their personal background 

information (specifically the history of their family’s migration to the U.S.), their self 
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identities, their educational and career aspirations, their opinions about the stereotypes 

related to Asian American and how they dealt with the stereotypes, their experience in 

racial prejudice and discrimination, the challenges they faced in school, and the strategies 

they employed to face the challenges (see Appendix B). To facilitate the interview 

process, I only used a cue card that contained the key words of those prepared questions 

so that I could freely construct my questions according to the flow of the interview.  

In the following round of interviews, I asked specific questions based on the 

responses received in the first interview, usually seeking for elaboration and clarification 

of their initial responses. For informants who did the interview in the first (spring) 

semester, I also added some questions that I thought could be informative to my inquiry, 

including their opinion about current events (i.e., summer Beijing Olympics, presidential 

election in the U.S.) and about popular cultures they followed. These subsequent 

interviews were usually more relaxed and conversational in nature, and the topics of 

discussion were more diverse. All the formal interviews were recorded and transcribed 

into text for further analysis.  

Participant and non-participant observation. During the three semesters of my 

data collection, I had actively attended and participated in the events and activities 

organized by CCA. These events and activities included officer meetings, general 

meetings, fundraising events, social events, volunteering events, and cultural events. On 

average there were about 2-3 meetings and/or events held every week. In addition, there 

was some cross-over with members of several sister organizations. Therefore, the events 

and meetings were largely scheduled in coordination with other sister organizations so 
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that the activities were not overlapped with each other. Because of such coordination, 

many active CCA members, especially the executive officers, would have an average of 

3-6 CCA and non-CCA events on their to-do lists.  

At the beginning of the data collection (especially in the Spring semester of 

2008), I had attempted to attend every single event and meeting possible whenever I had 

no other obligation. However, I found it to be increasingly difficult to keep up with their 

activities, since I had a research assistant position, an administrative obligation in another 

unrelated student organization, as well as other parts of this research, such as 

transcription of the interviews, that I had to deal with at the same time. In the spring 

semester of 2008, I attended all of the general meetings except the first one and most of 

the officer meetings in the second half of the semester. During these meetings, I have 

collected the agendas distributed to the members/executive officers and only made a few 

notes about my observation. Most of the fieldnotes of my observations came after the 

meetings or events when I had some downtime alone. I did this out of the consideration 

that I wanted them to view me as a legitimate member (i.e., insider) rather than a 

researcher (i.e., outsider) in those activities. However, I have to admit that my fieldnotes 

were less detailed than I wanted since this was my first time doing participant observation 

and writing the fieldnotes. I was still learning the role as a participant observer and 

juggling with the seemingly dichotomous participant versus observer perspective in 

understanding the activities.  

During these meetings and activities, I focused my observation on, but not 

limited to, three aspects: 1) the rhetorical themes that emerged from students’ 
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conversations in meetings and other events, particularly themes that are related to 

Chinese/Asian American identity and culture; 2) the performance of primary informants 

in public organizational events and in private domains; 3) the dynamic interaction 

between CCA and other organizations, CCA and its members, and among CCA members.  

Personal essays. During my data collection, I had collected documents from 

individual informants as well as the group. I had asked informants to provide me with 

personal journals and essays that they had produced in the past and that could reflect their 

own personal struggles and history. Less than half (eight) of the informants actually 

provided their personal essays to me. Such low submission rate was due to the fact that 

many of the informants were unable to locate their old journals or essays. All of these 

journals and essays were sent to me electronically by my informants. This data would be 

supplementary to the questions I asked during the personal interviews about the 

informants’ personal background information.  

Meeting agendas and reports. As mentioned earlier, I attended many executive 

officer meetings and observed their discussions. The meetings were usually held on a 

weekday in an officer’s apartment close to the campus. They happened every week or 

every other week and were usually one hour long but sometimes longer depending on the 

list of topics they needed to discuss. Although I had made notes during and after the 

meetings, I often missed out some of the details discussed in the meeting due to my 

unfamiliarity with the organizational history. In one particular meeting, the executive 

officers were having a mid-term evaluation about their goals and activities for the 

semester. I was particularly intrigued by the lively discussion during the meeting but did 
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not record much about what was going on at that time. I decided that it would be best if I 

could obtain the meeting reports produced by the secretary, including those reports on the 

meetings that I missed. The president of CCA was gracious enough to grant me the 

access to those reports, and in return I promised him that most details in the reports 

would be kept confidential for the sake of the organization. Similar to personal essays, 

the meeting agendas and reports would be used as supplementary data for my field 

observations.   

Online social media. In the first decade of 21st century, we have seen the rise of 

online social media such as Facebook and Youtube that increasingly define how the 

younger generation, including college students, express themselves and communicate 

with each other. The online social media is a part of the Web 2.0 phenomena that helps to 

fuel the emergence of Net Generation (Tapscott, 2008). Although this study did not 

collect data from the social media because of the considerable ethical challenge (boyd, 

2007; Lange, 2007) and the scope of my research, it had been an important tool in 

facilitating my research, especially in contacting my informants and getting information 

about CCA’s upcoming activities. The dilemma for me to view the social media as a 

source of data collection is that it could cause a potential violation of trust between me 

and my informants. When they “friended” me and allowed me to have access to their 

online social world, they did it because they considered me as a friend, not necessarily as 

a researcher, even though they were well aware my role as a researcher. Networking with 

them online would be impossible if I explicitly mentioned to the informants that 

“friending” them is a part of my research. 
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Since I was new to such tools, I needed to learn to use online social tools in 

order to better communicate with and get in touch with my informants. Once I 

familiarized myself with such tools, I mostly sent out interview invitations and reminders 

to my (potential) informants through the email service on the social networking site, and 

sometimes left a public message on their personal page without specifying nature of the 

meeting. I also sent out messages to their separate email account when I was requesting 

personal essays from them. Last but not least, the social media was the primary, if not the 

only, way of communication among CCA members, especially in informing and 

reminding the members about upcoming meetings and activities. Therefore, I also joined 

the group on the social networking site that was created by CCA so that I would receive 

updates about their events and activities.  

    

Data analysis 

Following Glaser and Strauss (1967), I have adopted a common grounded 

approached in analyzing my data, albeit with a reflexive twist (Davies, 2008). In the 

analysis, Davies (2008) suggested researchers to explicitly point out the connection 

between the theoretical influences and the different forms of data collected: interview 

transcripts, field notes, essays, and meeting agendas/reports. Such transparency “bases 

persuasion [of the validity of research work] in observational accuracy and reasoned 

selectivity in presentation of evidence” (p. 238). In addition, following Hammersley and 

Atkinson’s (1996) recommendation, my analysis of data took into account the contextual 
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information, acknowledging the historically and culturally-bounded interpretation of the 

findings.  

Since there was more than one round of interviews for most informants, the 

transcribed narrative accounts from the first round interviews were initially coded with 

tentative themes. During this initial coding process, I also noted statements made by 

informants that needed further clarification and generated additional questions based on 

the informants’ initial answers. Later, the transcripts of the follow-up interviews were 

then analyzed together with the transcript of the first-around interviews. In the second 

round of coding process, themes were solidified based on the tentative themes so that all 

narrative accounts had the common themes. Based on the emerging common themes, the 

data from the interviews was then triangulated with the data from the fieldnotes, personal 

essays, and meeting reports.  

Data collected from observations, casual conversations, personal essays, and 

meeting agendas and reports provided important contextual information about the 

students’ strategies in orchestrating their own ethnic identity and answering the 

challenges in dealing with the stereotypes. Data obtained through these methods will be 

largely based on the fieldnotes from observations, which will be organized according to 

the coding categories applied to transcribed narrative accounts that I explained earlier. As 

described by Geertz (1973), such information will provide the “thick description” needed 

to more fully understand students’ behavior and cognition. However, such information is 

more than just supplemental; it is also an essential, if not the only, source of information 

about informants’ self impersonation in actual social situations. Such acts of 
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improvisation, while mundane and could happen at any moment, could only be captured 

by observing their daily practices.  

The narrative accounts were coded according to the general areas of research 

questions, including 1) the informants’ family history; 2) the informants’ involvement in 

CCA; 3) the informants’ perception of CCA and other related organizations; 4) the 

multiple layers of ethnic identity described by informants, including intra-ethnic, ethnic 

Chinese, diasporic Chinese, and panethnic identities; 5) the informants’ experience in 

racial prejudice and discrimination; 6) the informants’ interpretation of and response to 

the model minority and other related stereotypes; 7) evidence of current events or trends 

influencing informants’ negotiation of the multiple layers of ethnic identity and 

perception about the stereotypes; and 8) evidence of informants exercising their agency 

through their negotiation of ethnic identity or dealing with the stereotypes. Nevertheless, 

these categories of coding are not mutually exclusive. Instead, they were often 

overlapped; a single piece of data could usually fit into one or more of these categories.  

The findings will be presented in three chapters. In Chapter Eight, I will describe 

the informants’ involvement in CCA in details, specifically their reasons to join CCA and 

their later participation in CCA activities. This chapter is organized according to the 

themes loosely based on the research questions, including the role and position of CCA 

on campus, the social world of CCA, the informants’ self categorization process through 

joining CCA, and the informants’ perception of CCA as a cultural versus social 

organization. In Chapter Nine, I will present brief accounts of seven informants about 

their multiple layers of ethnic identity, experience in racial prejudice and discrimination, 
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and perception about the stereotypes. Different from Chapter Eight, I intend to present a 

more complete picture for each informant’s experience without breaking them into 

different parts according to themes. At the end of Chapter Nine, I will summarize the 

informants’ experiences and offer some common themes that run through these 

informants’ narratives. Finally, in Chapter Ten, I will detail my encounter and 

observation with two informants and explain how they exercised their identity and 

agency through self impersonation. Following Davies’s (2008) recommendation, I will 

take a reflexive approach in reporting my experiences with both informants in this 

chapter. I will triangulate my own personal reflection with the fieldnotes from 

observation to explain the performances of my informants.  

 

My involvement in CCA and interaction with my informants 

My encounter with CCA had been a very gradual process partly because I 

started the project in the spring semester, where some type of rapport had already been 

established within the organization since the previous fall semester. I initially approached 

the officers of the organization to first secure their approval for me to do research with 

their organization and second, to ensure that I was able to understand the heart of the 

organization. Eventually, especially through the end of my data collection in the fall 

semester of the next academic year, I moved away from the “power central” and toward 

the fringe of the organization and met students who were “borderline” members and only 

attended CCA’s meetings and events every now and then. I made this decision because I 

wanted to observe the different perspectives of informants who were in the inner circle as 
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well as those who were outside the inner circle of CCA, and how the informants’ 

involvement of CCA affected their understanding of themselves and the world around 

them.  

Although my relationship with my informants was generally good, it was not as 

close as I had first expected. First, there was the proximity of the “field” of my research 

with my actual life. Being a student and an employee at the same campus where I was 

conducting this study, I inevitably ran into scheduling conflicts where I had to prioritize 

my other responsibilities over my role as a researcher. One prominent example would be 

my absence in CCA’s big events: the Chinese New Year Celebration in the spring 

semester of 2008 and the Moon Festival the fall semester. Coincidently during those 

events, I was in charge in hosting guest lectures for another student organization. My 

absence on those events limited my opportunities to observe some informants’ public 

performances and practices in specific settings such as cultural events. 

Second, I was never too comfortable with the idea of being active in the social 

activities consisted of mostly American-Raised Chinese undergraduates since I never 

truly had that experience in my past college years. My colleagues had jokingly mentioned 

that I was having all the fun conducting my study while “partying” with college students. 

In reality, however, as a non-American, (re)learning the social life of undergraduate 

students was challenging to me. Besides, being a practicing vegetarian and non-alcoholic 

consumer also posed difficulties for my participation in the informants’ social lives. 

Often times, I had to think twice before I signed up and showed up for a social event that 
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involved a formal meal. My self-awareness of being different acted as a double-edged 

sword in my study participation. 

Also, my positionality as a researcher and a graduate student in a virtually all 

undergraduate social circle had greatly influenced my interaction with the informants and 

other CCA members. When I introduced myself to people in CCA, the mentioning of my 

graduate status more often than not raised their eyebrows about my presence there. Some 

would further ask me why I chose to be in an obviously undergraduate student 

organization. In a rhetorical way, I would answer that I would like to explore the 

organization and enjoy the activities they offered, without mentioning too much about my 

real intent (i.e., research). I did not mean to be deceptive when I said so. I truly felt 

rejuvenated when I was participating in their activities. Fortunately, most of the 

uneasiness among the CCA members wore away when I continuously and reciprocally 

participated in their activities. 

From the very beginning, I found that reciprocity had been a key in my 

interaction with my informants. My approach to social relationship has been largely 

influenced by the Confucian values in Chinese culture. There has been an unspoken rule 

in Chinese culture that one has the obligation to reciprocate to the other if he or she asks 

the other for a favor. Although the principle of reciprocity in social relationships is 

universal across cultures, such reciprocal approach is more pervasive, long-term oriented, 

and asymmetrical among Chinese (Chen & Chen, 2004). Unlike previous survey studies 

that I had conducted, my feeling of indebtedness toward my informants and CCA during 

the research process was exacerbated by the need of maintaining long-term contact with 
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my informants as well as the fact that they were Chinese. While I did not know the extent 

that my informants were influenced by this, I believe that my interaction with informants 

would be different if they were not Chinese. Such reciprocity between Asian American 

researchers and their Asian American informants is evident, if not prevalent (e.g., Kang, 

2000; Võ, 2000).  

As a researcher who had to ask my informants to do interviews and grant me 

access to certain information (e.g., meeting reports), I constantly felt the pressure to 

return my favor to my informants. On the personal level, after doing individual 

interviews with my informants, I would reflexively offer advice to them who might be 

thinking of applying to graduate school after their undergraduate studies and suggest 

them to contact me if they needed more guidance about their academic career. At the 

organizational level, I had helped the executive officers to set up the events on several 

occasions and provided transportation for CCA members for off-campus events when 

they needed drivers. In addition, when I attended the executive officer meetings, I would 

sometimes suggest ideas to them to incorporate more cultural elements in their 

activities/events. I had even attempted to persuade the new officers to do cultural 

workshops or presentations to further promote the cultural awareness among members 

and the UT community in general.  

Sure enough, my status as a graduate student and a person who is relatively 

knowledgeable about Chinese culture had elevated me to the “senior” rank within the 

organization, albeit without any actual power or formal recognition. An outgoing officer 

once told me that she had suggested to the new officers the idea of creating a “cultural 
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director” or a “graduate advisor” position tailored for me so that I could be involved in 

the executive decision without the administrative responsibilities since I am the graduate 

student. Fortunately, the idea was not realized and I would have rejected the offer 

because of the inherent conflict of interests as a researcher and an officer given the nature 

of my study. In addition, it would be impossible for me to juggle all my existing 

responsibilities on top of this new demand without seriously impair my progress on this 

study.    
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Chapter Eight 

Chinese Cultural Association and American-Raised Chinese Undergraduates 

 

A university is a unique place where opportunities and challenges are juxtaposed, 

and the students’ college experience can be shaped in countless ways depending on 

individuals’ maneuvering of these opportunities and challenges. Upon their arrival to the 

campus, college students are encouraged to explore both educational and non-educational 

opportunities. At the same time, during their tenure in college, many students are in the 

period of their life where they rethink and renegotiate different facets of their identity. A 

college campus, however, is not an instinctively welcoming environment for many 

traditional, first-time undergraduates, especially in a university with a large, diverse 

student population. Many of these students came from small towns or rural areas, and 

they usually have attended small schools with tight-knit peer (and sometimes student-

teacher) relationship before their college years. Once they begin their post-secondary 

education, almost every aspect of college was different from their previous educational 

experiences. Specifically, there is less structure in terms of course selection and time 

management, less personal attention and supervision from faculty and administrators, 

much specialized and broader range of educational and non-educational opportunities, 

and a much more diverse university community on campus. These changes can be drastic 

to even students coming from large high schools.  

In this chapter, I aim to describe the Chinese Cultural Association (CCA) and 

how the discourse in CCA was intrinsically related to the changes in the local and global 
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contexts. Through this association, I also aim to describe ARC undergraduates’ 

understanding of the multiple layers of their ethnic identity and how these different layers 

of identity are enabled and expressed within particular contexts within CCA. Specifically, 

I will examine the unique characteristics of the site of my study—The University of 

Texas at Austin, and how CCA positioned itself as an ethnic student organization for 

ARC undergraduates within this campus. I also attempt to detail the process of ARC 

undergraduates exploring and expressing their ethnic identity through their participation 

in CCA. Furthermore, I will also explain how their expression of their ethnic identity in 

turn influenced their perception of the role of CCA in promoting the interests of ARC 

students on campus.   

 

Chinese Cultural Association on campus 

According to the listing on the Student Activities and Leadership Development 

website, there were at least nine student organizations categorized as “international/ 

cultural organization” that mainly catered to both international and domestic students of 

Chinese descent (including those who came from Taiwan and Hong Kong) on campus. 

Although at a glance there were many choices of Chinese-based student organizations, 

they basically catered to different segments of Chinese students (e.g., international versus 

domestic students, Chinese students with or without Taiwanese background, etc.). There 

were also a handful of Chinese-based student organizations that presented themselves as 

religious or professional groups. On top of these ethnic-specific student organizations, 

there were at least another ten panethnic Asian-based organizations. In other words, there 
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were many options for ARC undergraduates to join an ethnic student organization based 

on ethnic affiliation, but the choice was not always obvious. Students who decided to join 

an ethnic student organization often had to explore several possibilities before settling on 

one or more to join.  

Chinese Cultural Association (CCA) had been one of the most established ethnic 

student organizations for undergraduates of Chinese descent on campus, even though it 

had gone through some major changes, according to some senior members. These 

changes happened before this study was conducted and none of my informants had 

experienced these changes personally. There was also no specific written record on these 

changes. Nevertheless, I cross-checked their narratives with the public records of the 

related student organizations and found that the information on the public records 

matched the descriptions of my informants. Basically, CCA was “split” into two and 

subsequently four different student organizations in the span of two to three years. 

According to the narrative of some informants, the establishment of the two new student 

organizations by former CCA officers/members was due to the different perspectives 

(e.g., mainland Chinese vs. Taiwanese difference) among the officers in one year and 

personal resentment of losing a closely-contested election in another year. In addition, 

another Taiwanese-based student organization was formed around the same period. After 

some major shakeups, CCA was no longer the only association that primarily catered 

towards their targeted student population—Chinese undergraduates, who were born 

and/or raised in the U.S. Besides competing for ARC undergraduates from other CCA-

originated organizations, CCA was also competing with other panethnic Asian American 
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student organizations, where the majority or plurality of the members was students of 

Chinese descent.  

Even though the splits of CCA were seen as the direct result of personal 

discontent about the officer election in CCA and the divergent perspectives regarding the 

direction of CCA, the divisions more importantly reflected the growing trend toward 

diversity among the undergraduates of Chinese descent on campus. Since the end of 

Hopwood vs. Texas case in 1996 and the implementation of the Top 10 Percent Rule, the 

number of Asian American undergraduates has increased rapidly from 4,783 in 1997 to 

6,585 in 2008, which was an increase of 38% over the decade (UT Office of Information 

Management and Analysis, 2004, 2009). Percentage wise, Asian American representation 

had also increased almost 5%, from 12.98% to 17.61% among the undergraduate student 

population during the same time frame (ibid).  

This development within the university has significantly changed, if not 

diminished, the traditional role of Chinese-based ethnic student organizations, including 

CCA, as “sources of cultural familiarity, vehicles for cultural expression and advocacy, 

and venues for cultural validation” (Museus, 2008, p. 576) discussed earlier. As the Asian 

American student population approached the point of “critical mass,” ARC students were 

less likely to seek ethnic student organizations for the purpose of cultural comfort. This 

was particularly true for those who majored in science and technology-related fields, 

where Asian student representation was even higher. Furthermore, with the competition 

from other Chinese-based ethnic student organizations and other sources of providing 

way of learning Chinese language and culture (e.g., Asian Studies courses in the College 
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of Liberal Arts), CCA no longer held the authority in providing cultural validation or 

served as the primary outlet for cultural expression to the ARC students on campus.  

Yet, since The University of Texas was still a very big campus, these Chinese-

based ethnic student organizations remained a place that provided a sense of 

belongingness and opportunities for social networking for ARC undergraduates. Like 

many first-time college freshmen, many ARC students experienced cultural shock when 

they first entered the university. Their cultural shock was twofold: On top of the typical 

cultural shock of a big and diverse university environment, many ARC students also 

experienced another kind of cultural adjustment—seeing hundreds or even thousands of 

people of their age with similar ethnic (Chinese and other East Asian) background within 

their vicinity. Upon attending the college, most of my informants were amazed to see the 

sheer number and internal diversity among ARC undergraduate population. I shall call 

this “ethnic cultural shock.” This is reasonable because, as Asian American students went 

through the educational system, they were increasingly more “concentrated” due to 1) the 

increasingly larger student population as they ascended the educational ladder and 2) the 

increased specialization of the educational path they chose. By any means, the number 

and internal diversity of Asian American student population reached a new high at the 

university level, which many Asian American students had never experienced before in 

their pre-college years. For instance, Stuart, who self-identified as a Chinese-Vietnamese 

American, reflected on his school and college experiences: 

I went to this really rundown pre-school. It was like mostly Hispanic school and 
there were a few African Americans and very few whites over there. It was 
pretty hard then…there were no Asian American, I was pretty much like the 
only Asian American in the whole school at the time. Going up to middle school, 
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[it was the] same thing. There was like 30% whites, 30% Hispanics, maybe 1-
2% Asians, and the rest [were] African Americans. Going to high school, [it was 
the] same thing. And finally [coming] to UT, everything completely changed. 
When I first came to UT, I was pretty shocked because I saw a lot of Asian 
Americans and I was pretty shocked by that…I was like ‘wow, [there are] so 
many Asian Americans everywhere.’ So I was like pretty shocked about that, 
[and I am] not used to it.  
 
Stuart is an interesting example because, growing up in Houston and later 

moving to Austin, one would assume that he would have much contact with Asian 

American peers in his life before coming to the university. His surprise about the 

prominent presence of Asian American counterparts on campus was nevertheless an 

evidence of the “ethnic cultural shock” that was unique to this campus, especially in 

Texas. This effect was magnified by the fact that The University of Texas had one of the 

largest campuses in the U.S. and students had more opportunities to find peers who 

shared similar professional and personal interests. Although Stuart did not set out to find 

a college that has a sizable Asian American student population like some of my 

informants did (as I will explain later), he eventually seized upon this opportunity to 

build his social network with Asian peers on campus. He started to go to different Asian-

based ethnic student organizations and eventually become an active member in CCA. 

Another informant, Bruce, who was born and grown up from a small town and 

later moved to suburban of Houston, shared similar experience about his shock and 

adjustment to the relatively large Asian American student population here. He identified 

himself as Chinese and American. He described his riveting experience coming to the 

university: 

I was really surprised [to know there are] 14% Asians [here], but then every time 
I am out, I see Asian people everywhere, so it’s really a different lifestyle…I am 
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actively seeking that Asian culture because again when I came here, I have 
never seen so many Asian people in my life other than in China and stuff. So it is 
a different aspect [of my life] I have never been a part of. 
 
Bruce talked unambiguously about his augmented interest in his ethnic culture 

after coming to the university partly because he saw the opportunity to mingle and learn 

from other ARC undergraduates. Although he went to a Chinese American-based church 

and Sunday school with his family on a weekly basis, he now had the choice to build his 

own ethnic peer network and reacculturate himself in Chinese culture, an opportunity that 

he rarely afforded to have before college. Within his first year in college, he had attended 

many activities and events hosted by different Asian/Chinese-based student organizations, 

including CCA. 

In contrast to Stuart and Bruce’s unintentional discovery of the big Asian 

American student population on campus, Louise revealed that one of the reasons she 

chose to come to this university was because she wanted to meet more peers who shared 

similar ethnic background as her. Louise was a U.S. permanent resident who was initially 

from out of state where there were very few Asians/Chinese in her hometown. She said: 

[The University of Texas is] a very big college and…it’s an adjustment for me 
because I’ve never been around that many people or that many Asians in 
particular [after moving to the U.S.]. I was just shocked to see that many people 
and…I am content with it because I see a lot of opportunities out there for me [to 
meet students of Asian descent]. And I am satisfied with that. 
 
Louise quickly made friends with other Asian American students and had 

participated in several ethnic student organizations, particularly CCA, from the very 

beginning of her undergraduate studies. For her, she was eager to reconnect with her own 

ethnic culture that she had had limited exposure since she moved to the U.S. with her 
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parents during her middle school years. During the immediate years after coming to the 

U.S., she had little opportunity to express her Chinese identity because she was, in her 

words, “so focused on learning the American culture.” Coming to the university not only 

allowed her to pursue her undergraduate degree, but also gave her the chance to further 

explore the meaning of “Chineseness.”  

Candice, who was born in China and had lived in the U.S. since the eighth grade, 

was similar to Louise’s situation in many ways. She intentionally sought out schools in 

Texas that have a sizable Asian American student population. Although she went to a 

high school in Houston that did not lack Asian American students, Candice did not want 

to choose between having a comfortable, mostly Asian American, social network and 

being a part of the larger community. Upon migrating to the U.S., she had tried her best 

to fit in with other (especially White) students, learning the mainstream American culture 

as much as she could. Candice, however, did not feel that she was fully accepted by the 

community when she was in high school and did not want to continue that experience in 

college. Growing up in China in her younger years, she felt especially comfortable 

hanging out with friends who shared similar cultural background in the U.S. Therefore, 

she decided that the only way for her to achieve the best of both worlds was to find a 

university that represented and embraced diversity, an environment that is friendly 

toward students of Asian-descent like herself. An excerpt below from our conversation 

paints a more vivid picture of her thoughts: 

KS: So, what was the reason you come to UT? 
 
Candice: It has a lot of Asian people. It is an aspect that I came here because it 
has a lot of diversity. I got applied to some schools in the north. After I got 
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accepted, I looked at the statistics and I just…I feel like I wouldn’t be 
comfortable for four years if I go to a mostly white college.  
 
KS: But you went to a high school where 10 percent of [the student population 
were] Asians.  
 
Candice: Yeah, that’s true. And they were the people that I hung out with a lot… 
 
KS: But you didn’t want to continue that experience [of studying in a mostly 
white school] in your college. 
 
Candice: College feels like…the friends that you make here are going to be 
lifetime. In high school, it’s just like a stepping stone [in my life]. So I know that 
I would be finding my best friends, my bride’s maids, my husband all in college 
probably. So I think it’s important for me to choose the one that would fit me the 
best. And I came here to visit a couple times, and two of my best friends from 
high school go here and they are my roommates. And so it’s pretty good. 
 
An interesting point in the conversation was that when Candice mentioned that 

there was “a lot of diversity” on campus, what she actually meant was that she felt there 

was a strong presence of students of Asian/Chinese at the university. Percentage wise, the 

ethnic composition of her high school was not too different from the university, yet 

because of the sheer size of the university’s student population, she managed to find an 

ethnic community on campus that would satisfy her desire to be culturally secure. She 

also believed that she could better fit into the university community at-large because of 

the significant presence of Asian American students on campus.   

Other informants who have surrounded themselves with Asian/Chinese 

American peers in their pre-school years had considered their transition to college a 

natural extension of an environment with which they had been familiar. In many ways, 

Jody, who considered herself a Chinese and, to a lesser extent, Taiwanese American, was 

one of these informants. She grew up around the Asian/Chinese community in Plano and 
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went to the Chinese Sunday school for all her K-10 years. Later, she attended Texas 

Academy of Mathematics and Science (TAMS, a college preparatory school mentioned 

in Chapter Seven) before coming to the university and had a lot of her Asian/Chinese 

American classmates from TAMS attending the university as well. Nevertheless, her 

story was twofold: She was one of the handful Asian Americans in her elementary school 

and middle school and got teased a lot by non-Asian students because of her 

ethnic/cultural background. She often contrasted these negative experiences with her 

positive experiences in Chinese Sunday school and TAMS, where she met a lot 

Asian/Chinese Americans and felt safe to be around Asian/Chinese American peers. 

Below is an excerpt of her narrative: 

I feel like I hang out with Asians majority of the time. I feel comfortable with 
my Asian community because…when I was in elementary school, I was like 
pretty much the only Chinese girl and I felt like I was made fun of all the time. 
And then when I went to Chinese school on weekends, I felt like I had so much 
fun. In elementary school, I was like this really quiet girl, and I wouldn’t talk to 
anyone. But then when I went to Chinese school, I just talked so much. I feel 
like I always feel more comfortable around Asians…I am not trying to be racist 
or anything. I feel really comfortable around those people because I feel like I 
can relate to them…when I went to TAMS…I went back to Asians. So I feel like 
I kind of branched out but at the same time, I feel like I would still be most 
comfortable with Asians because I think Chinese school made me believe 
that…I could be safe…[because] when I went through [the experiences of being 
teased] like that, I feel like I was kind of scared because every time I went there, 
I always got made fun of, especially when I was in middle school.  

 
Her early experiences in schools (both regular and Chinese Sunday schools) had 

largely motivated her to join the CCA and to stay active in CCA throughout her college 

years. Her experience of racial discrimination had also led her to develop a sense of 

awareness about issues associated with Asian/Chinese Americans and made her continue 

to be a strong advocate for the Asian/Chinese American community. However, Jody’s 
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racial experience was not typical among others who grew up around Asian American 

counterparts. For instance, Zack, who identified himself as a Chinese American, chose to 

come to this university like many of his Asian peers from his high school because of its 

reputation and value. He explained his related experience in terms of peer network in the 

interview: 

…a lot of my high school friends came to UT. So like from my graduating class 
of 500, 70 people are at UT now. so basically there is a lot of my friends…like I 
already know a lot of people from my high school …and then a lot of people I 
met I guess friends of their friends, so by connection it is mostly Asians. But…I 
think especially in engineering too, like most of the people you meet are Asians. 
And in biology, classes in sciences, it is mostly Asians too. Actually, the thing is 
there is like more White people in my Chinese classes doing Asian studies than 
there are my engineering classes, which is the funny part.  

 
Similar to Jody, Zack had gone through all levels of Chinese Sunday school in 

his early years. However, unlike other informants who were active in the CCA because 

they wanted to be around other Asian/Chinese peers and reconnect with their Chinese 

roots, Zack’s participation in the community was due to his prior peer connection his had 

already had before he started college. He did not necessarily take the initiative to be a 

part of the CCA community because he wanted to have a sense of belonging on campus. 

Instead, his “roll over” peer network from high school drew him into CCA and the Asian 

American community on campus.  

Cathy, another informant who came from a major city and attended almost all 

grade levels in Chinese school, was in the similar situation as Zack. Cathy came from a 

high school where there was a sizable Asian American population. She talked about her 

reason to join CCA after coming to the university: 

KS: Tell me why do you join CSA and… how long have you been with CSA? 
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Cathy: I have only been with CSA for this year, but I wanted to join because I 
wanted to find people who were similar background and similar interest.  
 
KS: So do you think that you meet your goal? 
 
Cathy: Yes, I did. I found a lot of interesting people. 
 
When asked who she hung out with the most, she confessed that she spent a lot 

more time with Asian peers after she came to the university compared to high school 

where she had a good mix of White and Asian friends. As Cathy explained, the change 

was  

…probably because we have more similarities [with each other] and it’s easier 
[for me] to bond with other Asians, but [it’s] not necessarily always the case. 
And…it’s also easier for me to bond with people related to my major because I 
see them more often and can talk about things under the same light. 
 
Given the history of Cathy’s peer relationship, she could have maintained a 

racially diverse peer network at the university. However, because of her major in 

electrical engineering where there was a high percentage of Asian American students, she 

ended up having mostly Asian friends. While she could already feel comfortable hanging 

out with her Asian friends within her major, she took the extra step to join CCA and 

sought to meet more Asian peers who shared similar cultural background and 

professional interests as her. Unlike many previously mentioned informants who did not 

have the chance to build their ethnic peer network before college years, she saw the value 

of joining CCA and took advantage of the networking opportunities, even though she was 

not lacking of these opportunities without joining CCA.  

In sum, the informants came to the university and met many other ARC 

undergraduates who were, in one way or the other, different from their growing up 
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environment. Some informants were experiencing what I call an “ethnic cultural shock” 

because they never met so many ARC students of their age until their college years. 

There is no evidence suggesting that Chinese-based ethnic enclave exists in metropolitan 

areas in Texas, such as the historical Chinatowns in New York (Zhou, 1992; Zhou & 

Logan, 1989) and California (Sanders & Nee, 1987). All the informants did not come 

from a segregated neighborhood where majority of the residence where Asian/Chinese 

descent. Thus, these informants had limited interaction with other students of 

Asian/Chinese descent within the educational setting before they came to the university. 

Attending the university and meeting with so many Asian counterparts had been an eye-

opening experience for many informants.  

Interestingly, all aforementioned informants, except Zack and Cathy, had 

recalled unpleasant racial experiences involving their classmates or instructor in grade 

school. Some of them had attributed their involvement in CCA and other ethnic student 

organizations to their negative racial experiences in their pre-college years. While it was 

true that most informants coming to CCA seeking for cultural familiarity, expression, and 

validation to some extent as Museus (2008) described, but the reasons were more 

complicated than that. Many of them also considered ethnic student organizations as a 

social resources (i.e., peer networking) that they could rely on for their current academic 

career and future employment. Whether they deliberately or unintentionally discovered 

the big and diverse Asian American student population on campus, many informants had 

seized the opportunity to be a part of the Asian/Chinese American community that they 

thought they had missed in their pre-college years. For some other informants, like Jody, 
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Zack, and Cathy, joining CCA was the natural extension of their pre-existing 

Asian/Chinese-based social network. The reasons why ARC students joined CCA and 

played an active role in this organization had a huge influence on shaping the purposes 

and nature of activities of CCA and the interaction among the members.  

 

Participation of Chinese Cultural Association as an exercise of American-Raised Chinese 

undergraduates’ ethnic identity 

As mentioned, the separation of CCA into four different student entities was not 

an isolated incident or occurred in void. It happened in the context of an increasingly 

larger pool of ARC undergraduates and, subsequently, some of the within group 

difference among ARC undergraduates started to manifest and became prominent. A 

closer look at CCA and three other related organizations actually revealed some of the 

ingrained but subtle divide within the Chinese community on campus and in the U.S. The 

first level of division, which was more obvious, was nationality (i.e., mainland China 

versus Taiwan) and the primary use of language and cultural reference (i.e., Chinese 

versus American/English; see Appendix E – Figure 1). The second level of division, 

which was more profound, was the identification with the “Chinese” label and the degree 

of acculturation in the mainstream American culture (see Appendix E – Figure 2). 

Although it was by no means an exact division between members of these organizations 

because there were some crossovers, it was the basic sentiment shared by the informants. 

According to the first level of division, CCA members can be generally described as 

ARC undergraduates who were 1.5 or second generation and whose parents came from 
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China; they primarily or exclusively used English language and regarded the mainstream 

American culture as their main cultural reference. According to the second level of 

division, CCA represented those who primarily identified themselves as Chinese as 

opposed to Taiwanese (whether or not their parents came from Taiwan or China), and 

those who were more acculturated in the American mainstream culture or, as some 

informants put it, “Americanized.” Based on the pool of my informants, the second level 

of division was definitely more accurate in determining why my informants ended up 

joining CCA instead of other organizations.   

Since participating in these student organizations was completely voluntary, 

choosing one association over the other became a self categorizing process. Those who 

decided to stick around CCA were positioning themselves as ARC persons and tacitly 

acknowledging that they were more acculturated in the mainstream American culture 

than their first generation counterparts. If somehow an ARC undergraduate 

“miscategorized” him- or herself according to the divisions, this undergraduate needed to 

somehow alter his or her understanding of own ethnic identity and align his or her self 

understanding according to the group’s norm (in this case, the CCA’s).  

Jody was one of the informants who had strong feelings about the division 

between these different organizations. She saw that having multiple student organizations 

for ARC undergraduates as unnecessary and considered the “competition” between those 

organizations for resources and members would ultimately be detrimental to the ARC 

community as a whole. She pointed out the differences between the organizations and 

why she decided to join CCA: 
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I didn’t start joining [CCA] until like the end of my first year or my first 
semester. I joined like half way through because my friends keep talking about it 
but I heard about [Taiwanese-based student organization 1], I heard about 
[Taiwanese-based student organization 2], I heard about [CCA], I heard about 
[another Chinese-based student organization], and I was like ‘why are there so 
many Chinese organizations?’ so I went to [Taiwanese-based student 
organization 1] meeting. I didn’t really like it because they kept talking about 
Taiwan and China [as if] there is a big difference. And I was like ‘I don’t see 
that big difference.’ For some reasons, I went to [Taiwanese-based student 
organization 2], they only spoke Chinese, and I am okay with only Mandarin but 
at the same time…I don’t know…I didn’t want to always speak Mandarin. And 
they sent emails in Mandarin…it’s good practice for me, but at the same time…I 
don’t know this is the right fit. And so I finally went to [CCA] with one of my 
friends. And their officers were really approachable and I just felt really at home, 
like not only did I feel like they cared…I just felt like they had a really good 
atmosphere…[the officers] were just really approachable and I just felt like this 
was the place that I felt comfortable with, especially as a new freshmen, you 
don’t know that many people so you are like ‘where should I be?’ and right went 
I came in, I just felt like everyone was really nice. And so I was like ‘why not 
join?’ and then that day they were also handing out junior officer application. 
They were like ‘just try’ and I actually did try and I got in. so I became more 
active in [CCA]. So that’s how I got in. 
 
Jody’s decision to join and remain in CCA was closely related to how she 

understood herself in terms of ethnic identity. When asked how she would identify 

herself to others, she said, “I consider myself Chinese technically but some people can 

say I am Taiwanese, but I don’t know. I consider myself Chinese [and] I don’t see a big 

difference between Taiwan and China.” She saw her Chinese heritage was what primarily 

defined her as a person, while her Taiwanese identity was another, perhaps secondary, 

layer of ethnic identity that was associated with her parents’ country of origin. In one of 

the essays that she wrote, she commented on the historical political tension between 

China and Taiwan and how Taiwan’s future is bleak because of the disproportionate 

economic and military prowess between China and Taiwan. While she was sympathetic 

about Taiwan’s position, she was more pessimistic about the antagonism between these 
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two nations that supposedly share the same ancestry. Her passion about the traditional 

Chinese culture, which underlies the modern Chinese and Taiwanese cultures, was 

another piece of evidence of the emphasis of her common ethnic Chinese identity as 

opposed to the fragmented diasporic Chinese identity based on different nationalities, 

which she would call herself Taiwanese.  

Similar to Jody, Han did not like the idea of having multiple student 

organizations competing for the same pool of ARC students. Identified himself as 

Chinese, Taiwanese, and Singaporean American, Han recognized that joining CCA or 

other related organizations was not just a matter of personal interest or preference; it 

could be seen as a process where people choose to categorize themselves according to 

certain social markers within the Chinese American community. 

There is definitely a [recognition that] if you belong to [one of these 
organizations], you are sort of stereotyped as that kind of person. I mean on one 
hand, the reason why some of them split [from CCA] was because of elections, 
people were disgruntled [about] how the results turned out and they thought was 
unfair and they wanted to create a new club to…have a different [organizational] 
culture or to be in officer position. We have officer positions [in CCA], so I 
thought those [excuses] are kind of absurd but…I think, on the other hand, [the 
Chinese/ Taiwanese label and the use of language were] probably the reason 
why [CCA] split to four different groups.  
 
He continued to give his impression of what the other group looked like: 

I have been hearing that next year [a Taiwanese-based student organization] is 
going to be a little extreme because the newly elected president is [planning to 
segregate] non-Taiwanese people…well, I guess that is not the best term, I 
[mean] non-native Taiwanese people. So only people who originated from 
Taiwan are allowed to join the club. Everyone else [whom] either parents are 
from Taiwan [or who] probably born here as Taiwanese American…have to join 
[another Taiwanese-based student organization]. And so it seems a little bit 
extreme there. The president [is going to exclude] people that want to join [his 
organization]. It seems…kind of extreme. 
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Han could have joined one of the Taiwanese-based student organizations since 

he prided himself for being Taiwanese because of her mother’s origin and his ability to 

speak Taiwanese dialect. Nevertheless, Han did not like the exclusionary nature of the 

Taiwanese-based student organizations and did not want to be cornered into one identity. 

He embraced his multiple identities based on nationalities (i.e., Chinese, Taiwanese, and 

Singaporean) and creatively expressed them in different situations. For example, he said 

he was “raised Chinese or Taiwanese” but preferred to mention to other people, 

especially to his Chinese peers, that he was Singaporean due to his father’s origin (Han’s 

father was a Chinese Singaporean), even though he did not have the same affinity 

towards this identity compared to Chinese or Taiwanese. He did this to avoid the China 

versus Taiwan argument during conversations. Moreover, he repeatedly emphasized the 

ancestral and cultural commonalities underneath the multiple identities of nationality that 

he inherited from his parents. From this perspective, CCA, with its internal diversity in 

terms of parental country of origin (see study informants’ profile in Appendix C), suited 

his desire to highlight his common ethnic Chinese identity despite his multiple labels of 

diasporic Chinese identity.  

Candice was another informant who exemplified how selecting and joining an 

ethnic student organization such as CCA has implication on the negotiation of her own 

ethnic identity. As mentioned, Candice was a permanent resident of Chinese descent and 

had grown up in the U.S. since her middle school. Based on her profile alone, she could 

find a better fit in another Chinese-based student organization instead of CCA because 

she spoke fluent Chinese and were considered a first generation immigrant. As she 
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pondered her options, she pointed out the difference between the two Chinese-based 

organizations, “[CCA] is kind of Americanized. [Another Chinese-based student 

organization] is more Chinese.” However, she ultimately chose CCA over the other 

organization as her affiliated organization because of her friends who were also CCA 

members and her familiarity with CCA over the years. In addition, since she came 

directly from mainland China, the Taiwanese-based student organizations were never 

considered as options for her. 

Candice’s decision to stay with CCA was interesting. On one hand, due to her 

early upbringing in China and her eventual cultural adjustment to the mainstream U.S. 

culture, she always found Chinese culture and community as a source of her personal 

comfort. She felt that, deep down in her heart, she was still very Chinese in many ways, 

including her values and decision making in life. Because of this reason, she chose The 

University of Texas as her college so that she could build peer relationship with other 

Asian counterparts. On the other hand, she emphasized her ability to blend in with the 

surrounding. Upon coming to the U.S., she quickly learned to speak English without an 

accent (or more accurately, with an American accent) and to appreciate the American 

mainstream popular culture that many ARC students embrace. From her understanding of 

the popular U.S. television shows to popular American music, she was a lot more well 

verse in the American popular culture than she initially admitted. She later explained this 

in her words:  

UT is a very diverse campus; it has students from all over the place. And there 
are a lot of [ARC] people that I hang out with, and I am pretty Americanized in a 
way that I can talk fluently and I understand their culture completely…not 
completely, I understand a lot of their culture, so I always tell myself don’t look 
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at myself as an outsider, but as a part of them, so you know, if I think that way, 
then I don’t feel uncomfortable.   
 
Participating in CCA activities and mingling with other ARC students had 

influenced Candice to identify more with the mainstream American culture. Instead of 

seeing the trade-off between Chinese versus American culture, she saw being bicultural 

as the approach to integrate herself into the ARC community. After joining CCA for a 

period of time, she admitted that, instead of Chinese culture, she learned a lot of “western 

stuff” from other CCA members. Therefore, unlike many ARC undergraduates whose 

goal in joining CCA was to learn more about Chinese culture, participation in CCA was a 

“reverse” cultural learning experience for Candice. In that sense, Candice increasingly 

identified herself as an ARC person who was bicultural in both her ethnic culture and 

mainstream American culture.  

Another informant, Ivan, had similar experience as Jody, Han, and Candice in 

joining CCA but was unique in other aspects. He was a 1.5 generation immigrant whose 

parents came from mainland China. Using his ARC peers as a reference point, he 

identified himself as a typical Chinese American, who can understand and speak Chinese 

but had deficiency in Chinese language and limited understanding of Chinese culture. 

Prior to college years, he had only a handful of friends who were Asian/Chinese-descent, 

but that had changed dramatically after he came to The University of Texas. Since he 

came to college, his primary co-curricular involvement was in CCA and another Asian-

based student organization and subsequently most of his friends ended up to be Chinese 

or Vietnamese. Upon coming to the university, he took the opportunity of building 

connection with and learning from other ARC students through ethnic student 
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organizations, especially CCA, like many other informants mentioned earlier. He had 

experiences with different Chinese-based organizations on campus and, through these 

experiences, he pointed out the things that were incompatible with whom he believed he 

was. Ultimately, CCA was the organization that fit him best based on his self 

understanding. He explained: 

[In one Taiwanese-based student organization], they like to do things that people 
in [CCA] wouldn’t do because a lot of members come from overseas, they go 
‘karaokeing’ a lot, they go drinking a lot. They do a lot of activities like that. I 
mean for the most part, we don’t have a problem, [sometimes] we do activities 
with them together. It just that at the end because each group has slightly 
different interests and so it is just best if they have their own organizations. 
[Another Chinese-based student organization] is very new…they have more 
involvement in the Chinese community than the other organizations…in their 
general meetings, everyone speaks Chinese in the meetings…Another [thing] is 
that…they don’t associate with a lot of the [ARC] people that I know…I [also] 
went to [the other Taiwanese-based student organization’s] meeting back when 
we were planning an event and everyone was speaking Chinese. I could 
understand a little bit but every once a while I would have to speak half English 
and half Chinese and they could understand me just fine. 
 
Even though CCA was the best option for Ivan, CCA was in no way a custom fit 

to his background, like Candice. In many ways, it was a reorienting process of the 

understanding of his ethnic Chinese identity as he became a part of the CCA community. 

For starter, he noticed that ARC students in CCA had different growing up background 

and family history than himself: 

Majority of the people that I know in [CCA] are Taiwanese. I am [from] 
mainland. And I didn’t know that many Taiwanese people actually when I was 
in Houston at home. A lot of my family and friends [back in my hometown] are 
all mainland Chinese because my parents are mainland Chinese. So I mean these 
[CCA members who are also Taiwanese] have a different…culture, and so I 
found that pretty interesting.  
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Even though all his peers in CCA were born and/or grew up here in the U.S., 

their parental differences in nationality were still evident among this younger generation. 

By mingling with CCA members who were Taiwanese and other nationalities, he was 

exposed to different perspectives of what it means to be a person of Chinese descent. He 

was able to see different “versions” of Chineseness that was unlike what he was familiar 

with (i.e., mainland Chinese). The confluence of ARC undergraduates whose parents 

came from different countries (i.e., Chinese of different nationalities) in CCA allowed 

Ivan to develop diasporic Chinese identity and see the internal diversity among 

themselves.  

By joining CCA, Ivan also mentioned that he learned something new that he 

never experienced growing up in a strict family environment within a predominantly 

white neighborhood: 

When I came here, I got to expose to karaoke for the first time, like karaoke for 
younger generation. Both of my parents, they sing karaoke because their friends 
do it as well. But I mean the song selection is Chinese, I don’t sing Chinese 
songs. So I come here and then a lot of my friends, ‘oh, we just go to karaoke 
bar.’ People sing [English songs]. And we go out to eat in Chinese restaurant or 
Vietnamese restaurants. I never did that with my parents. 
 
In other words, joining CCA and forming peer relationships with other ARC 

undergraduates were a part of the process of categorizing, relearning, and reorienting 

Ivan’s ethnic identity. Through the contact with other Chinese/Taiwanese-based student 

organizations, Ivan’s growing up experience in the U.S. and his Chinese language 

proficiency led him to choose CCA as his affiliated organization. In addition, because of 

his limited relationship with other ARC peers prior to his early years, he came to 

understand ARC undergraduates’ diverse nationality background after joining CCA. In 
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the process, he expanded his self understanding by developing his diasporic Chinese 

identity. Furthermore, he relearned some cultural practices performed by other ARC 

undergraduates so that his practices were consistent with his understanding of his ethnic 

identity.  

The informants discussed above had chosen to participate in CCA over other 

Chinese/Taiwanese-based student organizations, consistent with their understanding of 

their own ethnic identity. Jody and Han had the options of joining Taiwanese-based 

student organizations but picked CCA instead because they saw themselves first and 

foremost in terms of the common ethnic Chinese identity and followed by their diasporic 

Chinese identity (i.e., Taiwanese, Singaporean). For Candice, even though she would find 

a better fit in another Chinese-based student organization based on her background, she 

had chosen CCA and, in the process of re-categorizing herself, she attempted to be more 

bicultural so that she would be more in line with other ARC students in CCA who were 

mostly bicultural. Finally, for Ivan, joining CCA was an exercise of his ethnic identity 

through categorizing, reorienting, and relearning processes. Although this self-

categorizing process was unique for different informants, each of them eventually aligned 

their self understanding with other ARC undergraduates in CCA. 

 

The “family bonding” of Chinese Cultural Association 

The discourse within CCA basically mirrored the larger racial discourse of 

Asian American youth. Given the racial discourse of Asian American youth and the 

challenges to recruit and retain members, the most prominent theme emerged from 
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interviews and participation observation through CCA’s activities and events was “family 

bonding.” That is, CCA was envisioned as the family away from home where CCA 

members treated each other like their own family members. The concept was not too 

different from fraternities and sororities where they build family-like community among 

the members. Although there were routine cultural activities and events carried out every 

semester such as the Chinese New Year Celebration and Moon Festival, social activities 

such as family field day, club parties, and game night that aimed to build and strengthen 

relationships among CCA members occupied much of the activity schedule in CCA. 

From personal narratives in interviews to officer and general meetings, the primary goal 

of CCA was to “bring people together,” as one informant put it. This goal became more 

apparent when CCA members were assigned to one of the five “families” after they had 

committed to the organization. Through these “families,” the members bonded with each 

other and competed against other “families” in games. Nevertheless, this set up was not 

unique to CCA; many informants who had experienced with other ethnic student 

organizations mentioned that this was the “standard” practice for other related student 

organizations during the general meetings.  

Ronald, who was one of the officers, was enthusiastic about helping CCA to 

become an on-campus family for its members. He had joined CCA since his freshmen 

year and became an officer two years in a row. He articulated his vision of what CCA 

should be like in the interview: 

Student organizations have a certain…role in helping people meet other people 
when they first get into the college; they don’t know anyone, they can meet 
people through there…you know we have families in [CCA], right? (KS: Yeah, 
you have five family groups) Yeah, family groups, and I think [this is] also like 
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creating the idea of fellowship, brother or sisterhood…for people get to know 
each other…I don’t [become an officer] in [CCA] because…these activities are 
super fun or anything, but [because] there is a higher purpose beyond that…If I 
see people volunteering and enjoying themselves getting involved, seeing like a 
team, like a brotherhood and sisterhood, and being able relate to each other and 
create this kind of memories with each other, I think that’s the higher goal that 
we are reaching for.  
 
This priority of building and strengthening social network among CCA members 

was influenced by the racial discourse of Asian American youth. As mentioned, the racial 

discourse of Asian American youth emphasized unity among Asian American community, 

respect and understanding of the within-group diversity, and fighting against negative 

stereotypes and discrimination. The effort of CCA officers to create an atmosphere of 

“family” among members was an answer to these messages. Building a sense of 

family/community among CCA members can mobilize members to support CCA’s 

activities, encourage ARC and non-ARC members alike to acknowledge individual 

differences in terms of familial and cultural background, and to help each other in facing 

personal, academic, and job-related challenges.  

Jody, another officer in CCA, implicitly explained how the “family bonding” 

goal of CCA was aligned with the messages of the racial discourse of Asian American 

youth. She put the CCA’s goal into the perspective of the campus environment: 

…for me, I guess because [CCA] to me is like a family. I hope we are family that 
we can lean on each other, because after all, these Asian Americans aren’t huge 
portion of campus, I think we are like 10-12% [it was 14%], some percentages in 
the tenths right? So we are in that portion that especially we should stick 
together in a way, not necessary like only stick to Asian people. I am not saying 
don’t have non-Asian friends, but to kind of like rely on each other as resources, 
especially with networking, especially in business world like in some ways it’s 
harder for us to get a job…I am not trying to be stereotypical or racist or 
anything, but it’s harder for us to get a job. It’s harder for us to do these things 
and so in a way, if we have this support system, we can get further…if we are a 
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family, we can help each other get through these obstacles, get through school 
especially with like pressure of school [and] stress. We can help each other to 
get through everything. And I hope as a family, we can kind of help each other 
and also grow with each other. I learn a lot from everyone else. Like whenever I 
meet a new person, I learn a lot from them. I try to learn their background and 
hear their stories because I always love to listen to other people’s stories. It is so 
interesting to hear like how they grew up and how they were raised, all the stuff. 
And so like I hope like we do come together as a family because then later on 
you build friendship, and build these people that maybe one day you’d call on 
them, they’d be like ‘hey, can you help me out with this?’…When I feel like I 
can rely on people, that’s like the best thing. Like just relying on these people, 
being there for each other, just the whole family aspect of it, like a family away 
from your own family, just building that friendship aspect to it. That’s why I like 
saying ‘building a family and being coming closer.’  
 
Even though the Asian American student population on this campus was 

approaching the “critical mass,” Jody still saw CCA as a place that could bring ARC 

undergraduates together and share social resources among themselves to ameliorate their 

chance of success in school and the job market. Although Jody acknowledged that CCA 

still maintained the purpose of advocating for Chinese culture, building an ethnic social 

network was just as important as, if not more important than, promoting Chinese culture.   

Han, who initially did not envision himself joining an ethnic student 

organization, ended up becoming an officer in CCA. At first Han was appalled of the idea 

of joining an ethnic student organization such as CCA because, based on his experience 

in high school, an ethnic student organization was just a place for Asian/Chinese students 

alike to socialize with each other, with little or no actual cultural or educational feedbacks 

for him. Nevertheless, through some personal connections, he began to get involved in 

CCA and found himself invested in the organization. After being “inducted” into CCA, 

he noticed that he had changed his mind about his initial impression of an ethnic student 

organization and started echoing Ronald and Jody’s sentiment about making CCA a more 
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“family-like” student organization and why peer networking among ARC students was 

important: 

After [joining CCA], it got me a little more involved, it got me a little more 
closer to people. It made me realize how the lack of people wanting to do stuff 
in a club, sort of makes it the club fall apart and makes it not so great of a club. 
So, it made me realize that you need put a lot more effort if you want people to 
be enthusiastic about this organization. On one hand, I actually enjoyed working 
with some of the people, and actually some of the people I met at [CCA] are 
pretty cool. I had pretty good conversation and I think one way it’s a good 
network…we should actually try to keep ourselves as tight together as possible 
and try to get as many people involved [and] sort of make it seems like [another 
student organization]. 
 
Another CCA member, Ashley, was perhaps more distant from the 

Asian/Chinese community before she attended college than any other informants since 

she was home schooled and had frequently traveled around the world with her parents. 

She did not identify herself strongly as Asian or Chinese American, nor initially had a 

strong intention to learn about Chinese culture. However, she was sufficiently curious 

and interested enough about her ethnic heritage that she started exploring different 

Chinese-based student organizations, especially CCA. She commented on her interest in 

Chinese culture: 

I like to know more than I do now [about Chinese culture] but not really in depth 
all that much. I have more of an interest in Chinese culture than say some 
random cultures like Belgium. You know, I can’t really relate to Belgium culture 
at all, for example. So Chinese culture I guess is more interesting but I don’t 
care to learn everything about it. I don’t know if that makes sense. 
 
Despite of her lukewarm comment, Ashley was pretty involved in CCA early on 

upon coming to The University of Texas and had the intention of seeking an officer 

position in the future. She later reflected upon her participation in CCA, “…part of the 

reason why I am interested in joining [CCA]…is because since I haven’t known many 
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other Asian students or people growing up, [so] it’s kind of an opportunity.” When asked 

whether joining CCA was her attempt to get in touch with her Chinese heritage, she 

replied, 

I wouldn’t really call it like a soul searching journey or anything like that. I 
don’t know how to describe it. With [CCA] and some of the friends that I met, I 
can [learn to] speak Chinese, I can talk to them, it would be kind of cool but…I 
don’t know how to describe why I joined [CCA] actually. I am not really all that 
into Chinese culture…I really don’t care about that. 
 
Ashley’s intention was hard to decipher because it was full of contradictions. On 

one hand, she did not see herself as a typical Asian/Chinese American (even though other 

people had treated her as an Asian/Chinese person previously without knowing her 

background) or perceive the need to understand her Chinese heritage. On the other hand, 

Ashley considered CCA as an outlet for her to meet other ARC undergraduates and to 

build a peer network around other ARC undergraduates, an opportunity that she did not 

afford to have before. Even though at the surface Ashley did not seem to be that much 

into Chinese culture, her actions might indicate otherwise. For one, she jumped through 

the hoops to explore different Chinese groups before settled down in CCA. Later, in the 

course of my informal interaction with her during the study, she had also taken a Chinese 

language course and contemplated to run for officer position in the CCA’s election. At 

the end, CCA seemed to provide the ethnic networking experience she was looking for 

with a hint of cultural experience along the way. The set up of CCA was what exactly 

Ashley was looking for. 

In short, the CCA’s goal of “family bonding” was a reflection of the racial 

discourse of Asian American youth that emphasizes (pan)ethnic unity, celebration of 
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within-group diversity, and fighting against racial discrimination and stereotypes. The 

“family bonding” goal in CCA was complemented with the goal of promoting Chinese 

culture. Through continuous participation in CCA, informants (both Han and Ashley) 

who did not necessarily accord with the CCA’s goals initially had changed their view to 

be more aligned with these goals. For Han, he did not care about the ethnic networking 

but eventually was convinced about its importance. For Ashley, she initially was not 

really enthusiastic about Chinese culture but started to take interests in learning about the 

culture. These personal changes were the results of continuous participation in CCA and 

acquiring the cultural symbols (e.g., Chinese language) and discourse (i.e., family 

bonding), and through taking up these symbols and discourse, the informants were able to 

change their self understanding. 

 

The changing Chinese Cultural Association: A social versus cultural club 

Although CCA was officially characterized as a cultural organization, its priority 

had changed over the years, particularly when other related Chinese-based student 

organizations were formed and rivaled CCA in terms of size and resources. In many ways, 

CCA was seen as a social club rather than a cultural organization among its members. 

The cultural elements in the CCA’s activities had been rendered to second priority next to 

ethnic peer networking. Not surprisingly, many of my informants, both officers and 

members, had lamented about the fact that CCA was more social than cultural in nature. 

Those informants who had moderate to extensive exposure to Chinese culture when they 

grew up complained that CCA was “cultural-lite” and that the organization was more of a 
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social group than an actual cultural association. In contrast, those who had limited 

exposure to Chinese culture before their college appreciated the fact that they had the 

opportunity to learn about some aspects of Chinese culture without always being 

bombarded with too many cultural elements.  

Being one of the senior members, Stuart had expressed his strong feeling about 

the change of direction of CCA since he joined the organization a few years ago. He 

lamented that he had lost interests in continuing his participation in CCA’s activities and 

events because the members did not seem to get excited about Chinese culture like him. 

He elaborated his point in an interview: 

Well, at the beginning of [CCA], like a while back, we used to do a lot more 
cultural events back then. We used to do more Chinese tutoring. We used to 
have more Chinese [cultural elements] involve in slides in the meeting and that 
kind of stuff…I know that’s probably still going on right now but currently 
that’s not the priority. [I] also fed up trying to just raise money for the 
organization, I mean I know that’s important, but they are just all into 
doing…what the pop culture is doing right now. Like for example…we had this 
thing called track and field day, that’s one thing, but it [was] nothing culturally 
related at all…It’s not really a cultural club now. It’s starting to feel more like a 
social club, that’s all.  
 
Helen echoed the sentiment conveyed by Stuart, but did not expect to do and 

learn much cultural stuff when she joined CCA since she had relatively more exposure to 

Chinese culture than her peers. She became an officer with the intention to gain “some 

kind of leadership experience.” Helen also commented that CCA members were more 

“Americanized” than she initially thought and she believed that they were not necessarily 

interested in the cultural aspects of the organization even if the officers tried to integrate 

more cultural elements in the organization’s activities. She explained: 
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I feel like [CCA] is more for Asian Americans, and we are not really like 
Chinese-oriented. It’s a lot of Chinese people getting together. I mean we tried 
to throw in things like [Chinese] words, you know, we sometimes have the 
phrase of the week or something. We do things that are Chinese related, but 
actually we don’t really like delve deep into culture as much. Do you know what 
I am trying to say? I don’t feel like I learn anything new by being in it…[The 
reason why this is the case is that] I feel like a lot of people wouldn’t be 
interested…it’s more like a social club than like a cultural club, so I feel like a 
lot of people just get together so they can meet people that they can associate 
with and then have fun and make fun. 

 
Nevertheless, the sentiment of CCA was largely a social group was not 

universally shared among the members. For some members who had very limited 

exposure to Chinese culture, being active in CCA had been a valuable cultural learning 

experience. Nathan, for example, admitted that he did not have much opportunity to learn 

about Chinese culture before he joined CCA. He explained his motivation to join CCA: 

[I join CCA] to make more friends…to develop some social skills and also to 
learn about Chinese culture because I really don’t have that much knowledge in 
it to be honest. Before I came here, you know we had the [Moon Festival]. That 
was really all new to me. So I really didn’t know [much about Chinese culture]. 
 
Nathan’s answer was a surprise because growing up in Dallas with his Chinese 

parents and having traveled back to China a couple of times, I assumed that he would 

have some basic understanding about Chinese culture such as the Moon Festival. 

However, I later learned that part of the reason for his lack of understanding of Chinese 

culture was that he was pulled out from the Chinese Sunday school very early on and his 

parents did not make a serious attempt to educate him about Chinese culture. Therefore, 

he never had the chance to immerse himself into Chinese culture before he came to the 

university. He came into CCA as a cultural novice and started to learn something from 

his peers who already had some basic understanding. 
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Gina, another informant who was also in the similar situation as Nathan, was 

also eager to learn more about Chinese culture. Being half Cambodian and half Chinese, 

she was only taught about Cambodian culture by her parents during her childhood and 

knew nothing about Chinese culture. For her, participating and planning for CCA’s 

events and activities exposed her to Chinese culture that she barely knew in her 

upbringing experience. She explained: 

Because I thought that I knew very little about the Chinese culture and I wanted 
to just learn more about what being Chinese is. I had a suitemate in freshmen 
year, she joined [Vietnamese Cultural Association], and she told me her 
experiences and how they had some cultural events and stuff like that, so I was 
like ‘let’s join [CCA] and see what kind of cultural events they have.’ So when I 
joined, I joined for that purpose, but I found something different. In my first 
semester with [CCA], they were unable to have their [Moon Festival] because of 
[inclement weather]…and so I was unable to witness that. But [CCA] just gave 
me a lot of connections in the UT community that I found [useful] and so I stuck 
with it and I began to love it. When I saw more cultural aspects like the [Chinese 
New Year Celebration], I was just really excited that we could do something as a 
Chinese community. We can host a big event for the campus like [showing] this 
is who we are.  

   
As novices in Chinese culture, Nathan and Gina had a passionate goal going into 

CCA, that is, to learn about Chinese culture and themselves as Chinese persons. Their 

participation in CCA served them well because they essentially started from scratch and 

did not have any other points of reference to compare to their experiences in CCA. They 

also did not overlook the fact that CCA provided good networking opportunities with 

other ARC students, which they did not afford before they came to college. They saw 

both the social and cultural goals of CCA went hand in hand in serving ARC 

undergraduates, not necessarily an either-or situation. 
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However, Helen and Stuart were disappointed about the lack of cultural 

elements in the CCA’s activities and events. Unlike Nathan and Gina who had very 

limited exposure to Chinese culture before, they had more exposure to Chinese culture 

and believed that CCA did not do a sufficient job in incorporating cultural elements into 

activities and promoting Chinese culture to others. They believed that the majority of 

CCA members were too “whitewashed” to appreciate and promote Chinese cultural as 

CCA should be. However, other informants also pointed out the dilemma CCA officers 

faced in terms of incorporating cultural elements into the activities: since CCA positioned 

itself as a student organization for ARC undergraduates who were more Americanized, it 

was difficult to expect CCA officers and members to be well verse in Chinese culture, let 

alone having the ability to promote it in a more serious way. Ivan, who was an officer at 

one time, had said something along the same line in the interview: 

[In CCA] we do just mostly social activities…for the most part, overall, this year 
and last year, all of our ice-breakers in the meetings are all social. Every once in 
a while, we [the officer] have to make an effort to add some sort of a cultural 
factor into the activities just because a lot of us don’t have…we are not heavily 
into [Chinese] culture as much as some other people are. So if we want to do 
something, we have to think about it, [and it] doesn’t come easily. I found it is 
difficult in [CCA] because a lot of us don’t have that [deep] connection…I mean 
if you were to have a group of officers that have more of the connection to China 
and Chinese culture, the organization would be much different. It’s about what 
the organization has the members have to offer, or the officers have to offer and 
the traditions the organization has set up. A lot of the things in [CCA], the 
festivals we have, those are all traditions. I think over time…the amount of 
culture we incorporated into our organization is becoming less and less mainly 
because…it could just be because the people that are coming into the university 
are more and more people that are grown up in the US or not had been in China 
for very long…A lot of the friends that I know of they have lived in China for at 
least maybe 4-5 years and then they moved to the US, so they actually had a 
better understanding of the language and they understand more of the culture.  
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Even though there were some officers who were well versed in Chinese culture, 

they were reluctant to push the cultural elements forefront of the group agenda because of 

the apprehension that many CCA members would not be too interested in the cultural 

elements and the skepticism that they were able to pull off the cultural elements in their 

activities. Han made a point about why CCA had become more social over time based on 

the student population they served: 

I think cultural and social [aspects] should be able to go hand in hand but…I 
think mainly it’s just hard to do that. I don’t know exactly why it is hard but it 
just seems hard. I remember back when we were electing new officers, we were 
at discussion about having more and more cultural events because every year in 
CCA, there has always been [the issue of] lack of culture…for one reason or 
another, either they just couldn’t incorporate it in [activities] or they just didn’t 
have time to think about it…but just gauging from the crowd, it didn’t seem 
people were that interested in the cultural part. I think they were just there for 
the social activities. And I think at certain point we just decided that we just 
played towards that category, just have social activities, just get people come 
out…because we are losing attendance. And I guess at that point we just sort of 
lost culture in it…I think there should be steps towards having more cultural 
events, but I am not too sure like what we can do.  
 
In short, the many points that my informants made about whether CCA was a 

cultural or social club and whether CCA should be a cultural and/or social club provided 

evidence for the changing priority of CCA over time. While only some informants stayed 

long enough to know the major break-ups of CCA just a few years ago, the establishment 

of the new Chinese/Taiwanese-based student organizations had made CCA’s membership 

increasingly more “Americanized” on average. On top of the increasingly more 

American-acculturated members, CCA also needed to compete for members as well as 

resources with other similar organizations, and CCA could only attract more members 

using social rather than cultural activities because all other organizations shared the same 
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cultural traditions. The contention of the current and future directions of CCA among its 

members pointed towards the changing nature of the organization and how the campus 

environment shaped its presence.   

 

Conclusion 

In this chapter, I explained the role of Chinese Cultural Association (CCA) 

within the changing campus environment and how ARC undergraduates perceived its 

standing among the ARC student population. Upon coming to the university, many ARC 

undergraduates went through some very different peer relationship experiences during 

their college years. While some informants were used to having other ARC counterparts 

around them throughout their per-college years, some of them experienced “ethnic 

cultural shock” when they saw so many other ARC and Asian students on campus. 

Contrary to the explanation in the previous studies (Museus, 2008; Trevino, 1992) about 

ethnic student organizations, many informants who joined CCA were not only to seek 

cultural haven from the intimidating college environment, but more importantly to take 

advantage to build an ethnic peer network that they never had before and could be 

valuable to them in the future.  

In addition, I described at length about the divisions of CCA into four different 

student organizations and how these organizations distinguished themselves from each 

other according to different levels of acculturation (i.e., more Americanized or more 

ethnic) and primary self identification (i.e., Chinese versus Taiwanese). After the major 

breakups of CCA, CCA mainly catered to ARC undergraduates who were more 
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Americanized and who self identified primarily as Chinese. Informants who chose to join 

CCA instead of other student organizations showed their negotiation of ethnic identity as 

they considered themselves as more acculturated in American culture and identified 

themselves more with the common ethnic Chinese identity (i.e., self categorization 

process). However, not all informants fitted in perfectly with CCA. Some informants, 

such as Candice and Ivan, had to alter their understanding about themselves and their 

practices to be more aligned with other members in CCA. 

I also discussed that the discourse within CCA was a reflection of the larger 

racial discourse of Asian American youth, which emphasized unity among Asian 

Americans, respect of internal diversity among Asian American community, and pushing 

back against racial stereotypes and discrimination. These messages were echoed in the 

emerging theme or goal of “family bonding” I found throughout my interviews with 

informants and observations during the meetings and events. By continuously 

participating in CCA, some informants found that they had changed their perception 

about the goals of CCA in bonding members and promoting Chinese culture.  

Furthermore, within the organization, there were conflicting viewpoints among 

members about whether CCA was or should be a cultural or social organization. The 

informants who had more Chinese cultural exposure in their growing up experience 

expressed dissatisfaction about the social emphasis in CCA’s activities. In contrast, those 

who had limited experience with Chinese culture appreciated the fact that there were both 

cultural and social aspects in CCA’s activities. These conflicting viewpoints were evident 

of the changing state of CCA, which might be attributed to the increasingly more 
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American-acculturated officers and members who were less knowledgeable and 

interested about Chinese culture. The CCA’s shifting priority was also the result of the 

increasing need to attract and retain members using social events due to growing 

competition from other related organizations.  
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Chapter Nine 

Flexible Identity, Changing Stereotypes: 

American-Raised Chinese Undergraduates’ Identity Negotiation and 

Dealing with Stereotypes 

 

Stereotypes are generalized, often biased, social perceptions about a certain 

group of people. Like many other social perceptions, stereotypes change over time and 

contexts. Historically, stereotypes of Asian Americans have been changed from “yellow 

peril” to “model minority” since the passage of the Immigration Act and the Civil Rights 

Movement in the 1960s. However, the rise of East Asia, especially China, in the late 20th 

century and the beginning of 21st century may have once again brought back the “yellow 

peril” stereotype to the American consciousness (Ono & Jiao, 2008) because of the 

perceived military and economic threats from China. The ARC undergraduates were not 

immune from the changing stereotypes. In fact, their very being and sense of self was 

influenced by the society’s shifting perceptions of people like them. Going through the 

educational system in the U.S., many of my informants had been aware of the stereotypes 

about themselves as ARC persons and recognized that these stereotypes were not static; 

the stereotypes changed according to the developmental, local, national, and global 

circumstances. Correspondingly, they had also altered the understanding about their 

identity and their strategies in relation to the stereotypes.  

In this chapter, I provide brief accounts of seven informants to elaborate of their 

process of identity negotiation and dealing with stereotypes. These informants told me 
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about their racial experiences in grade school through college and described to me how 

they dealt with these racial incidents. Through these narratives, I will draw the reader’s 

attention to the informants’ flexible expression of the multiple layers of ethnic identity. I 

will also highlight the interaction between the informants and the stereotypes, 

underscoring informants’ recognition of the changing stereotypes and their relation to the 

stereotypes. At the end of the chapter, I will summarize all these informants’ experiences 

and point out their exercise of agency through juxtaposing different layers of ethnic 

identity and generating creative interpretations and strategies in dealing with the 

changing stereotypes.  

 

Informant 1: Bruce 

Bruce had one of the most interesting accounts about his life before college. One 

of the things that stood out from his narrative was the great contrast between his 

academic/social experiences during his elementary school years and his middle/high 

school years. It is apparent that he had previously told his life story many times to 

different audiences when I compared his narrative during the interviews to the narrative 

he wrote in his scholarship and in-class essays. To some extent, he had dramatized, but 

not necessarily distorted, his life story for presentation purposes, the same way as the 

Alcoholic Anonymous members retold their life history as non-drinking alcoholic after 

they had committed to the program. He wrote eloquently about his unfortunate racial 

encounters during his elementary school years in one of his essays: 

The book China Boy by Gus Lee gives a good representation of how my life was 
[during my early childhood]…my peers constantly gauged me by the battles I 
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had won – a dog eat dog world. As I grew up, I usually wore clothing that my 
mother thought appropriate, but the clothing was never culturally normal for 
America. As a result of this, I was the target of a great amount of criticism from 
my peers. As a child, I faced prejudice economically, racially, and generally. 
Not only did I dress differently than the other students, but I was Chinese, and 
was poorer than the normal student. In my elementary school, no one had ever 
known or seen a person of Chinese descent and took great pains to “learn” about 
my “culture” by saying random words that sounded “Chinese” such as ‘ching 
cheng chong’ or ‘wing weng wang’ – this vexation continues for me – constant 
ignorance. That kind of behavior would have been tolerable, but unfortunately 
verbal abuse was not the only weapon the community had against me. My 
community was mainly white, although there were African Americans, 
Hispanics, and one other Asian family; the children that attended the school 
along with me represented the community well in this aspect. I specifically 
remember most of them because all the “minorities” (which I find to be a 
disgusting word) were classified as foreign and placed in “English As a Second 
Language” classes; this was another example of stereotyping by the school 
system because frankly, just because I am Chinese does not mean I don’t 
understand English. Anyway, as I had said, there were many other punishments I 
received for simply being a person of Chinese descent. There are the stereotypes 
of Chinese people as being “karate masters, Chinese speakers, and rich misers,” 
but in my case, I was none of these. I didn’t know how to fight; hadn’t even 
begun taking Chinese classes yet, and was by no means economically 
advantaged. I received daily beatings at school. Groups of people would always 
express their “understanding” for me with their fists and feet. Sticks and stones 
didn’t break my bones, but they sure cut my skin. I would always come home 
bruised and bloody and the school never did anything. Everywhere I go, I 
seemed to attract racism. Was being a ‘chink’ and a ‘sushi king’ my fault? No. 
Being a Chinese person was and is my pride. I have lived a life filled with 
prejudice and am a better person for it.   
 
Once Bruce entered the middle school, things started to change considerably. He 

was given a placement test and subsequently was put in the Honors program, even though 

he did not perform well in his elementary school. During the interviews, he cited his 

teachers’ trust and encouragement as one of the main reasons he turned around and 

succeeded academically in middle and high school, which was a radical shift from the 

perception of his elementary school teachers as ignorant, partial, and not caring. After he 

entered the high school, he was also transformed from being a nerdy, shy kid into a very 
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sociable and active student who held multiple leadership positions in different student 

organizations. When asked why he experienced such a drastic change in terms of his 

social performance over his K-12 years, his ethnicity was once again played a major role, 

as shown below in an excerpt from the interview: 

Bruce:…Well, the main [reason for the change] is because in my freshmen year, 
this group of seniors took me under their wing and basically taught me the road 
through high school. [They were] like the smartest guys in the school, so it was 
weird that they were doing that. But they just took me in as a protégé and I 
learned the ropes, I learned how to do things [related to leadership skills]. 
 
KS: So you don’t know why they chose you? 
 
Bruce: I was a tall Asian guy. Maybe that’s why. I might be joking, [but] I think 
that’s why. (Bruce laughed) 
 
KS: Is it rare to find a tall Asian guy like you? (KS laughed) (Bruce: 
Yeah.)…and then who were those seniors? Were they White or Asians or… 
 
Bruce:…No, [they were] mainly White and one Asian. 
 
Bruce had both suffered and benefited from the stereotypes. When he was young, 

he was perceived as the perpetual foreigner, the stereotypical “short, alien, non-English 

speaking” Asian/Chinese kid in the school, who not only was ridiculed by his White 

peers, but was also victimized by his teachers’ prejudice. However, once he entered the 

middle school, his teachers and peers had “caught on” to the model minority stereotype 

and thus given him more than a benefit of a doubt. His middle school teacher had given 

him a second chance to become an achievement-oriented student even when he did not 

show any prior good academic records (except his placement exam result). Later, he 

became very tall and brawny, which was a stark contrast to the general perception of a 

short, skinny Asian. His physical status obviously contradicted the stereotype and this 
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consequently benefitted him socially. As Bruce revealed, he was never sure why a nerdy 

Asian kid like him was given the opportunity to study with other high performing 

students or to learn leadership skills from the brightest students in his high school. 

Nonetheless, because of the model minority stereotype and ironically his stereotype-

countering physique, he was managed to turn his miserable childhood around.  

Given his unique growing up experience, Bruce had a different take about his 

ethnic identity than his peers. Bruce taught my attention during CCA’s activities and I 

chose him as an informant not only because of his outgoing personality and towering 

physique, which made him stood out from his peers (literally), but more importantly his 

comments about his ethnic identity that I overheard in a casual conversation of his with 

other students. While I had no idea why the conversation was brought up, he responded 

to another student’s inquiry by saying that he was neither one of those identities—

Taiwanese, Chinese, Asian, or American; he declined to choose one label as his identity. 

His point was clarified in the formal interview: 

…I am a Texan first, and then I am an American, and then I am a Taiwanese 
person, and then I am a Chinese person. But most of all, I am a human being 
(hand banging the table). Yeah, it doesn’t matter…ethnicity is all just a story 
book. What matters is the person, not their race or ethnicity or color. 
 
…I am proud to be Chinese, proud to be Taiwanese, or whatever. I am proud to 
be Texan too and American (hand banging the table). I am all these things. I am 
lucky. I get to say [this] because of all these experiences in my life and all my 
background, I am really lucky to be able to say that I have gone through this and 
I am a better person for it and I have these perspectives. I have so many 
perspectives, so it’s good. 
 
An interesting point about Bruce’s narrative, both in the interviews and essays, 

was that he never specifically identified himself as “Chinese American” or “Asian 
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American,” like most of my informants did. Given his relative isolation from the other 

Asian American youths in his early years, he did not author his personal narrative 

according to the racial discourse of Asian American youth or see himself as a hyphenated 

American. If anything, he saw his Chinese identity the same way as his American identity 

and not a hyphenated or “ethnic” identity, which was evident in one of his essays: 

“Chinese culture has defined me; American culture has created me. Living as a Chinese 

person has given me perspective; living as an American has given me opportunity. I am 

Chinese. I am American. I am me; I am ABC (American Born Chinese).”  

Bruce’s cosmopolitan view of his American, Chinese, and other identities was 

also the result of his frequent contact with Chinese of different nationalities, whether on 

campus or his trips and internships in China and Taiwan during his summer break. He 

explained that he was often seen as American when in contact with mainland Chinese and 

Taiwanese, which was opposite to his experience in the U.S. where “almost everyone 

calls [him] a Chinese guy.” In a sense, his American identity had become his “ethnic 

identity” among Chinese of other nationalities. That is why, in forming his diasporic 

Chinese identity, he preferred to consider himself as “American-Born Chinese (ABC),” 

where his American identity was “ethnicized.” His ability to take on multiple 

perspectives was a reflection of his embracement of multiple identities, including his 

decision to join the ROTC.   

 

Informant 2: Lisa 
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Lisa was a 1.5 generation immigrant and grew up in south Texas after she and 

her family moved from China when she was seven. She had similar racial experiences as 

Bruce as she went through her second to twelfth grade in U.S. public schools. Different 

from Bruce, she went through radical cultural adjustment when she first arrived in the 

U.S. and was surrounded mostly by Latino students during her grade schools. She 

explained her pre-college educational experience in detail: 

…when I was in elementary school, the kids were very mean. So when I first 
came to the US, they teased me a lot about being Asian. It was really hard for 
my self esteem because I was not proud of the fact that I was Asian because all I 
wanted to do was fit in [but] then knew that I was nothing like them. Every 
single time they teased me, they would be like ‘boy, you are so Asian,’ blah, 
blah, blah…[I didn’t] really understand [whether] these are just jokes or [they 
were just] being mean. So it really damaged my self-esteem for a while…  
 
In middle school, it was pretty much still the same…I had a lot of Hispanic 
classmates who came from disadvantaged families. They weren’t necessarily all 
focused on academics and stuff…In high school, it was significantly better 
because my high school was magnetized, which means it [took] the best kids 
from around the area…even though the population was still majority Hispanic, 
you can tell that these people were different from the people from elementary 
and middle schools because they focused a lot more on academics…They 
weren’t just there to….joke around and just play, do drugs, and things like 
that…I felt like I fit in a lot better. [Besides,] in middle school, teasing about me 
being an Asian had almost completely ceased because people were becoming 
more mature…and in high school, it stopped completely…So like being an 
Asian [became] something that people…respected as you [were] someone who 
[was] smart [and] hardworking, and not [someone] to be made fun of, like ‘oh, 
she is Asian, she is different. We can’t be friend with her.’ So I would say I 
really enjoy my high school years.  
 
Lisa had gone from the phase where people saw her as someone who was 

foreign and unassimilatable (i.e., non-Latina) in her elementary school and middle school 

to someone who was smart and hardworking in her high school. During the transition, she 

did not necessarily change what she did academically and socially since she performed 
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well throughout her grade schools, but her peers’ stereotypes about her had changed. Lisa 

definitely noticed the change of people’s perception about her, which was largely, if not 

entirely, attributed to the changing stereotypes. Correspondingly, she had become more 

of an outgoing and social person, especially in her later high school years. Below is what 

she said regarding her ways of dealing with the stereotype imposed on her: 

I think up to a certain point I [was] trying to fight the stereotype. I would say 
certainly in middle school I started to want to be more social. I wasn’t really 
necessarily sociable, I wanted to be sociable, [and] I tried to be sociable. And I 
felt like that was a point where I said I wanted to change the stereotype on me 
[as a] small, quiet, timid Asian. Or maybe I just wanted to change myself 
because I didn’t want to be that kind of person anymore, not so much as wanted 
to change the stereotype but just to change the way I was. It was more of a 
personal thing than a cultural thing…because when [I] first went to middle 
school…I had the mindset ‘ok, this is a brand new beginning, a better city, I am 
gonna make friends and I am [going to change the perception about Asians] that 
is negative,’ you know, start all over… 
 
…once I went to high school and college, the fact that I was Asian and that fact 
that I am different really didn’t stand out anymore, so I didn’t really try to fight 
the stereotype anymore because I didn’t really feel like I needed to and I would 
say, especially in college, most of my outgoing [personality] has to do more with 
my own personal beliefs or my own personal interest or just wanting to be more 
friendly as opposed to fight the stereotype. So I would say that the [influence of] 
stereotype was stronger when I was younger [as] I tried to fight [it] more 
because I was always like to be reminded that I did have the stereotype [imposed 
on me] that I was different…and in college and later part of high school, I 
wasn’t reminded that I was Asian all the time anymore, so I didn’t feel like I 
[need to] fight the stereotype.  
 
Lisa was an example that showed that not only people’s perception about her 

changed because of the changing stereotype over the years, but so as her relationship with 

these stereotypes. While her school environment certainly was a huge factor in terms of 

giving her the opportunity to reinvent herself, her understanding of herself in relation to 

the stereotypes was the determining factor in why she changed her personality. Thus, her 
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change of personality was not a cultural versus personal issue as she claimed, but it was 

both.  

Lisa’s changing relationship with the stereotypes shows her maturity in 

negotiating her ethnic identity through recreating her own mediating symbols (i.e., the 

stereotypes). As she explained, she used to remind herself about the stereotypes imposed 

on her. In her elementary school years, her understanding of herself had been constricted 

by the “quiet, timid Asian” stereotype through her own self reminder. With the 

stereotypes as mediating symbols, she crafted a response to excel academically in school. 

However, such response only further alienated her from the school environment and 

consolidated her stereotypical Asian image among her peers.  

When Lisa moved onto middle school and high school where her peers began to 

see her in a more positive light due to the model minority stereotype, she realized that the 

stereotypes and subsequently her mediating symbols could be changed. She could have 

maintained her stereotypical image as a “timid, quiet Asian” in high school since this 

image became an asset to her in an environment that emphasized academic achievement 

more than anything else. Nonetheless, she realized that she could be a different person 

regardless of the stereotype that had been defining her as a person. She found that she 

was able to remake herself after when she recreated her own mediating symbols away 

from the stereotypes. Thus, she was able to refashion herself as an outgoing person, 

which is opposite of the “quiet, timid Asian” stereotype, without necessarily resisting 

against the stereotype. By redirecting the mediating symbols, Lisa exercised her agency 

(i.e., self-directed symbolization) in reforming her own subjectivity.  
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Informant 3: Helen 

 Helen, who identified herself as Chinese American, had gone through a 

different developmental change in understanding her ethnic identity and related 

stereotypes compared to Lisa. Coming from an authoritarian family and studying in 

schools where there was a sizable Asian American population, Helen could be easily seen 

as a typical Chinese American student. Nonetheless, because of her strict background, 

she was resentful towards the stereotypical image about Chinese Americans so much so 

that she desired to be a student of a different ethnicity at one point. She explained her 

mindset during her rebellious phase of her life in the interview: 

KS: [We talked] about your experience in middle school that you tried not to be 
a Chinese. (Helen: yeah) Was that because… as you mentioned before, because 
your parents pushed you to become a certain type of student that you didn’t want 
to become? [Was that the reason] why you tried to rebel?  
 
Helen: Yeah, definitely. If anything, that’s the main cause. You know, teenagers 
go through phases when they wanna be rebellious. I went through that phase. I 
was like ‘I don’t want to be Chinese. I don’t wanna be the model student. I am 
the bad Chinese girl. Don’t just think that I am going to do all the works because 
I am going to be lazy, so you do all the work.’ You know, I didn’t want to be 
that typical Chinese person, but I was still in math club. I still played the violin. I 
was in the band. I played the flute. I did all those things but I was not as open 
about it. I wasn’t like telling everybody like ‘oh, you know, I am going to math 
competition this Saturday.’ I just like kept it to myself. If I won an award, good 
for me. If I didn’t, I was like ‘I don’t care.’ I was kind of like rebellious about it 
[but] at the same time, I was still a good student. I just didn’t want to act like it.  
 
KS: [Was] it very hard [for you] to adjust during that period of time? I mean you 
still tried to be a very good student. 
 
Helen: If anything, I still did all those things because I am a competitive person, 
so I felt like in order to keep up with all the other good students in school, I still 
needed to excel in school, but I felt like I didn’t want an image. I didn’t want 
people to see me and just be like ‘oh, she’s that smart girl.’ I kind of wanted to 
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be different, and…I don’t think it is difficult because…well, I don’t know. I 
don’t think I would describe it as difficult…I mean that’s just my mindset back 
then.  
 
KS: Just trying to be different (Helen: yeah) but not that different. 
 
Helen: Yeah, if that makes any sense. 
 
During the rebellious phase, Helen saw her Chinese identity was unquestionably 

tied to the model minority stereotype to the point where she did not want to be Chinese 

because of the stereotype. Similar to Chinese students in Du’s (2008) study, her 

avoidance of the model minority stereotype was rooted in her apprehension that the 

embracement of the stereotype has a negative toll on her social and psychological well-

being. She felt inferior about herself compared to her non-Asian/Chinese friends who 

enjoyed more social and personal freedom than her. Ironically, while she resented the fact 

that she was seen as a “model minority,” she did not abandon any activity, such as 

excelling academically, playing musical instruments, and participating in math 

competitions, that could certainly define her in such way. She tried to disassociate herself 

from the “nerdy, boring” image of the model minority stereotype by downplaying or 

camouflaging her actual accomplishments in school. Interestingly, Helen made an 

interesting point that the stereotype was about the image that she intended to project to 

others, not necessarily what she did or who she was. Similar to the case in Foley’s (1994) 

study where the Mexicano students manipulated their image through “impression 

management,” Helen exercised her agency by playing “cool” around her peers. She was 

fully aware that her performance in front of her peers could be divorced from her actual 
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accomplishments, where she could project the image in the way that she wanted other 

people to see her. 

Nevertheless, after entering high school and later TAMS (i.e., a college 

preparatory school), she had come around and, instead of resisting the stereotype by 

repressing her Chinese identity, she embraced her Chinese identity and took a more 

proactive stand towards the stereotypes. As she became more mature, she started to 

realize that the stereotypes are changing social phenomena and began to accept the fact 

that everyone is subjected to the influence of stereotypes, both good and bad, including 

ARC persons like herself, as she explained: 

…now that I have learned more about it and I understand it, I am okay [with] 
people having stereotype about Asian American people in general and I feel like 
there is nothing you can do but being aware of it. You can’t change other 
people’s opinion. So other people [will] think what they think. Once somebody 
gets to know you, they understand that you are just like everybody else with 
some cultural differences. 
 
Later, Helen came to terms with her identity as Chinese because she had 

developed a better understanding of the relationship between stereotype and identity. She 

realized that her Chinese identity could be separated from the model minority stereotype 

and that the stereotype did not define her Chinese identity, which was opposite of what 

she previously understood. Nevertheless, by this realization, it does not mean that she felt 

helpless in responding to the stereotype. On the contrary, she exercised her agency 

through self-directed symbolization—by being aware of the stereotype and construing the 

stereotype as someone else’s “opinion,” which is something that is subjected to change 

over time for different people. By seeing stereotype as something malleable and 

something personal from the eyes of the beholder, she was able to escape the spell of 
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stereotype and reconstrue her understanding of her own Chinese identity that was 

previously constricted by the stereotype.  

 

Informant 4: Stuart 

Stuart was a second generation immigrant who considered himself Chinese-

Vietnamese American. Although Stuart was Chinese by ancestry, his family identified 

themselves as Vietnamese based on their ethnic (emigrant) homeland. Because of his 

complex background, he often encountered inquiries and confusions about his identity, 

especially from other Chinese and Vietnamese people. Although his complicated ethnic 

background created dilemmas for him, it allowed him to exercise his agency in 

negotiating different layers of his ethnic identity. The following is an excerpt of the 

exchange between me and Stuart during the interview: 

KS: Let’s talk about your identity. When people ask you ‘who are you?’ You 
said [you are] Chinese, may be Vietnamese American….Did they [ever] ask you 
to choose a side? 
 
Stuart: It depends on who asks me. When I was a lot younger, I used to say 
Chinese and I never mentioned Vietnamese because I tried to get away from, you 
know, the Vietnam war [stigma], back then there was Vietnam war [stigma] 
because…I think some of the parents and some of the kids thought my parents 
were murderers that kind of stuff at the time. So I right now lean towards mostly 
Chinese. I feel that way.  
 
KS: So, did you ever experience the time when people react differently towards 
you after hearing that you identify yourself as a Chinese [or] a Vietnamese? 
(Stuart: yeah)…which is kind of interesting because your last name indicates 
[that] your are a Vietnamese [and] you told people that you are a Chinese. Did 
people ask you why? 
 
Stuart: [For] a lot of people, they get very very confused. A lot of Chinese people 
[when] they see my last name [and] they see [Pham] (pseudonym), they just 
assume I am Vietnamese already. But you know in China there is a bunch of 
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[Phams] there too. And Vietnamese people, you know, when they talk to me in 
Vietnamese, they expect me to be able to speak in Vietnamese. My Vietnamese is 
not as good as my Chinese and they were pretty much shocked about that. But 
after that misunderstanding, I think to me everything seems okay. Maybe with 
older generation it may be a problem [for] them, but for like my generation, I 
think they are pretty much okay [with that]. 
 
There are two important points mentioned in Stuart’s response. First, between 

his Chinese and Vietnamese identity, he had been going back and forth in describing who 

he was according to the situations. In fact, he had avoided mentioning his Vietnamese 

identity at one point when he saw that it was expedient to do so. Like Han (whom I 

mentioned in previous chapter) who rather identified himself as Singaporean than 

Chinese or Taiwanese in some situations, Stuart chose to describe himself as Chinese 

instead of Vietnamese because, according to his rationale, his Chinese identity would 

invoke less negative stigmas than his Vietnamese identity. He took advantage of his 

ambiguous yet unique ethnic identity and showed his agentic response to the situational 

demands.  

Second, Stuart pointed out that his two layers of ethnic identity, both Chinese 

and Vietnamese, elicited confusion from both sides, who historically had harbored 

animosity toward each other. Each side had expectations of what he should be to become 

one of them. His Vietnamese-sounding last name, even though he was technically 

Chinese by ancestry, had challenged many people’s conception about ethnic identity. 

However, it is precisely because of his dual layers of ethnic identity that gave him the 

perspective about how different stereotypes associated with Chinese and Vietnamese 

were formed and popularized. Stuart was able to understand the sociohistorical and 
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constructive nature of the stereotypes about Chinese and Vietnamese. He described this 

by contrasting the stereotypes of Chinese and Vietnamese: 

…I think in China, because due to the events happened in China, it pretty much 
shaped what Chinese culture is. It’s really hard to define what Chinese culture is. 
I think the reason there is a stereotype where Vietnamese people say that 
Chinese people are very cheap was because [the stereotype] was based on what 
happened in China. During the Cultural Revolution, it was very hard to get food, 
the whole country was in chaos and [the food] was very expansive too. So I 
guess what happened was people tried to save money for rainy day. They tried to 
hold onto everything they can and tried to be as cheap as possible in order to 
survive. I don’t know [much] about Vietnam. I think what happened was when 
[my family] moved over to Vietnam [from China], they started [acting like the] 
other stereotype. There is [the other] stereotype where they said that Vietnamese 
people like to spend a lot of money [compared to Chinese people], and [since] 
my family make a pretty comfortable living, so they start doing what a lot of 
Vietnamese people do in Vietnam. So they are like spend money on huge parties, 
go out a lot [and do] that kind of stuff…I think my family is more Vietnamese in 
[that] way. But it’s very hard to define different cultures.       
                                                                                                                                                                                                       
To clarify, Stuart was primarily referring to stereotypes when he said “cultures.” 

He made the point that the stereotypes about “Chinese are cheap” and “Vietnamese like 

to spend money” were products of the socio-historical interaction between the two group 

of people, especially when the Chinese migrated to Vietnam (who also called Hoa) from 

18th to first half of 20th century due to famine and/or political prosecution in China. 

Chinese were seen as “cheap” because, when compared to local Vietnamese who were 

relatively wealthy at that time, the Chinese refugees in Vietnam had very little possession 

and money to spend. In contrast, the local Vietnamese were considered as “spendthrift” 

because they had the wealth and they were less worry about saving for the future (at least 

before the Vietnamese Civil War and later the Vietnam War). Such stereotypes were 

carried over to the U.S. when both groups (Hoa and Vietnamese) escaped from the war. 

Stuart’s unique perspective as Chinese-Vietnamese helped him recognized that the 
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stereotypes of each ethnic group were the results of particular sociohistorical condition 

and these stereotypes were subjected to change, as he testified in his family’s changing 

spending habit.  

Stuart also recognized that the stereotypes imposed on him as Chinese, and to a 

lesser extent as Vietnamese, were also fluid in nature. Similar to Bruce and Lisa, he both 

benefited from and was hampered by the stereotypes. He noticed how the stereotypes 

changed as he moved up the educational ladder: 

It seems like when I was younger there was more discrimination but I guess 
that’s because they are kids. But as I got older, there is a little bit more respect 
and teachers respected me not because of my race but because of my ability to 
do things, you know, to get good grades, to do work. As I got older, it was like 
very strange because stereotype changes. The people said that like ‘oh, as a 
Chinese person, he must make very good grade. We should sit next to him so 
that we can copy of his test.’ They think that Chinese people work very very 
hard and they just know the answer to everything. But in doing so, it’s really 
really strange…As you get older and older, you know you feel like being treated 
more [as] a person than just like stereotypes.  
 
Unlike Bruce and Lisa, however, Stuart recalled some potentially discriminatory 

experiences in spite of the model minority stereotype in high school and even in college. 

In high school, he was barred from taking computer science classes because he was 

technologically savvy enough to be suspected for hacking into school’s computer system. 

He claimed that he was innocent when the computer system was hacked. Ultimately, he 

was blamed for the incident and because of the incident, he turned to biology before he 

went back to computer science, which was his true passion. In another separate incident 

during his college years, his advisor refused to allow him to take more advanced classes 

even though he already had a lot of Advanced Placement class credits. He later found out 

that some of his Asian peers faced similar problems with the same advisor. Although 
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these two incidents could be isolated events, the stereotype that Stuart was a computer 

savvy and high achieving student might have actually worked against him. He did not 

necessarily see that the model minority stereotype could be detrimental to him since the 

stereotype was commonly considered as positive. In his case, however, the model 

minority stereotype might have been perceived differently by his superiors and thus they 

gave Stuart greater penalties than he deserved. 

 

Informant 5: Gina 

Gina’s background was unique in the sense that she had a mixed ancestry of 

Chinese and Cambodian. She had essentially been raised as Cambodian for most of her 

life, and the only thing that linked Gina to her Chinese ancestry was the language she 

used at home, which was a small Chinese dialect that still exists in parts of mainland 

China and Southeast Asia today. Given her unique background, her ethnicity often 

became the focal point of conversation, especially when others in the conversation were 

not familiar with her background. Below is an excerpt from an interview regarding 

Gina’s identity: 

KS: …In this diverse society, people usually identify themselves based on 
ethnicity, such as I am a Chinese…How would you identify yourself? 
 
Gina: When people ask me that question, I would respond [that] I am a Chinese 
American and a Cambodian person. That’s [how] I define myself because I feel 
like in the US…if you are Asian, they don’t know exactly what type of Asian 
you are so [you] have to specify that more. So that’s why I responded Chinese-
Cambodian American.  
 
KS: So is the specificity of your ethnic identity important to you? 
 
Gina: I think it is because I feel like being Asian is classifying a huge group of 
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people together. When you know that this is a huge group of people, they have a 
lot of diversity within them. It’s like taking [about] the U.S. and you have a 
bunch of states. Instead of saying that you are from the U.S., you wanna tell 
them exactly where you are [from], and what makes you different from the rest 
of the people.  
 
KS: So what kind of reaction would you get from saying that you are a Chinese-
Cambodian American? 
 
Gina: They are like ‘your skin is too light to be a Cambodian’ (Gina laughed). 
That’s most of the reactions that I got. I just responded that my grandmother had 
really pale skin and, oddly enough, she had red hair. I don’t know, that’s just 
how I responded (Gina laughed). They think it’s a weird mix because usually 
they don’t meet a lot of Cambodians especially in the U.S., so when they hear 
that [I am bi-ethnic], I don’t know, I get a lot of like ‘wow, really?’ responses. 
 
KS: Did they follow up with your response? 
 
Gina: Yeah, they asked me which one of my parents is Cambodian, which one is 
Chinese, what language I speak, and then we would get into the whole language 
thing about I speak a different language. Some people are actually 
knowledgeable about the language that I am speaking right now particularly 
like Vietnamese-Chinese people. I actually met a couple of them who speak my 
language too, and we kind of figure out that the language is particular to a 
certain region [in Asia]. We all like just figure out by [putting all pieces of 
information] together.  
 
There are a few points mentioned in the conversation that are important to 

understand Gina’s expression of her ethnic identity. First, she inclined to call herself 

Chinese-Cambodian American because she did not want to be seen as a typical Asian 

American, which did not highlight her unique background at all. To Gina, being Asian 

American was “given” because of her appearance. In addition, people had shown 

interests in both of her Cambodian and Chinese ancestries. On one hand, they did not 

expect her to be at least half Cambodian judging from her appearance. People were 

surprised to hear her Cambodian heritage because people usually associate Asian 

American with one of the more dominant ethnic groups—Chinese, Korean, Japanese, and 
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Vietnamese. Gina’s affirmation of her Cambodian ancestry underscored that she was a 

different kind of Asian person, despite of her appearance. On the other hand, people were 

also intrigued by her Chinese ancestry not only because her Chinese ancestry was 

singularly expressed through her use of a Chinese dialect (since she did not know much 

about other aspects of Chinese culture), but also because her Chinese dialect was very 

different from what the majority of Chinese know and use—Mandarin, Cantonese, or 

Hokkien/Taiwanese. The dialect plus mixed ethnicity of Gina’s heritage often put her at 

odds with other ARC undergraduates, as she explained in the interview:  

KS:...I know this is a little bit confusing because you are always a Chinese-
Cambodian American [person], but was there any time in your life that you felt 
you were more aware of your identity? 
 
Gina: When I was surrounded by a lot of Asian people. When I go to the 
supermarket, I can overhear other people speaking known languages, the 
majority being Vietnamese and Mandarin. And when I was able to speak with 
my parents and my sister in Theow Chew, I know that most likely that nobody 
will understand this, so I can say whatever I want to say (Gina laughed) and not 
be embarrassed at all. I can ask questions [and not] being so discrete, I guess. 
Mostly in those situations where I am surrounded by a lot of Asian people, I am 
aware of that. I am a little bit different in the language I speak. I wouldn’t be 
able to go up to just anyone and speak Mandarin with particular people. 
 
Her awareness about her difference with other people of Asian/Chinese descent 

was accentuated by her use of a small Chinese dialect that very few people around her 

understood. In those particular situations, her inter-ethnic (i.e., dialect) and diasporic 

Chinese identities (i.e., Chinese Cambodian) merged to form her understanding of her 

Chineseness. Not only did her half Cambodian ancestry distinguish her from her Chinese 

peers, but her use of Chinese dialect was also transformed to become a distinct marker in 

her diasporic Chinese identity compared to Chinese of other nationalities.  
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Informant 6: Ronald 

Ronald, who considered himself as “ABC” (American-Born Chinese), grew up 

in a neighborhood and school district where there were a high percentage of Asian 

American residents. After interacting with Ronald in and out of CCA, he appeared to be 

very enthusiastic about Chinese culture and China and had spent at least one summer in 

China for a language program. By looking at these facts, one could easily overlook 

Ronald’s Taiwanese roots that he rarely emphasized, even though both of his parents 

were from Taiwan. When asked about his Chinese roots and his opinion about the tension 

between China and Taiwan, he said: 

…Well, my grandparents are from China, so [my parents] are not like [native 
Taiwanese]. And so they are politically aware about [the conflict], but they don’t 
get themselves too caught up with it. I mean to me…honestly I can’t say that I 
feel passionately for either side. I have heard the China side and so I stand to 
reason more with them as in like we are all one ethnicity, one culture. Why are 
we arguing about this? I feel that this is interesting because…I don’t see the 
difference in culture besides a different government, a different ruling system, 
[yet] we are all the same ethnicity…I don’t get caught up with that, no. 

 
Ronald made the similar argument about the ancestral and cultural commonality 

of all Chinese like Jody and Han made in the previous chapter. Even though Ronald, Jody, 

and Han had Taiwanese roots because of their parents, they did not consider their 

Taiwanese identity as a separate or different identity than their Chinese identity, which is 

a contrast to people who claim themselves primarily as Taiwanese and assert that there is 

a big difference between the Chinese cultures in Taiwan and mainland China. In addition, 

being born in the U.S., these informants considered themselves as a part of the Chinese 

diaspora and that their ethnic Chinese (i.e., huaren) and diasporic Chinese (i.e., huayi, 
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American born Chinese) identities are the two sides of the same coin. Ronald further 

elaborated his multiple layers of identity:  

KS: Talking about being an Asian and being an American, would you place 
more emphasis on being an Asian than being a Chinese? I mean how important 
is Chinese identity to you? Or being an Asian and being an American? 
 
Ronald: Yeah, I definitely place more emphasis on being a Chinese than Asian, 
so I think even among Asian cultures there are differences. I know Vietnamese 
people value family a whole lot more than many Chinese people do. And there 
are different cultures…even among the Asian people. I think I care less about 
being an American than I do about being Chinese because I feel like in America, 
it’s easy to be an American, like being an American, you just have to stay here 
for a long time and you will pick up the American things to do. For example, 
when you first come over here, this stuff [burrito] is really weird food, you know, 
you don’t eat this in Asia or in China even. But the longer you are here, the more 
adapt you get to the environment, the more the culture affects you. And so I 
have to put in more effort to keep [my Chinese] identity alive. So to me I have 
put very emphasis on maintaining my Chinese culture I guess, well at least not 
forgetting who I am, or what my past is.  
 
KS: So do you ever experience any significant changes in terms of how you 
identify yourself? 
 
Ronald: …I used to feel pressure [to] fit in [to] being an American, so I used to 
not identify myself with Asian people. But the more I got along, the more I 
realize that it’s…not a bad thing to identify yourself with Asian people but it’s a 
bad thing to close yourself off with Asian people. So I can say I identify with 
them, but it’s not necessary like an exclusive thing where it’s like ‘oh, I don’t 
like Americans’… 
 
Ronald’s emphasis on ethnic-specific “Chinese” over the panethnic “Asian” 

identity was echoed by many informants. It is definitely possible that this was the self-

selection process at work: those who identified more with their ethnic-specific identity 

than their panethnic identity were more likely to join ethnic-specific student 

organizations such as CCA. Another reason why Ronald and other informants paid more 

attention to his ethnic specific Chinese instead of panethnic Asian identity was because 
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their Asian identity was “given,” as suggested by Gina earlier, as they were assumed to 

be Asians by non-Asians given their physical appearance. This ties into Ronald’s 

assertion that “it’s easy to be an American” because of the fact he and other informants 

were born and/or raised here in the U.S. However, if we further analyze Ronald’s 

statement, his Asian and American identities are intrinsically linked to the U.S. racial 

discourse. Ronald was seen as “Asian American” rather than “American” by default 

based on the existing U.S. racial discourse that automatically, if not involuntarily, 

categorizes people into panethnic groups. His initial aversion of identifying himself with 

other Asian students was propelled by the pressure to be assimilated into the dominant 

White majority and by his unwillingness to be lumped together with other Asian ethnic 

groups that he believed had distinctive cultures. Nevertheless, as Ronald gained more 

critical understanding of the U.S. racial discourse, he quickly learned that he would 

always be seen as “Asian American” instead of just “American” to many people and that 

his fate was partly tied to the Asian American community. With this realization, he was 

more accepting of his Asian identity, even though it was still secondary to his Chinese 

identity.  

In addition, compared to his Asian identity, Ronald’s Chinese identity required 

more effort from him to maintain and accentuate so that he was not just seen as another 

Asian person. He also needed to draw others’ attention to his Chinese identity to 

distinguish himself from other ethnic Asians. Thus, for Ronald, his inclination toward his 

Chinese identity over his American and Asian identities is an indication of how much 

effort he put into negotiating different identities as well as his underlying resistance 
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toward the imposed “Asian American” identity. Since he would always be seen as “Asian 

American” by many people no matter what he did, he needed to work harder to highlight 

his Chinese identity. This finding was consistent with the results of several survey studies 

(Junn et al., 2008, Kibria, 1999; Lien et al., 2003) that showed Asian Americans’ 

preference for ethnic-specific rather than Asian identity, and this preference might be due 

to people’s struggle against the panethnic Asian category that they saw few 

commonalities among the diverse ethnic groups (Espiritu, 1992).   

Unlike the informants discussed above, Ronald did not recall any major negative 

racial incidents during his grade schools. After he went to high school and subsequently 

TAMS, he was transformed from being a mean, lazy kid to a responsible, socially aware 

individual partly due to his religious revelation and partly due to changing school 

environment. This transformation allowed him to develop racial consciousness and his 

appreciation of his Chinese heritage. Not surprisingly, his awareness of the race discourse 

in the U.S. was often the basis of his outlook of the stereotypes about Asian Americans. 

Below was an excerpt of our conversation about the stereotypes: 

KS: Now you mentioned about how people react to you and see you as a 
stereotypical Asian guy, what was your reaction and how did you respond to 
them? 
 
Ronald: When it occurred, I just kind of like…I mean [all] I can say I was a little 
offended inside, but I was also like understanding, you know, it’s not necessary 
their fault, it’s just like their upbringing, their lack of knowledge. Now if they 
are like perfectly knew that…and I hold them accountable to it though. I don’t 
think it’s…like ‘oh, I understand, you can do this. It’s okay.’ I don’t think it’s 
okay. But I think there is a reason why, you know…at least what occurred to me 
it just seemed like they [were] genuinely…just the way they [were brought 
up]…they are like little kids, you know. So [they were] just kind of taught that 
way, I guess. There is no other reason for it. If it is for like someone my age 
making those kinds of racial remarks…it would be different. I guess like people 
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my age, to me I would judge them. I think they were like uninformed or 
misinformed…I feel sorry for them too because they are living in their own little 
world where like this kind of things aren’t acceptable anymore. But then [when] 
they are still stepping out and then think they are right, it’s…I don’t know, I 
don’t know what [I should] feel (Ronald laughed).  
 
KS: So how did you respond to them on the spot? 
 
Ronald: I don’t lash out on anger, I’d just joke myself off, I’d just like ‘haha, 
that’s funny’ you know. Not true, but it’s funny…Yeah, I didn’t…[they were like] 
little kids, you know. And the fact that they did those kind of remarks kind of 
disturbed me, but I open my eyes, I’d remember it, I’d remember it for sure. And 
I don’t remember necessarily as like ‘oh, I hate those little kids’ more so [than] 
like ‘oh, [the stereotype] does go on and it hurts. I have to be aware of it.’ And 
so part of my judgment is [to] understand that you know racially we are getting 
more and more like equal I guess, but at the same time, such [stereotyping] still 
exists in the world, so I can’t, you know when planning out my life, I have to 
take that into account. I know longer doubt that racism [exists] in America…for 
me it’s no longer ‘oh, this is not going to occur anymore.’ But [it is] more so 
like ‘ok, I feel like it will occur less [often],’ but as I said, it’s a generational 
change, [so] it will take time. I understand that. All I can do is just do my part 
and [go] along, whether [it] means breaking those stereotypes or whatever.  

 
There are two things that Ronald mentioned deserve further examination. First, 

although Ronald’s response to racist joke seemed to be uneventful and typical at the first 

glance, it signified something more prevalent in terms of generational change of attitude 

towards stereotypes. As I will explain in more detail in Chapter Ten, the Asian American 

youths have developed an attitude that is more proactive in responding to stereotypes by 

turning the stereotypes into self parody. By joking himself off, Ronald strategically made 

a potentially stressful racial situation into a comical one, which not only dissolved the 

tension between the actors, but also to some extent invalidated the power behind the 

stereotype. By becoming the “co-creator” or “co-instigator” of the stereotypes, the Asian 

American youths are able to exercise greater agency in negotiating their position within 

the existing racial discourse.  
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Secondly, Ronald seemed to understand that people’s perception about Asian 

Americans has constantly been changing over generations, however slowly it takes. 

While he was acutely aware that stereotypes and racial discriminations still exist in many 

corners in the U.S., he was also hopeful that the younger generation is less likely to treat 

Asian Americans based on stereotypes and that there would be less racial discrimination 

in the future. The ability to see long-term potential change of stereotypes, even though it 

requires patience and persistence, allowed Ronald to be more proactive in changing 

people’s perception about Asian Americans.   

 

Informant 7: Alan  

Alan called himself “just a regular Asian guy” when asked about his identity. He 

only referred to himself as Chinese when I further inquired about his identity or when I 

specifically mentioned Chinese in my questions. Unlike other informants mentioned 

before, Alan did not explicitly emphasize his Chinese identity and used the terms Chinese 

and Asian interchangeably in most of the interviews. For the most part, he did not 

critically reflect upon his ethnic Chinese and panethnic Asian identities. He did, however, 

point out the two dialects he used at home—Cantonese and Mandarin, and mentioned his 

struggle with his Cantonese and Mandarin proficiency because the Chinese language was 

taught differently in his Chinese school (they used Taiwanese Mandarin, according to 

Alan). Highlighting the different use of languages at home and in Chinese school, he 

provided another evidence of how inter-ethnic difference (i.e., dialect) could also reflect 
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the nationality difference (i.e., mainland China vs. Taiwan) among the Chinese American 

community.  

During the interviews, Alan also seemed more reserved than usual, despite his 

outgoing behavior I observed during the CCA’s meetings and activities. In order to elicit 

more elaborated responses from him, I started to talk about sports, which interestingly 

steered the conversation back to my focus on stereotypes:  

KS: So when people say that ‘oh, you are smart’ or something like that, how 
would you react? 
 
Alan: I was like ‘thank you.’ Yes, I am flattered. 
 
KS: But at the same time you are athletic, you are very into sports. 
 
Alan: I guess [the stereotype of being smart applies more to] the old Chinese 
people. They are just hardworking, they are smart. But [since] now there are 
ABC, there are more athletic Asian people in almost every place and sports. 
Everybody in the U.S. plays sports. So I guess the view [about Asians and sports] 
is going to change in the next decade or…maybe two decades. It’s going to 
change, the view of Asian people is going to change. There is like an Olympic 
star [Liu Xiang] on track [competition]. Who would have thought that there is 
one Asian guy ever to win many medals inside the hurdle? [He has won gold 
medals]. Isn’t that amazing itself? That happens. 
 
KS: Did you get any comment about your involvement in sports? 
 
Alan: Not really. It’s just like what all kids do now, play sports. 
 
KS: Well, there are still a lot of Asians are not playing sports (KS laughed). 
 
Alan: Of course, but then with the era of Yao Ming, I guess a lot of kids in 
China are playing basketball now right? Do you know? Have you [gone] back to 
China recently? 
 
KS: No, did you? Tell me about your experience in China. 
 
Alan: I have actually been in China once when I was 6 years old and it was 
pretty dirty. I am guessing that my parents [told] me that basketball is becoming 
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really big in China because of Yao Ming. I am not sure whether that’s true. Is 
that true? I don’t know.  
 
KS: Well, I think yeah.  
 
Alan: It’s getting bigger because of Yao Ming of course. So I guess that’s 
natural.  
 
Alan raised an interesting point about how stereotypes of Asian people weak in 

sports were changing along side with the rise of Asian athletes domestically and 

internationally. Even though he had limited exposure to the development of sports in 

China, he nonetheless was aware of the changing perceptions about sports in China, 

especially with the growing popularity of international sports such as basketball. This is 

coupled with other news development about China becoming the superpower in sports 

arena before and after the Beijing Olympics. To his, Alan inadvertently pointed out the 

connection between the changing stereotypes of Asian people’s involvement in sports in 

the U.S. and the impact of globalization, especially the development of sports within 

mainland China and the role of trans-pacific media in changing people’s perception of 

Asians in sports.   

However, the implications of the changing stereotypes about Asian individuals 

across countries do not stop there. Take Yao Ming, Alan’s favorite NBA star player from 

China, as an example. Being the first international player from mainland China, Yao’s 

unprecedented involvement in NBA, which is one of the most popular sporting leagues in 

the U.S., had unquestionably raised interests among mainland Chinese youngsters to be 

invested in this American sport. Subsequently, basketball has become more popular in 

China as more Chinese youngsters were involved in this sport. In turn, more Chinese’s 
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involvement in basketball would change Americans’ perception about Asian individuals 

and their involvement in sports through various media and news outlets. Thus, in many 

ways, the influence of changing stereotypes about Asians in sports is bidirectional, 

highlighting the impact of globalization and how domestic stereotypes can be challenged 

through these transnational forces. By pointing out examples of Yao Ming and Liu Xiang 

as international renowned athletes and how they are changing people’s stereotypes about 

Asians and especially Chinese, Alan understood that stereotypes are not entirely shaped 

by local and national developments; these stereotypes are also influenced by the global 

trends, particularly in the era of globalization with the prevalence of traditional and new 

media in transporting information.  

 

Conclusion 

Even though all informants were Chinese descent and born and/or raised in the 

U.S. (with the exception of Gina who was half Chinese), each of them took a different 

approach in expressing and negotiating their ethnic identity. They showed an 

understanding of their multiple layers of ethnic identity and were flexible in expressing 

them according to different situations. Their ability to take on multiple layers of ethnic 

identity and to benefit from the ambiguity associated with these multiple layers of ethnic 

identity demonstrated their exercise of agency.  

Although both Gina’s and Stuart’s different layers of ethnic identity might seem 

contradictory to others (i.e., Chinese versus Cambodian, Chinese versus Vietnamese), 

these multiple layers of identity created a space for both informants to author their self 
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understanding. In particular, they continuously negotiated the boundaries of intra-ethnic, 

ethnic-Chinese, and diasporic Chinese identity (i.e., Chinese-Cambodian, Chinese-

Vietnamese) according to different situations. While Gina’s Chinese dialect set her apart 

from other Chinese, she used her dialect to define her Chineseness and found her shared 

diasporic experience with other students who used the same dialect, particularly Chinese-

Vietnamese. For Stuart, not only his Chinese-Vietnamese or Hoa identity differentiated 

himself from other Chinese and native Vietnamese, his ambiguous and sometimes 

perplexing identity (i.e., Vietnamese-sounding last name with Chinese ancestry) also 

allowed him to agentically make one identity salient over another in different 

circumstances. While both Gina and Stuart dealt with complicated identities, they 

demonstrated that these multiple layers of ethnic identity were malleable and can be 

transformed according to the social situations. 

In addition, the emphasis of their self identification as “American born Chinese” 

instead of “Chinese American” by Ronald, Bruce, and others shows that, through their 

frequent encounters with Chinese of different nationalities (CDN) locally and abroad, 

their American identity can be transformed to become “ethnic” identity and can be used 

as a marker to differentiate themselves from other CDN. The ethnicization of American 

identity is a part of the informants’ process of authoring their diasporic Chinese identity, 

which highlights the diversity within the overseas Chinese. It also reflects the process of 

reterritorization or localization of their Chinese identity (Inda & Rosaldo, 2002) based on 

their unique growing up experiences in the U.S. 
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Furthermore, the informants’ self understanding was intricately related to others’ 

perceptions about themselves (i.e., stereotypes) and their relationship with these 

perceptions. The informants observed that the stereotypes other people had about them 

were changing over time, whether it was due to the local factors (i.e., maturity, school 

environment) or global trends (i.e., the rise of China and the increased impact of 

globalization). Consequently, the changing stereotypes by others also affected the 

informants’ strategies in dealing with the stereotypes. Both Lisa and Helen had been 

confined by the stereotypes in their early age because they used these stereotypes as a 

mediating symbol to coordinate their actions. Then, their only response to the stereotypes 

was to repress their Chinese identity. However, once they realized the fluid, changing 

nature of the stereotypes, they were able to reform themselves and reaffirm their Chinese 

identity by reconstructing the mediating symbols beyond the prescribed stereotypes. By 

highlighting Helen’s and Lisa’s agency through self-directed symbolization, we are able 

to see the intricate relationship between their ethnic identity and the changing stereotypes.  

Lastly, by realizing the changing nature of stereotypes, these informants felt 

empowered to tackle the stereotypes and perhaps were able to be more proactive in 

dealing with the stereotypes. As pointed out by Alan and Ronald, stereotypes are 

subjected to national and transnational forces and are more likely to be challenged in the 

era of globalization. The changing perception of the stereotypes by the informants signals 

a fundamentally different approach in responding to the stereotypes (i.e., from a 

reactionary to a more proactive approach), which I will elaborate in the next chapter.  
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Chapter Ten 

Performing Ethnic Identity: 

American-Raised Chinese’ Agency and Art of Impersonation 

 

In Chapter Four, I wrote about Chen’s (2005) notion of self impersonation, 

which was a strategy utilized by Asian immigrants to transform themselves into Asian 

Americans while challenging the idea that they were not full-fledged citizens. According 

to Chen, the “Asian American” identity that is offered to individuals of Asian descent is 

seen as a derivative of the real (i.e., White) American identity, and their allegiance to the 

new country is always being suspected. Thus, for Asian immigrants, the test of their 

survival in this country is to impersonate themselves as “Asian American,” a 

stereotypical creation of the mainstream American society. Asian immigrants’ self 

impersonation not only aims to assure non-Asians about their effort to assume the “Asian 

American” role, but also serves as a comedic relief for themselves. 

While Chen’s focus was on Asian immigrants, would native born and/or raised 

Chinese in the U.S. employ the same strategy of self impersonation? Since American 

born and/or raised Chinese do not necessary have to transform themselves as Asian 

American, as suggested by some informants in the previous chapter as “given,” would 

they employ a different strategy in performing their ethnic identity and dealing with the 

stereotypes? During my data collection, I had many opportunities to observe my 

informants in public (i.e., mainly at the CCA’s meetings and activities) and private 
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settings. I observed a few incidents during which my informants performed self 

impersonation and I will examine them in more detail below.  

 

Impersonating “Asian” in a game 

 One day I was invited by one of the informants, Stuart, to a casual get-together 

with his friends, some of them I had known before the gathering. I thought this would be 

another regular casual gathering where college students ate, drank, and had some fun, 

which was a situation I never felt comfortable in. The highlight of the gathering was 

playing poker. All the players were of Asian descent, including myself, except one White 

person. We played a type of poker game that I was not familiar. Later I found out that this 

type of poker is called “Tien Len,” a type of shedding card game that was originated in 

Vietnam. This was not surprising since several of the players at the gathering were of 

Vietnamese descent. The rules of Tien Len are as followed: Each round of the game has 

four players and each player has to reveal one, two, three, or a sequence of cards that 

ranks higher than the card(s) revealed by the preceding player. The objective of the game 

is to get rid (shed) of all the cards on hand sooner than other players. While it would be 

best to become the winner (i.e., the first player who shed all his/her cards), the key is not 

to become the loser (i.e., the last player who still have card(s) on hand).  

Stuart and another guy thought it would be entertaining to come up with 

embarrassing punishments for the loser in each round of game. Since I was unfamiliar to 

the rules of the game, I was vulnerable to lose a few rounds of game before I started 

picking up the strategies. When I finally lost my first game, they made me make a prank 
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call to a restaurant and ordered “kong-pow chicken” with “peanut sauce,” which was an 

unusual, if not weird, combination for a popular Chinese dish in the U.S. In particular, 

Stuart first demonstrated to me how to do the prank call in a very stereotypical Asian 

accent with repetitive emphasis on the “peanut sauce” in order to annoy the operator. On 

the spot, I was hesitant to do it because 1) my spoken English was not as good as others 

and I was worry that I would blotch the joke, and more importantly, 2) I did not think it 

was funny to make a prank call like this. I signaled that I did not want to do it but they 

would not let me go because it was supposed to be my punishment. They went ahead and 

dialed a number and pushed me to speak on the phone and I obliged. The first call went 

to a Chinese restaurant and the number was not in service. For the second call, they 

dialed a Pizza delivery hotline and it went through. I reluctantly followed the script that 

they had told me and said it through the speaker phone so that everybody could hear the 

conversation. I sensed that the operator knew it was a prank call at the beginning and 

replied politely to call another number. Before the call ended, Stuart tried to take over the 

call and interrupted the operator and said it in the way he originally intended “kong-pow 

chicken in peanut sauce! Peanut sauce!” At that time, I had stopped saying anything 

because either I did not know how to proceed or forgot to emphasize the repetition, which 

was the gist of the joke. The call ended up with laughter from the crowd and the game 

continued. To be sure, it was not the worst treatment of the night. Stuart and others also 

made a few other prank calls to their friends for punishments. Other more bizarre 

punishments included doing embarrassing poses while photo being taken (which would 
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soon be uploaded on Facebook for everyone to see), shouting to the stranger on the street 

and said “I love you,” and stuffing as many cookies into one’s mouth as possible.    

For the entire night, I was struck by the prank call incident. It bothered and 

amazed me at several levels. First, if I had experienced this in my college years, I would 

have dismissed it as something trivial and forgettable. It was stereotypical to think that 

typical college students would engage in some random, crazy acts at some points during 

their college years, and my informant and his friends were no exception. Being an 

“outsider” in that particular gathering gave me a different perspective of what was going 

on, especially the prank call punishment. Based on my upbringing experience, a prank 

call was deemed “out-of-line” or inappropriate, but apparently not so for Stuart and 

others. Contrary to my opinion, they considered the prank call as something fun, comical, 

and even normal for college students like themselves. After the incident, I was perplexed 

by Stuart’s motivation and felt somewhat disgusted because I believed the prank call was 

offensive to people no matter what, especially to the receiver, whether or not the content 

or presentation was racist. 

Stuart’s stunt was not something out-of-the-blue based on his experiences 

growing up in the U.S. Just as recent as 2007, two White radio hosts were fired under the 

pressure of Asian/Chinese American community because they broadcasted their prank 

call to a Chinese restaurant using racist Asian accent on air (Associated Press, 2007). 

Furthermore, it is very common to find such user-generated examples of prank calls 

online. When I did a search on Youtube using keywords “Asian prank call,” there were 

hundreds of video clips turned out in the result list. I did a quick browsing of several 
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video clips with high number of view counts and they were either marginally abhorrent or 

downright offensive. Personally I could not finish listening to one of these videos in 

entirety. In perspective, the prank call that we made during the game was much less 

unpleasant than the videos I found on Youtube. However, for Stuart and his peers, even 

though these Youtube videos might be seen as racist, they were also hilarious at the same 

time, judging by the comments of those videos who claimed themselves as Asians (or 

more accurately, Asian Americans, since Asians who do not grow up in the U.S. were 

unlikely to catch the joke).  

Another reason the prank call incident caught my attention was because I was at 

the center of the storm when this incident happened. During that short moment, I was no 

longer an observer, but a full-fledged participant. I was in the situation where I was 

compelled to perform something that I barely understood as joke: impersonating a 

stereotypical Asian talking with a funny accent. Consequently, I fumbled at my 

performance during the prank call. At first, I thought this was my own language problem, 

as evident in the initial account of my fieldnote: 

I was self-conscious many times to the point that I was struck speechless or 
didn’t know what to say or respond. I didn’t know why it had to take me a while 
to construct a sentence or phrase in my mind before I actually opened my mouth 
during the gathering. That contrasts nicely with other people in the room where 
English is their first language. 
 
Upon second reflection, I realized that the problem was not my language, but my 

performance during the prank call per se: I was unable to impersonate a stereotypical 

Asian person. This was telling and paradoxical in many ways because I am an Asian 

according to the U.S. dominant race discourse (even though it barely registered in my 
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mind when I am outside of the U.S.) and I still speak English with an accent (perhaps a 

different accent than the one Stuart demonstrated). The questions then are: why could not 

I speak with a funny accent like a stereotypical Asian figure such as Jackie Chan? At the 

very least, why could not I imitate what Stuart demonstrated to me successfully? Why 

could not I impersonate myself as a stereotypical Asian? 

Lastly, the prank call incident had totally shattered my impression about my 

informant, Stuart, who appeared to have a great understanding of the racial discourse and 

stereotypes in the U.S. during the interviews because of his recurring experiences of 

racial discrimination. Nevertheless, his awareness and sensitivity about the racial 

stereotypes against Asian Americans was a stark contrast to his performance during the 

game. One would ask why, then, did Stuart choose to impersonate a stereotypical Asian 

person for entertainment purposes? Why did he think it was appropriate to make such a 

joke on the stereotypes about Asian Americans even though the joke could be seen as 

offensive by others, especially most of the players were of Asian descent? Was he a 

hypocrite in the sense that he initially criticized the unfair treatments he received but later 

co-opting the dominant racial discourse in ridiculing who he was?  

One could easily point out the speech-action inconsistency of the informants that 

often happens in qualitative studies as an explanation, but this approach would overlook 

the meaning of his performance itself. Stuart’s impersonation for the prank call was 

flawless as if he had practiced this many times before and he achieved its purpose of 

entertaining all players at the gathering. If the performance was meant to be offensive in a 
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serious way, his Asian American peers would have said something and would not laugh 

during that the occurrence. The prank call became an inside joke to those at the game.  

Going back to the racial discourse of Asian American youth explained earlier, 

Stuart was a part of the younger generation that embraces the notion that stereotypes can 

and should be mocked, especially if the stereotypes are directed at themselves and 

potentially offensive to somebody. While Asian American youths maintain that racism is 

still a problem in today’s U.S. society and it should be tackled, they take on the 

stereotypes in a more proactive way without caring too much about the political 

correctness of their response. This kind of self parody of Asian American stereotypes are 

gaining popularity in online social media where Asian American youths can creatively 

produce their own videos, music, photos, and writings that touch on many sensitive issues 

such as racial stereotypes. An example of this non-professional self parody media 

creation is the Wong Fu Productions’ “Yellow Fever” video clip that made them a 

Youtube sensation among Asian American youths (the name Wong Fu is also a parody of 

Chinese martial arts “kungfu” that many associate Asian Americans with).  

Such paradigm shift on stereotypes conveys the understanding that, while as 

Asian Americans they cannot change the dominant majority’s preconceived notion and 

prejudice against them (at least in the short term), they themselves can proactively 

respond to these stereotypes by ridiculing the notion behind those stereotypes. This is a 

new generation of understanding and dealing with stereotypes. In a sense, it is a revision 

to the politically correct movement championed by the Civil Rights generation of Asian 

Americans. Instead of reacting to people’s ignorance by protesting the truthfulness of 
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stereotypes, the young generation of Asian Americans like Stuart takes a more proactive 

approach—they make a parody about people’s ignorance by co-authoring the content of 

the stereotypes and turning the stereotypes into comical ones. Not only does the mocking 

of the stereotypes empowers the people who are supposedly the victims of the stereotypes 

(in this case, Asian Americans) because they now have control over the content of the 

stereotypes, but it also discredits the people who invoke the stereotypes by exposing these 

people’s ignorance in confusing what is true (impersonation of stereotype) and what is 

false (stereotype).   

According the Chen’s (2005) notion of self impersonation, Stuart’s performance 

answered to the multiple allegiances of Asian American identity and revealed his exercise 

of double agency. He performed an impersonation of a stereotypical Asian person that 

simultaneously acknowledged who he was (or more accurately how he was seen) as an 

Asian and challenged the very core of the stereotypes about Asian Americans. The 

contrast between his successful impersonation and my mediocre performance, even 

though I am more “Asian” than him in terms of my upbringing, supports Chen’s assertion 

that, as an Asian American growing up in the U.S., Stuart had learned the way to 

impersonate himself as a stereotypical Asian American based on the expectation of the 

mainstream American society. For me, imitating a specific Asian accent in a stereotypical 

way was something unfamiliar to me; I was unable to execute such impersonation 

successfully even when I was shown by Stuart how to do it. Impersonating themselves as 

stereotypical Asian persons in the U.S. has been a necessary adaptive strategy of Asian 
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Americans to respond the inherent doubt of the mainstream American society about the 

legitimacy of their claim as “real” Americans.  

Stuart’s impersonation through the prank call also made it clear that it was his 

performance, not his being. The tacit consensus of the comical nature of the performance 

among him and his Asian peers at the gathering showed that they understood it was a self 

parody of their own Asian American identity. This identity, which was historically 

constructed based on the American dominant race discourse, has real sociocultural 

implications. As Chen (2005) asserted, “Impersonation’s dependence upon the 

interrelationship between the real and the fake, and its recognition of how both are 

inextricably intertwined in the formation of Asian American identities…” (p. 7). Stuart’s 

self impersonation demonstrated that he could perform a stereotypical Asian American 

without a glitch. At the same time, however, he challenged the fact that the performance 

was seen as a reflection of his real self, which was not. He fruitfully blurred the line 

between the authentic (i.e., performance) and inauthentic (i.e., impersonation of Asian 

American) using the technique of self impersonation.  

It is possible that Stuart’s prank call incident can be interpreted as something 

else other than an example of self impersonation. One can argue that the prank call 

incident illustrates the common phenomenon of the victimization of oppressed groups 

called “internalized racism” (Osajima, 2007) or “internalized oppression” (Baker, 1983; 

Griffin, 1997). According to many scholars, ethnic minorities often unconsciously adopt 

the dominant ethnic group’s values that believe in their own inferiority and rationalize the 

oppressive situation within which they are in (Baker, 1983; Griffin, 1997). Osajima (2007) 
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mentioned that internalized racism leads ethnic minorities to doubt their worthiness and 

belongingness in the mainstream American society, to question their own understanding 

and decision about racism (especially subtle racism), to feel inadequate and inferior about 

their own ethnic group in contrast to the white majority, and ultimately to pull themselves 

away from their ethnic group and have difficulty bonding with members of their own 

ethnic group. Osajima further described that some Asian American students used 

negative stereotypes on and chose to distant themselves from their more ethnic-oriented 

counterparts in order to gain acceptance from the white (dominant) group. Stuart could 

have made the prank call using stereotypical Asian accent by assuming a white racist role 

to ridicule his own (pan)ethnic group.  

However, to see Stuart’s prank call exercise as a manifestation of his 

internalized racism is problematic in many ways. First, as I have detailed in previous 

chapter, Stuart was well-aware of the racial discourse in this country and had expressed 

resentment toward the existing racial hierarchy. He did not justify the oppressive 

environments he was in or blame himself for negative racial incidents he experienced 

throughout his formal school years. Second, Stuart certainly did not try to distant himself 

from his ethnic counterparts. On the contrary, his social interactions with Asian 

counterparts increased dramatically during his college years. Finally, although there was 

one white person in the group during the game night, Stuart’s stunt was not to gain her 

approval. Far from it. If anything, Stuart’s real audience was the other Asian players in 

the group (including myself). He was trying to entertain his Asian counterparts while 

keeping in mind the white audience (the sole white person in the group as well as the call 
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receptionist) as he (and I to some extent) performed the prank call. Given the context of 

the incident, Stuart’s prank call exercise has more to do with mocking the stereotype than 

to perpetuate the stereotype or to denigrate his Asian counterparts.  

Stuart’s performance can also be seen as an adaptive way for Stuart to release 

the frustration from his racial experiences. This is similar to what Allport’s (1979) notion 

of “clowning.” According to Allport, clowning is an adaptive reaction of ethnic 

minorities towards the racial oppression. By being a “clown” that epitomizes the 

stereotypical ethnic persons in front of the white audience, the performer gets (patronized) 

approval and maybe short-term material rewards. Allport also wrote about the case of 

“protective clowning” where victims of racial prejudice and discrimination act in an 

exaggerated stereotypical ethnic self to serve as “a symbolic vent for feelings of 

frustration” (p. 148) about racism.  

However, not only Allport’s notion of clowning is inadequate in explaining the 

multiple intentions behind an act such as prank calling, but it also fails to highlight the 

agentic aspect of prank calling. First, for clowning, Allport only focused on the audience 

who are physically present with the performer and ignored the imaginary social audience 

that is in the back of the mind of both the performer and the audience. Through the notion 

of self impersonation, we can acknowledge both the actual and imaginary social audience 

that self impersonation addresses in one single act, such as the prank calling. That is, self 

impersonation by Asian Americans simultaneously speaks to the white audience and the 

Asian audience, and neither one nor the other needs to be physically present during the 

performance. Second, clowning has been characterized as a reaction by the ethnic persons 
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to gain approval of the dominant group and/or to vent about their racial frustrations. It 

serves to entertain and appease the dominant group and own ethnic group about the racial 

status quo. Self impersonation, however, has the underlying purpose of challenging the 

stereotypes even though it also serves to entertain both the dominant and ethnic audiences. 

The notion of self impersonation accentuates the proactive nature of prank calling and 

how the prank calling using fake Asian accent has the long-term implication of 

challenging the racial status quo.   

It is equally inadequate to see Stuart’s prank call stunt as a catharsis, a random 

act that was meant to protest the racial experiences in the U.S. As we recall, Stuart and 

his friend made this prank call as “punishment” for the player who lost a particular 

around of the poker game. This prank call punishment was equally absurd but funny as 

posing in an awkward position or shouting out toward a stranger on the street. It is 

obvious that they meant to embarrass the loser of the game but also to make the 

punishments as entertainment for those who were present. Thus, making the prank call 

was an act deemed as inappropriate and humiliating as shouting to a stranger under 

normal circumstances but acceptable as punishment in a game. Stuart and his friend’s 

making fun of the act of “making fun of Asian stereotypes” through prank call 

demonstrates that the act was not a random catharsis, but more of an improvised self 

impersonation that has been ingrained in Asians growing up in the U.S.  

 

When self parody missed the mark 
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The acts of impersonation, according to Chen (2005), are to shatter the boundary 

between the authentic and the fake in becoming an Asian American. Such acts by Asian 

Americans are also intended to assuage non-Asian Americans’ fear about their 

“foreignness” and “secrecy” while making inside jokes about themselves. The derogatory 

term “fresh off the boat,” or FOB in short, is widely used among Asian Americans, 

especially those who are second generation immigrants, to ridicule those who act too 

“ethnic,” usually those who are first generation immigrants (Pyke & Dang, 2003). These 

first generation immigrants not only include second generation Asian Americans’ parents 

and older generation, but also their counterparts who came to the U.S. since their late 

childhood years (Rumbaut & Ima, 1988). Unlike the “N” word used among African 

Americans, the FOB label is not commonly recognized by non-Asians in the U.S. (Pyke 

& Dang, 2003), and thus it still remains as an “insider term” when used among Asian 

American youths. Pyke and Dang (2003) saw the use of FOB stigma by second 

generation Asian Americans on their first generation counterparts as an evidence of 

internalized racial oppression of the dominant race discourse among the second 

generation. In that sense, the FOB stigma is the Asian Americans’ reinterpretation of 

perpetual foreigner stereotype in which parts of the White majority are unable to accept 

Asian immigrants as full-fledged citizens. The FOB stigma allows the bicultural Asian 

Americans to distinguish themselves from their counterparts who are less acculturated 

and, in the process, relegate there less Americanized counterparts to an inferior position. 

The FOB label had been used pretty rarely during my encounter with ARC 

undergraduates within and outside of CCA. Perhaps due to the nature of activities and 
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events I attended for my observation, I did not hear a lot of comments from my 

informants or other students alike about the FOB stigma. Only one informant talked 

about the stigma and the people associated with the stigma during our interview. Thus, I 

did not pay much attention to this stigma until I was struck by two separate occurrences, 

both of which happened during the general meetings of CCA.   

The first occurrence happened during a CCA’s general meeting where the 

officers solicited the members to give a name to the team formed by CCA members who 

were participating in a regional dragon boat competition. As some members started to 

call out some names, one member who I had not met before shouted “fresh off the boat!” 

His coming-out-of-nowhere suggestion for a potentially defamatory label stood out from 

the others even though the situation was quite chaotic and there were a lot of other things 

going on. Officers who were in charge of the meeting in front of the room did not 

respond to his suggestion and moved on to other students. Again, the same person 

shouted “yellow fever!” just a moment later but received the same response, which was 

none, from the officers. At the end of the exercise, the officers did not seem to be 

satisfied with the suggestions given and announced that they would make the decision for 

the name of the team later. After a while, I thought it was interesting that the officers just 

ignored the suggestions by this member because even though the term “fresh off the boat” 

or FOB is derogatory in nature, that particular member meant no harm but to mock the 

FOB stigma and perhaps make fun of themselves.  

The second incident happened during another general meeting but this time it 

was the officer election. Candidates for different officer positions went up to the front of 
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the room to first introduce themselves briefly and then explain 1) why they were 

interested in the position they were contesting and 2) why they were the most qualified 

candidate for the position. One of my informants, Candice, was competing for one of the 

top officer positions with another candidate. Compared to the candidates for other 

positions, both Candice and her opponent did a fairly mediocre job in presenting 

themselves and in answering questions from the members. Not only did Candice’s 

presentation give me the impression that she was underprepared and dull, but she also 

made a remark that gave me a negative emotional reaction. Like many candidates who 

touted their enthusiasm for Chinese culture and their cultural credentials, which could be 

seen as an asset for running an organization like CCA, Candice was quick to mention that 

she was a FOB and she had the cultural knowledge and experience to help CCA promote 

Chinese culture to the University of Texas community. My immediate thought was that it 

was an inappropriate way to present herself, but I did not have the chance to observe 

other members’ reactions about her comment since everything was happening quickly. 

When the result was announced a week later, Candice lost the position to her opponent. 

While I do not think that her comment about herself being a FOB was crucial to her 

defeat since there were so many other factors involved, her strategy to flaunt her cultural 

credentials by positioning herself as a FOB certainly did not raise her cultural reputation 

or and help her win the position she wanted.   

While both aforementioned incidents were attempts, not the actual acts, to 

impersonate first generation Asian immigrants, both attempts were unsuccessful for 

several reasons. Impersonating a FOB person, which was a stigma mainly used by the 
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second generation immigrants to ridicule their first generation counterparts, was not a self 

parody anymore within a mostly second generation crowd in CCA. The CCA member, 

whom I presumed to be second generation because of his lack of accent, had wrongfully 

used the stigma for the audience as self parody. In other words, in the case of the FOB 

stigma, these CCA members who were mostly second generation were not seen as 

victims, but as perpetrators of the stigma, since they use the FOB stigma to deride their 

first generation counterparts as too “ethnic.” Being the perpetrators of the stigma, making 

fun of a FOB person thus exposed their own ignorance in stigmatizing their first 

generation counterparts. This was opposite of the intention of self parody, where the 

victims of the stereotypes or stigmas supposedly making fun of themselves by 

impersonating themselves. In this incidence, the CCA members who made the FOB 

suggestion and the audience (i.e., CCA members who were second generation immigrants) 

were perpetrators, not victims, and thus the self parody attempt went fruitless. 

Candice’s case is more complicated than it first seemed. While she is technically 

a first generation immigrant according to Rumbaut and Ima’s (1988) definition, she is 

also gifted with language ability and can speak English fluently without an accent (or 

more accurately, with a common American accent). Without probing too detail about her 

background, one would not know that she only came to the U.S. since her eighth grade. 

According to her narrative, she is also very “Americanized” compared to her first-

generation counterparts who came to the U.S. recently. By these two measures, namely 

accent and level of acculturation, she could have “passed” herself as one of the 1.5 or 

second generation peers, similar to the passing practice of some African Americans 
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(Wald, 2000). Regardless of this background, Candice might have thought that it was 

necessary for her to pull out all the stops during her presentation to help her win the 

election, including highlighting her “FOB” status. While she seemed serious in making 

the claim as a FOB person, she also clearly understood that there was a self parody 

element in her claim, since she was not seen as a first generation immigrant by her peers 

and no second generation immigrants would claim themselves as FOB to show off their 

cultural credentials.  

Nonetheless, she might have missed the mark with her gesture of self parody 

with the audience that she intended to impress. According to Chen’s definition for self 

impersonation, the performance is meant to serve double purposes: first, it is used to 

convince the outsiders to believe that the performer is the person who they think she is 

(i.e., public identity or stereotype). For example, an Asian person self impersonates his or 

her Asian American identity in order to sway the White American audience to believe 

that he or she is really “Asian American.” Second, self impersonation serves as a comical 

relief for the insiders. In Candice’s situation, she intended her performance to be some 

kind of self parody (while flaunting her cultural credentials) and to be understood in the 

same way by her audience. However, most people in the audience (i.e., CCA members) 

did not consider themselves as FOBs, so her presentation was not interpreted as an 

“inside joke” as Candice originally intended. Thus, not only Candice’s self revelation 

failed to further her cause (i.e., winning the election), but her performance also called 

attention to the fact that she was the “victim” of the FOB stigma, which many of the CCA 

members were potentially guilty of perpetuating.  
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Conclusion 

In this chapter, I tried to draw a picture of Asian American’ self impersonation 

proposed by Chen (2005) and the contexts in which the impersonating performance 

occurred. I have provided two examples of such self impersonation—a prank call using a 

stereotypical Asian voice and the use of “fresh off the boat” or FOB stigma in public 

settings. In the first example, I triangulated my observation with my own self reflection 

as a participant during the prank call incident. Because of my background as an “Asian” 

and my position as an outsider in the circle of Asian American youths, I was able to 

realize that Stuart’s prank call was a good example of what Chen called self 

impersonation among Asian Americans. During the prank call incident, Stuart had 

pressured me to talk on the phone with a stereotypical Asian accent in order to annoy the 

restaurant’s receptionist. My lackluster performance in contrast to Stuart’s seemingly 

smooth impersonation highlighted the importance of Stuart’s American upbringing 

experience and how impersonating a stereotypical Asian person was part of his repertoire 

in becoming an Asian American. Such impersonation strategy served the dual purposes 

of convincing the mainstream White majority that he was who they thought he was (i.e., 

Asian American) and simultaneously making fun of themselves among his counterparts.  

Stuart’s self impersonation thus demonstrated his double agency of 

improvisation and self-directed symbolization that Holland et al. (1998) proposed. 

Stuart’s self impersonation was an act of improvisation as he utilized the cultural 

resources on hand (i.e., stereotypes of Asian person) to entertain the crowd. His 
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performance was not scripted and was enacted according to the audience. In addition, his 

self impersonation also implicitly challenged the stereotypes of Asian Americans by 

making it clear that his performance was for entertaining purpose, not a reflection of who 

he was. Together the audience (i.e., other players) and the performer (i.e., Stuart) were 

able to reinterpret the stereotypes as joke materials (redirect the mediating symbols) and 

ridicule the validity of the stereotypes in the process. Thus, the very intention of 

parodying himself and entertaining his peers provided evidence for his self-directed 

symbolization.  

Self impersonation, however, can be a flop if the performer misgauges the 

audience and misreads the purpose of impersonation. In the use of “fresh off the boat” or 

FOB stigma by both the CCA member and Candice missed the mark when they tried to 

use the FOB label to make fun of themselves. For the unknown CCA member, he 

wrongly perceived the victim and the perpetrator of the FOB stigma (i.e., first generation 

immigrants were the victims, and second generation immigrants were the perpetrators of 

the FOB stigma). In the crowd that was mostly second generation immigrants, playing 

the FOB stigma was not self parody anymore as it potentially exposed the ignorance of 

second generation immigrants in deriding their first generation counterparts. For Candice, 

although she applied the FOB label to herself correctly, she nevertheless performed this 

self “parody” to the wrong audience and perhaps elicited the wrong reaction from the 

audience. She should not have distinguish herself (i.e., first generation immigrant) from 

her audience (i.e., second generation immigrants) and expected that her self parody to be 

an “inside joke.” In both the anonymous member’s and Candice’s cases, they both missed 
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the mark on self impersonation, a performance that supposedly conveys a delicate 

message of assuring outsiders and entertaining insiders. 
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Chapter Eleven 

Discussion and Conclusion: 

Performing Chinese in America 

 

In this study, I have sought to address the experiences of American-Raised 

Chinese undergraduates in negotiating their multiple layers of ethnic identity and dealing 

with stereotypes. I have studied the ARC undergraduates partly through their 

involvement in an ethnic student organization—Chinese Cultural Association. 

Specifically, in the three chapters of findings, I have discussed 1) the changing role of 

Chinese Cultural Association and the interaction among ARC undergraduates within 

CCA; 2) how ARC undergraduates expressed who they were and negotiated their 

multiple layers of ethnic identity, including inter-ethnic, ethnic-Chinese, diasporic 

Chinese, panethnic Asian, and American identity; 3) how ARC undergraduates dealt with 

the stereotypes and exercised their agency through the performances of self 

impersonation.  

 

Participation in the ethnic student organization 

While previous studies have considered ethnic minorities’ participation in an 

ethnic student organization as an act for seeking affirmation and expression of their 

ethnic identity and culture (Fried, 2001; Harper & Quaye, 2007; Inkelas, 2004; Museus, 

2008; Trevino, 1992), these studies have neglected how the changing campus 

environment affected ethnic student organizations and ARC undergraduates’ perception 
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about these organizations. Specifically, as the Asian American student population 

increased rapidly in the last ten years at The University of Texas, more students were less 

likely to seek cultural sanctuary at ethnic student organizations. Contrary to the previous 

findings, many ARC undergraduates were surprised to see their ethnic counterparts in a 

large number upon arrival at the university. This “ethnic cultural shock” experienced by 

ARC students at big colleges and universities in Texas was not widely reported in the 

literature. Correspondingly, many of my informants joined CCA and other ethnic student 

organizations not because they wanted to seek cultural haven from the intimidating 

university environment, but to take advantages of the opportunity to build an ethnic social 

network that many never had before coming the university. By joining CCA, the 

informants were able to interact with other ARC undergraduates from different parental 

national backgrounds. This unique environment of bringing together ARC 

undergraduates with diverse background allowed the informants to rethink and reconstrue 

their ethnic identity and the meaning of Chineseness.  

In particular, ARC undergraduates’ voluntary participation in CCA and active 

involvement in its activities are evident of the negotiation and expression of their 

multiple layers of ethnic identity. Specifically, with the historical breakups within CCA 

and the establishment of other closely related organizations just a few years ago as the 

data was collected, the ARC students had increasingly self segregated through these 

organizations based on the subtle divisions among themselves, which were 1) their 

parental or their own national origin and 2) their own level of acculturation into the 

dominant American culture. After the breakups of CCA into four different student 
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organizations, CCA had increasingly catered to ARC undergraduates who primarily 

identified themselves as Chinese (as opposed to Taiwanese) and more Americanized (as 

opposed to more ethnic). Since the divisions between these organizations were not 

always obvious to newcomers, ARC undergraduates often times had to explore more than 

one organization before settling on one. Moreover, for many ARC students, the 

organizational divisions were arbitrary at best because they usually could find a good fit 

in more than one organization. The final decision of ARC undergraduates in joining an 

organization was ultimately dependent on how these undergraduates defined themselves 

and chose to express themselves in terms of ethnic identity. For example, Jody and Han 

could be in a Taiwanese-based student organization because of their parents’ Taiwanese 

heritage but they opted to join CCA because they saw themselves primarily as persons of 

Chinese origin. In addition, there were instances of “miscategorization” of ARC students 

in CCA who would have found a better fit in other organizations solely based on their 

profile. Again, these “miscategorized” students in CCA demonstrated that the divisions 

between organizations and their members were not static; ARC students had chosen to 

reconfigure their ethnic self-understanding when they made the decision to stick with 

CCA.  

Therefore, in the process of self categorization and/or reconfiguration through 

joining CCA, these ARC undergraduates had negotiated the boundaries within their 

multilayered ethnic identity. This is different from Nagel’s (1994) and McBeth’s (1989) 

argument that different layers of ethnic identity became salient or dormant according to 

different social situations, where only one layer of ethnic identity became dominant at 
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one time. In this study, the multiple layers of ethnic identity were simultaneously salient 

for ARC undergraduates when they were negotiating the boundaries of these layers of 

ethnic identity. Thus, not only is ethnic identity is multilayered, these multiple layers can 

be prominent at the same time, especially when an ethnic person is faced with the internal 

divisions within his or her own ethnic group. These ARC undergraduates negotiated the 

boundaries between the different layers of ethnic identity by categorizing who they were 

through joining ethnic student organizations and realigning their self-understanding with 

the norms of the affiliated organization.  

In the findings, I also documented the changes in CCA as an ethnic student 

organization perceived by ARC undergraduates. The members in CCA became 

increasingly more Chinese identified and Americanized after the organizational breakups. 

Such change in the CCA membership also in turn affected CCA’s direction as an 

organization and the nature of their events. The contention among CCA members about 

whether CCA was a cultural organization or a social club reflected this development 

within the CCA membership. Thus, contrary to previous findings that have assumed 

ethnic student organizations as static entities, this ethnic student organization evolved and 

was shaped by local (i.e., university campus), national (i.e., rapid increase of Asian 

American population), and even global (i.e., Chinese diaspora) trends.   

 

The multiple layers of ethnic identity 

In-depth interviews with the ARC undergraduates also further supported the 

notion that ethnic identity is multifaceted, flexible, and influenced by local developments 
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and global trends. The negotiation of multiple layers of ethnic identity was an important 

process of ARC undergraduates’ identity formation. I have discussed four layers of ethnic 

identity, including inter-ethnic, ethnic-Chinese, diasporic Chinese, and panethnic Asian. 

In particular, drawing upon Tan’s (2007) and Ong and Nonini’s (1997) notion of 

diasporic Chinese identity, I focused on how ARC undergraduates construed their self 

understanding from both local and global perspectives. With the increasing impact of 

globalization (e.g., international travels, internet media) and the confluence of Chinese of 

different nationalities on campus, the ARC undergraduates were constantly pushed to 

reassess and renegotiate their multiple layers of ethnic identity. These ARC students 

came to recognize the diversity within their peers and the ARC community at large and 

increasingly expanded what their ethnic Chinese identity meant to themselves. This 

expanded understanding of Chinese identity can be called diasporic Chinese identity, as 

opposed to the more static notion of the ethnic Chinese identity.  

The ARC students’ understanding of diasporic Chinese identity occurred at two 

levels. At the first level, it dealt with their parental generation’s or their own national 

origin identity. While second-generation ARC undergraduates inherited their parents’ 

different national origin identities (e.g., Taiwanese, Vietnamese, Cambodian, 

Singaporean), they did not assume these identities automatically. Instead, they often 

viewed this layer of identity in juxtaposition with their common ethnic Chinese identity. 

In this study, my informants’ decision to join CCA after exploring other similar student 

organizations demonstrated their emphasis on the common ethnic Chinese identity. This 

could be because these national origin identities were experientially remote to them 
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compared to their inherited Chinese ancestry. In fact, many informants saw their parental 

national origin identity and their ethnic Chinese identity as two sides of the same coin. 

While acknowledging the diverse backgrounds among ARC undergraduates, these 

informants refused to overlook the common ancestry that defined them in some ways. In 

addition, for many informants, they considered that their dialect identity (i.e., intra-ethnic 

difference) as interchangeable with their parental national origin identity. In a sense, the 

intra-ethnic identity had transformed into a marker of diasporic Chinese identity. For 

example, Han was proud of the fact that he was an American-Born Chinese who could 

speak fluent Taiwanese dialect, in contrast to many of his peers who either did not 

understand it at all or not fluent in it. Similar to my Hakka and Chinese identities, my 

informants saw their intra-ethnic identity as something that further defined their ethnic 

Chinese identity and simultaneously expand their understanding of diasporic Chinese 

identity. 

At the second level, it involved ARC students’ American identity in contrast to 

Chinese of other nationalities. Through their encounters with non-Americans of Chinese 

descent locally (on campus) and globally (traveling to Asia), these ARC students’ 

American upbringing experiences became salient. They were able to see their American 

experiences as a marker that distinguished themselves from other Chinese who were not 

born and/or raised in the U.S. As a result, these informants often used the term 

“American-Born Chinese” or ABC to identify themselves when interacting with non-

Americans of Chinese descent, including myself as Chinese Malaysian. By realizing and 

highlighting their differences compared to other Chinese, their American identity was 
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transformed into “ethnic” identity among Chinese of different nationalities. This process 

of ethnicization of American identity is thus an integral part of ARC students’ 

development of their diasporic Chinese identity, which uses nationality as the primary 

marker.  

Therefore, through the understanding of diasporic Chinese identity, ARC 

undergraduates’ ethnic identity is not separated from or opposite of their national 

(dominant) identity but instead these two identities are interconnected and co-developed 

through the negotiation of their diasporic Chinese identity. This poses a challenge to Sue 

& Sue’s (1990) assumption in their Racial/Cultural Identity Development Model 

claiming that one’s racial/cultural (or ethnic) identity is directly opposed to the dominant 

(i.e., American) identity. From a more global perspective, the American identity among 

the U.S. ethnic minorities, including ARC, is no longer perceived as the “dominant” 

identity under which their ethnic identity is submersed. As they have increased contact 

with Chinese of different nationalities, ARC individuals come to realize that their 

American identity is “ethnic identity” that distinguishes them from Chinese who are not 

born and/or raised in the U.S.  

The ethnicization of American identity and the development of diasporic 

Chinese identity among ARC undergraduates provide further evidence of what Inda and 

Rosaldo (2002) called the deterritorization (i.e., a process of dissociating an identity from 

geopolitical boundaries) and reterritorization (i.e., a process of reassociating an identity 

with a different geopolitical area) of Chinese identity. The expanded understanding of 

diasporic Chinese identity among ARC individuals shows how the Chinese identity is 
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deterritorized because it is no longer only associated with the greater China; persons of 

Chinese descent can come from every corner in the world and they do not need to be so 

Chinese to be Chinese (Tan, 2007). In contrast, the transformation of American identity 

into ethnic identity among ARC individuals demonstrates that the Chinese identity can be 

reterritorized. That is, the Chinese Americans’ or American-Raised Chinese’ identity is 

different from mainland Chinese’ or Taiwanese’ because of the unique environment 

growing up and living in the U.S., which is a lived experience specific to ARC 

individuals and not other Chinese. 

 ARC undergraduates also demonstrated their flexibility in expressing their 

ethnic identity through negotiating different boundaries of their identity. For example, 

Gina used her Theow Chew dialect (i.e., intra-ethnic) to define her Chineseness (i.e., 

ethnic Chinese) but at the same time distinguished herself from other Chinese who used 

Mandarin and other dialects (i.e., diasporic Chinese). In another instance, Han drew his 

peers attention to his Singaporean identity to avoid the Chinese versus Taiwanese 

argument (both with which he identified) and to show that these identities he inherited 

from his parents did not contradict with his common ethnic Chinese identity. Many 

informants also emphasized their ethnic-specific (i.e., Chinese) identity instead of their 

panethnic Asian identity. Even though they inherited the ethnic Chinese identity from 

their parents, it was still seen as their choice in expressing exactly who they were instead 

of assuming the imposed panethnic Asian identity, which was considered as “given” by 

the informants under the U.S. dominant race discourse. They were always seen as 

“Asians” by other ethnic groups. They were more willing to see themselves as Asian 
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Americans when were casted under the stereotypes and when considering the similar 

racial experiences shared by other Asian ethnic groups, as suggested by Espiritu (1992) in 

the establishment of panethnic Asian coalition for Asian Americans to voice their 

concerns and fight for their rights according to the existing racial categories.  

 

Ethnic identity, stereotypes, and self impersonation 

By analyzing my informants’ personal narratives during the interviews, it was 

clear that ARC undergraduates’ negotiation and expression of their ethnic identity was 

heavily influenced by the stereotypes imposed on them. While the changes in my 

informants’ ethnic identity throughout the grade schools could be analyzed using 

Phinney’s (1989, Phinney & Rosenthal, 1992) and Sue & Sue’s (1990) identity 

developmental models, these models are inadequate in explaining the impact of social 

forces, in this case racism and discrimination, on their ethnic identity. Phinney’s model 

considers ethnic identity development as an essentially internal psychological process 

that unfolds by itself independent of the social factors. As criticized by Yeh and Hwang 

(1996), Phinney’s model neglects the role of social relationships on Asian Americans’ 

ethnic identity development because Asian Americans are more interdependent or 

collectivistic in nature.  

However, I would take one step further and argue that ethnic identity 

development of all ethnic minorities and of all circumstances is inherently social in 

nature. Specifically, racism is an essential part of all ethnic minorities’ experiences in the 

U.S. and they are forced to confront the stereotypes from the mainstream American 
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society on a daily basis. How they deal with these stereotypes corresponds to their 

development in terms of the understanding of their ethnic identity. Those who have a 

static, inflexible view about racism and stereotypes are less likely to see their ethnic 

identity in a positive way and therefore remain ambivalent about their ethnic identity. In 

contrast, those who have a more flexible view about racism and stereotypes are more 

likely to regard their ethnic identity in a positive light and subsequently have been 

understanding and are more accepting of their ethnic identity. In this study, Helen and 

Lisa were able to reconstrue their self-understanding after they realized that how people 

perceived them could be changed and that they had control over how they wanted to 

respond to these perceptions/stereotypes. Once they had developed a more open view 

about racism and stereotypes, they became more affirmative about who they were as 

Chinese persons.  

Therefore, the ARC students’ recognition of the fluid nature of stereotypes was 

pivotal to their transformation in understanding themselves as persons of Chinese descent. 

This transformation of their understanding of ethnic identity also showed their exercise of 

agency. Specifically, the informants realized that the stereotypes about themselves had 

changed and would continue to change according to local and global trends. When these 

ARC undergraduates experienced changes in how people perceived and treated them 

(from being “foreign and unassimilatable” to “smart and obedient”), they were able to 

break free from the constraints of the stereotypes that had bounded the expression of their 

ethnic identity. Based on Holland et al.’s (1998) notion of self-directed symbolization, 

Helen was able to reinterpret the stereotypes as “others’ opinions,” redirect this mediating 
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symbol toward herself, and remake herself without the constraints of the seemingly 

“fixed” racial stereotypes.  

In addition, based on Chen’s (2005) notion of self impersonation, I also 

illustrated how ARC students made fun of themselves as stereotypical Asian Americans. 

Through these performances, Chen asserted that ARC students achieved the dual 

purposes of performing and challenging Asian American identity simultaneously. These 

performances of self parody reflected ARC students’ recognition that they were expected 

to assume the “role” of Asian American while at the same time challenged the idea that 

they were treated as second-class citizens according to the U.S. dominant race discourse. 

Thus, ARC students’ self parody provided evidence of double agency, which can be 

further explained using Holland et al.’s (1998) notion of improvisation and self-directed 

symbolization: self impersonation was an impromptu performance that utilized the 

stereotypes in an unscripted way to make fun of themselves (i.e., improvisation) and 

concurrently challenged the stereotypes by ridiculing the underlying truthfulness of the 

stereotypes (i.e., self-directed symbolization). Through the examples of self 

impersonation in Chapter Ten, I have made a case of how Chen’s concept of self 

impersonation can contribute to the theoretical advancement of Holland et al.’s concept 

of agency. The acts of self impersonation show the exercise of double agency by the 

performer because of the multiple intents the performer attempts to achieve by 

impersonating him or herself.  

From the perspective of performance, self impersonation is a complex act that 

involves multiple intents/messages and multiple audiences (actual or imaginary). The 
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example of prank call I illustrated in Chapter Ten is what I call self impersonation 

according to Chen because of its meta-purpose of ridiculing of the act of making fun of 

Asian stereotypes. While the prank call incident could be a manifestation of internalized 

racism, clowning (in Allport’s term), or just catharsis, these concepts do not adequately 

describe the complex underlying messages the act delivered. The prank call by Stuart was 

aimed to ridicule the notion behind the stereotypes and the act associated with 

perpetuating Asian stereotypes while simultaneously creating laughter among the other 

players. However, self impersonation could fail to accomplish its double-folded intent of 

criticizing the stereotypes and entertaining insiders if the impersonator misunderstood the 

purpose of self impersonation or misjudged the audience. In Chapter Ten, I gave the 

example of Candice’s self parodying as “fresh off the boat” or FOB person that generated 

less welcoming response from the audience because she misread the audience (mostly 

second generation ARC undergraduates) who were supposedly the perpetuators instead of 

the victims of the FOB stigma. This further illustrates that self impersonation cannot be 

simply understood as random acts by Asian Americans making fun of themselves, but 

strategic, adaptive performances that aim to achieve multiple purposes to multiple 

audiences. 

Furthermore, my observation on the Asian American youth culture supported the 

notion that self parody was the younger generation’s proactive response to the stereotypes. 

This shifting approach taken by Asian American youths in dealing with stereotypes have 

to do with the changing social environment and mode of communication in the beginning 

of the 21st century. With the prevalence of Internet and mobile computer devices (e.g., 
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laptops, smartphones) and the growing popularity and ubiquity of social media (e.g., 

Facebook, Youtube) in the past decade, the younger generation of Asian American have 

started to take advantage of the online medium to express themselves and advocate for 

their rights. They take the stereotypes in their own hands and perform parody on these 

stereotypes. By doing self parody, not only Asian American youths feel empowered 

because they can finally influence the content of the stereotypes (e.g., how Asian 

Americans are portrayed), they also simultaneously invalidate the notion behind the 

stereotypes and the racists who perpetuate the stereotypes by turning the stereotypes into 

joke materials.  

 

Implications for educators and counselors 

Developing a positive attitude toward one’s ethnic identity and constructively 

responding to the racial stereotypes and discrimination have been the two prominent 

challenges ethnic minority students face in adapting to predominantly White institutions. 

Educators and school counselors should first recognize that affirmative attitude of one’s 

ethnic identity and resiliency against racial stereotypes and discrimination are essential in 

promoting ethnic minority students’ school performance and success. In promoting 

positive attitude toward their own ethnic identity among ethnic minorities, educators and 

counselors should acknowledge the complexity of ethnic identity, specifically the 

multilayeredness of ethnic identity among ethnic minority students. One of the challenges 

in developing healthy self understanding among minority students is to resolve any 

contradiction that may emerge from these multiple layers of ethnic identity. For example, 
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an indigenous Mexican American student may be offended by the fact she is perceived as 

“Hispanic” or “Latina” because these designations ignores her unique indigenous 

background. While she may not be able to avoid such labels under the U.S. racial 

discourse, educators and counselors can help her to understand the similar racial 

experiences other South American immigrants face in this country and at the same time 

encourage her to express her indigenous heritage whenever there is an opportunity. 

Similarly, an immigrant student from Taiwan may resent being called a “Chinese boy” 

because he is not from China and he does not want to associate himself with people from 

mainland China. Educators and counselors can communicate their sympathy toward his 

Taiwanese roots and at the same time encourage him to explore his Chinese ancestry 

through the Chinese history and civilization.  

In addition, educators and counselors should move beyond the dichotomous 

view of ethnic identity versus American identity. As explained in diasporic Chinese 

identity, ARC students who have moderate exposure to Chinese of other nationalities 

often see their American identity as “ethnic” identity. As the world becomes increasingly 

interconnected, most ethnic minority students, especially if their parents are first 

generation immigrants, have at least some contacts or connections outside of the U.S. 

These minority students also have a lot of opportunities to mingle with ethnic persons of 

other nationalities in churches, temples, Sunday schools, and cultural organizations. 

Based on this background, educators and counselors should acknowledge that minority 

students’ identity has become more global, and that the school authority should adopt a 
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paradigm shift in understanding their identity development and the challenges these 

students face in their identity formation.     

Furthermore, educators and counselors should also be more sensitive in dealing 

with minority students performing self parody using stereotypes. These students may 

publicly perform and exaggerate stereotypes that are imposed on them to entertain 

themselves and subconsciously challenge the stereotypes by taking the stereotypes in 

their hands. In many situations, educators and counselors would deem such self parody as 

internalized racism or abnormal catharsis that may be detrimental to minority students’ 

identity development and dealing with stereotypes. As the school authority, educators and 

counselors may discourage such acts and even penalize students who perform such self 

parody. At the end, such intervention may prove counterproductive because minority 

students would consider the school authority as oppressive and in turn exacerbate the self 

parody “problem.” Contrary to the old thinking about self parody, minority students 

performing the stereotypes about themselves can be beneficial to their adaptation in the 

predominantly white institutions. This is not to say that internal racism among minority 

students does not happen. When encountering with ambiguous situations that resemble 

self parody, educators and counselors should first take a step back and evaluate the 

meaning of student performances. If the performance is meant to make fun of themselves 

and create some laughters, then the school authority should let it go by all means. 

However, if the performance involves humiliating another minority student(s), then 

educators and counselors should interfere with the situation and prevent such internal 

racism spreading among minority students.    
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Study limitations and future research 

In this study, since I only focused on a single ethnic student organization—

Chinese Cultural Association, I had not been able to fully investigate the dynamics 

between several closely related student organizations, particularly those who were found 

by former CCA officers. I had based my understanding of those organizations on the 

CCA members’ points of view. The understanding of the dynamics between these 

organizations is important because, as suggested in my findings, ARC undergraduates 

segregated themselves through these organizations according to their parental national 

origin and the degree of acculturation. Since one of the important divisions between these 

organizations is nationality (i.e., Chinese versus Taiwanese), would the members in a 

Taiwanese-based student organization take a different approach in understanding their 

ethnic identity? Since a Taiwanese person is also technically considered as a Chinese 

person based on ancestry, would the members in a Taiwanese-based student organization 

view their Chinese and Taiwanese identities the same way as my informants? My 

informants suggested that these members prioritized their Taiwanese identity over their 

Chinese identity; some of these members would even overlook their Chinese identity and 

see their Taiwanese identity as the opposite of Chinese identity based on the current 

contentious political environment between Taiwan and China. However, I would not 

have definite answers on these questions until I spend time mingling with these members 

and asking them questions about their identity. Therefore, the next step of my study could 
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be to interview members of other closely related student organizations and study their 

process of negotiation between the multiple layers of ethnic identity.  

In addition, although I have discussed in detail about ARC students’ multiple 

layers of ethnic identity and how they negotiated these multiple layers of ethnic identity, 

there are still many aspects of ethnic identity that deserve further investigation. In 

particular, I have attempted to bring two lines of literature related to American-Raised 

Chinese’ ethnic identity together and understand ARC ethnic identity’s local and global 

influences and its implications for a more interconnected world. On one hand, research 

on American-Raised Chinese by scholars such as Tan (2007) and Ong and Nonini (1997) 

have just begun to explore the diasporic Chinese identity, which corresponds to the 

increasingly frequent transportation of people, goods, capitals, ideas, and news on the 

global scale. As the national and geographical boundaries becoming more porous, people 

are more likely to develop a more cosmopolitan or transnational identity that is not 

bounded by a single location (Glick Schiller et al., 1999). On the other hand, scholars 

such as Espiritu (1992) and Nguyen (2002) have followed the tradition of U.S. ethnic 

studies and researched the ethnic identity of Asian Americans within the local and 

national contexts without acknowledging the growing impact of globalization on this 

subject. By bringing these two lines of research together, I hope to spark further 

investigation on this subject based on the premise that the ethnic identity of American-

Raised Chinese or Asian Americans in general is both local and global. As Inda and 

Rosaldo (2002) mentioned, the diasporic identity is both deterritorized (globalized) and 

reterritorized (localized). That is, American-Raised Chinese’s diasporic identity is a 
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process of authoring self understanding that attempts to address and answer both local 

and global forces.  

The emergence of Asian American youth culture was another very interesting 

phenomenon I observed during my study. Unfortunately due to the scope of my study, I 

could only scratch the surface of this topic. As mentioned, the contemporary Asian 

American youth culture has been enabled through the rise of online social media. One 

obvious advantage of online social media is that it does not have most of the constraints 

associated with traditional media (e.g., television, radio, newspaper) in terms of content 

control and monetary support for its usage. In the traditional media, Asian Americans’ 

voices are too often overlooked and their representation is almost always distorted 

according to the popular stereotypes perpetuated by the same media. Through online 

social media, Asian American youths finally have a cheap and easy outlet to freely voice 

their concerns and opinions and counteract the negative stereotypes thrown against them. 

However, conducting research through online social media not only challenges and 

transforms the methods of traditional ethnography, but also the interaction between 

researcher and informant (Markham, 2005). While doing research using online social 

media opens door for new possibilities of recruiting informants and ways of collecting 

data (e.g., chatting online instead of face-to-face interview), it poses many new ethical 

challenges about the safety, privacy, and/or confidentiality of informants in the research 

process. Nevertheless, both boyd (2007) and Markham (2005) have suggested ways to 

overcome these ethical barriers. In the following decade, I believe more and more 

scholars will make a paradigm shift and take advantage of this increasingly important 
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medium of communication in the 21st century to understand the youth culture, including 

that of Asian American.  
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Appendix A  
 

Consent Form 
 
Title: Examining adaptive strategies among Asian American students in face of school 
challenges 
IRB PROTOCOL # 2008-02-0095 
Conducted By: Kokyung Soon, M.A.  Of The University of Texas at Austin:    
Department / Office: Educational Psychology     Telephone:  
Faculty Sponsor: Toni Falbo, Ph.D.     Telephone:  
 
You are being asked to participate in a research study. This form provides you with 
information about the study. The principal investigator (i.e., Kokyung Soon) will also 
describe this study to you and answer all of your questions. Please read the information 
below and ask any questions you might have before deciding whether or not to take part. 
Your participation is entirely voluntary. You can refuse to participate without penalty or 
loss of benefits to which you are otherwise entitled. You can stop your participation at 
any time and your refusal will not impact current or future relationships with UT Austin 
or participating sites. You can also refuse, without any penalty whatsoever, to give the 
principal investigator any piece of information that you request at any time. To do so 
simply tell the principal investigator you wish to stop participation. The principal 
investigator will provide you with a copy of this consent for your records. 
 
The purpose of this study is to examine how Asian American students deal with and 
adapt to the college environment and respond to the academic and non-academic 
challenges they faced on a daily basis. The investigator is interested in understanding the 
students’ (your) background, the student organization that they are affiliated with, their 
academic achievement, challenges they face in school, and how they respond to those 
challenges. The principal investigator would also like to understand how the students 
perceive the stereotypes on Asian American students and how they respond to these 
stereotypes.  
 
If you agree to be in this study, we will ask you to do one or more of the following 
things: 

 Engage in one or two personal interviews with the principal investigator. You will 
choose the day(s), time(s), and venue(s) of the interviews. 

 Participate in group interviews with the principal investigator along with other 
members of an organization that you are affiliated with. Organizational members 
will collectively choose the day(s), time(s), and venue(s) of the interviews. 

 Allow the principal investigator to visit your residence and take notes and 
photographs of your personal memorabilia, photos, and other items that may 
reflect you as a person. You will choose the date(s) and time(s) of the visits. You 
will be given notice at least 24 hours prior to the principal investigator’s arrival at 
your residence. The principal investigator will not show up unannounced. 
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 Provide personal journals and essays that may be relevant to this study to the 
principal investigator. 

 Allow the principal investigator to hang out with you during the off-school hours. 
You will be given notice at least 24 hours prior to the principal investigator’s 
arrival at other non-public places where you will be observed. The principal 
investigator will not show up unannounced. 

 
Total estimated time to participate in study is  

 60-120 minutes for each session of the personal interview. 
 30-60 minutes for each session of the group interview. 
 Time to participate for other activities depends on the agreement between you and 

the principal investigator about the time arrangement prior to the activities.   
 
Risks of being in the study 

 The risk associated with this study is no greater than everyday life. It is possible 
that you may experience some discomfort while being interviewed and/or 
observed. This risk is reduced because the interview questions do not probe in 
depth on any topic that may be painful to you and the observation will not be 
intrusive. Nonetheless, if you do feel uncomfortable with the nature of a particular 
question, you may choose not to respond to any question, and you may also 
change your mind about participating in the study and withdraw from the study. If 
you do experience discomfort or distress, please inform the principal investigator 
during or after the interview and he will provide you with information for where 
you might seek guidance in helping you deal with your feelings. If you wish to 
discuss the information above or any other risks you may experience, you may 
ask questions now or call the principal investigator listed on the front page of this 
form. 

 
Benefits of being in the study 

 If you do choose to participate, you may find it to be an interesting experience and 
a chance to reflect on your beliefs and attitudes about stereotypes, school 
challenges, and how you deal with them. Besides, you will learn about the 
research process firsthand by participating in it, and upon completion of the study, 
you will receive a more detailed description of the study and its significance in the 
fields of educational psychology. You will then understand how your participation 
has contributed to the larger goal of increasing our understanding of human 
thought and behavior. 

 
Compensation: 

 There are no compensations for participation in this study. 
 
Confidentiality and Privacy Protections: 

 During the personal interview, the interview will be audio recorded. The recorded 
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interviews and personal artifacts and documents collected will be coded so that no 
personally identifying information is visible on them and will be kept in a secure 
place (i.e., in principal investigator’s personal computer with password 
protection). In addition, the recorded interviews will be heard or viewed only for 
research purposes by the principal investigator. The principal investigator will 
retain the recordings until the dissertation project is completed (May 2009). 

 The data resulting from your participation may be made available to other 
researchers in the future for research purposes not detailed within this consent form. 
In these cases, the data will contain no identifying information that could associate 
you with it, or with your participation in any study. 

 If the principal investigator should observe child or elder abuse, confidentiality 
will be broken.  Should this occur, the state law requires the principal investigator 
to report abuse incidence(s) to relevant agencies such as Child Protective Services 
or the Texas Department of Family and Protective Services. 

 
The records of this study will be stored securely and kept confidential. Authorized 
persons from The University of Texas at Austin and members of the Institutional Review 
Board have the legal right to review your research records and will protect the 
confidentiality of those records to the extent permitted by law.  All publications will 
exclude any information that will make it possible to identify you as a subject. 
Throughout the study, the principal investigator will notify you of new information that 
may become available and that might affect your decision to remain in the study. 
 
Contacts and Questions: 

If you have any questions about the study please ask now. If you have questions 
later, want additional information, or wish to withdraw your participation call the 
principal investigator conducting the study. His name, phone number, and e-mail address 
are at the top of this page. If you have questions about your rights as a research 
participant, complaints, concerns, or questions about the research please contact Jody 
Jensen, Ph.D., Chair, The University of Texas at Austin Institutional Review Board for 
the Protection of Human Subjects at (512) 232-2685 or the Office of Research Support 
and Compliance at (512) 471-8871 or email: orsc@uts.cc.utexas.edu. 

 
You will be given a copy of this information to keep for your records. 
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Statement of Consent: 
 
I have read the above information and have sufficient information to make a decision 
about participating in this study.  I consent to participate in the study. 
 
Signature:______________________________________ Date: __________________ 
 
 
 
______________________________________________ Date: __________________ 
Signature of Person Obtaining Consent 
 
 
Signature of Investigator:__________________________ Date: __________________ 
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Appendix B 

Semi-Structured Interview Questions 

 

Questions for personal interviews 

1. Background information 

 Tell me about yourself and your family. Where do you and your family come 

from? How much education do your parents and siblings have?   

 How close are you with your family (mother, father, grandparent(s), siblings)? 

Who has the biggest influence on you personally? In what sense? 

 How much do you know about Chinese culture? Where and how did you learn 

this information? How important is Chinese culture to you personally? 

 When and why did you join (name of the student organization)? What 

personal goals are you trying to achieve by joining this organization? Do you 

think you have achieved your goals so far? Have joining the organization 

changed you personally? How? 

2. Social Identities 

 In this multicultural society, people often identify themselves in terms of 

ethnicity, such as Chinese American. They also identify themselves in terms 

of gender, social class, religion, occupation, and etc. Thus, people possess 

multiple social identities at the same time, but differ individually on how 

important these identities are to them. Tell me how you identify yourself. 

What identities are important to you?  
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 Although people usually identify themselves in certain ways, they may change 

their identities and the importance of identities after making transition from 

high school to college, meeting new people, and participating in new 

environments. Have you ever experienced any significant changes in your 

identity and/or the importance of identity in your life? If yes, can you tell me 

about your experience? 

 How do your parents see you? How do your siblings see you? How do your 

instructors see you? How do your friends see you? Do they see you differently 

than the person you think you are? Why do you think so? 

3. Educational experiences and challenges 

 What were the reasons you came to UT? What has your experience been like 

being a Chinese American woman/man at UT? What influence do you think 

being Chinese American had on your experiences in elementary school? 

Middle school? High school? 

 Tell me about the challenges you have faced as a Chinese American student at 

UT. Did you face similar challenge in your elementary/middle/high school? 

Do you think such challenge is common to other students like you? Why do 

you think so?  

 What was your reaction when you encountered the challenge? What did you 

do to respond to the challenge? Do you always respond to the same challenge 

in the similar way? Why do you think so? 
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 What are your academic goals? What are your occupational goals? Who 

influenced you the most in terms of your academic and occupational goals? 

 How would you describe your academic performance so far? Are you satisfied 

with your academic performance? Why are you satisfied (or not satisfied) with 

it?  

 How important is academic achievement to you? What does academic 

achievement mean to you and your family? 

 What do you think you have achieved by coming this far in your academic 

career? Do you have any regrets about your academic career so far? If you 

could start your undergraduate studies all over again, would you do anything 

differently? Why? 

 Do you think being a Chinese American (or woman/man) influences your 

pursuit in education? Why do you think so? 

 Do you have concerns about other issues in school besides (the challenges 

above)? What are those issues? Why these issues are important to you? Have 

you done anything to address those issues? Why or why not?  
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Appendix D 

Expanded Profile of Selected Informants 

Stuart 

Stuart self identified as Chinese-Vietnamese American. His family was Chinese by 
ancestry, but had moved to Vietnam in the early 20th century from China to escape the 
prosecution of the Chinese Communist Party before they migrated to the U.S during the 
Vietnam War. For that reason, he felt resentment towards the Chinese government. He 
was born in the state of Washington and later moved to Houston with his family. He 
claimed that he was gratified toward identifying himself as Chinese more than 
Vietnamese as he admitted that he was more fluent in Chinese than Vietnamese. However, 
he also noticed that most of his family and relatives were more Vietnamese-oriented and 
spoke more often in Vietnamese. He was one of the seniors among the informants and 
had been an officer in CCA for a short period of time. He started his undergraduate 
studies in nursing due to the parental pressure but ended up switching to computer 
science in his senior year because that was where his passion lied. Stuart appeared to be a 
passionate and outgoing person and had high ambition to make it in the competitive 
world of information technology (IT).  
 
Jody 

Jody self identified as Chinese American but also honored her Taiwanese roots. She was 
born and raised in Plano before she came to Austin for college. She had a professed love 
for Chinese culture, which was a testament of her mother’s influence on her. Jody’s 
mother had been very active in the Chinese/Taiwanese American community and was 
actively involved in the Sunday Chinese School. Since Jody was young, her mother had 
brought her to attend various Asian/Chinese cultural events and the Chinese School every 
Sunday. Coming to the university, Jody had naturally started exploring different Chinese-
related student organizations and finally settled with CCA. She attended the Texas 
Academy of Mathematics and Science (TAMS) before she came to the university. She 
was one of the long time officers in CCA and had remained contact with the next 
generation of officers after she retired and graduated. She studied mathematics and 
education, which was unique among her peers. She aimed to become a teacher in 
mathematics and had planned to get her master’s degree in education in the near future. 
 
Bruce 

Bruce identified himself as American-Born Chinese. He was born and grew up in a small 
town in Texas but moved to the suburban area in his adolescent years. His parents 
divorced in his early age and he claimed that incident had influenced him tremendously 
in terms of his outlook and his later encounters. Early in the divorce process Bruce stayed 
with his mother and sister and was living on food stamps. After Bruce’s father won the 
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child rights in court, he and his sister moved to stay with his father. Bruce’s father was 
the main person who was responsible in acculturating him into Chinese culture. Bruce 
went to Chinese church every weekend with his father. He had also traveled to Taiwan 
and China several times with or without his father. Bruce was moderately fluent in 
Chinese Mandarin and had taught English in Taiwan and China. Although Bruce decided 
to study business at the university, he later also participated ROTC training program. 
Because of his experience living on government assistance (i.e., food stamps) and his 
family history in military involvement back in Taiwan, he was enthusiastic about joining 
the military after his undergraduate education. To Bruce, being a part of the military 
allowed him to continue his family’s military legacy and “give back to the government.”  
 
Gina 

Gina identified herself as Chinese-Cambodian American. She was half Chinese (her 
mother was Chinese) and half Cambodian (her father was Cambodian) by ancestry. Her 
parents fled Cambodia after the civil war outbreak and later migrated to the U.S. Both 
Gina and her sister were born in the U.S. At home, Gina spoke a Chinese dialect (i.e., 
Theow Chew) with her parents and admitted that she was less fluent in Cambodian in 
comparison. Because of her mixed ancestry and her mother’s limited background in 
Chinese culture, Gina had little exposure to Chinese culture before she came to the 
university. As a result, she joined CCA to explore Chinese culture and her Chinese 
identity. At the time of the interviews, Gina had never gone back to Cambodia but was 
interested in visiting her parents’ homeland. She studied biology and women studies and 
aimed to become a doctor. 
 
Han 

Han primarily identified himself as Chinese American, but he also acknowledged his 
Taiwanese and Singaporean roots because of his parents. His father came from Singapore 
and his mother came from Taiwan. He and his brother were born and raised in Houston. 
He was one of the few ARC students who were known by his Chinese name and not an 
American name. In fact, he did not have an American name. This was because his parents 
did not know what American name to give to him when he was born and he had retained 
his Chinese name since then. He had wished to adopt an American name but had deferred 
such plan because his peers were used to his Chinese name. He spoke Chinese Mandarin 
with his parents, and was also proud of the fact that he could speak fluent Taiwanese 
dialect compared to most of his peers. Although he had visited Singapore and Taiwan 
many times in his life, he felt closer to his family in Taiwan. Han was one of the senior 
officers in CCA. He studied and graduated in biomedical engineering and was undecided 
about his plan after graduation. He might consider going to graduate school in 
engineering. 
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Candice 

Candice self identified as a Chinese person and was a U.S. permanent resident. She was a 
second-generation immigrant and only came to the U.S. in her eighth grade. Compared to 
her first and 1.5 generation peers, she was fluent in Chinese and well verse in Chinese 
culture. However, upon arriving at the U.S., she also made an effort to acculturate herself 
in the mainstream U.S. culture. She followed the U.S. mainstream pop culture closely and 
had mingled with U.S.-born peers most of the time. She spoke fluent English without an 
accent (or more accurately, with an American accent) and one would not have known she 
came to the U.S. just 8-9 years ago and knew little about English when she first arrived. 
She studied biology and education and planned to graduate with a teaching certificate. 
She had joined CCA since the beginning of her study at the university and she had been 
an officer for two consecutive years at the time of the data collection concluded.  
 
Lisa 

Lisa also self identified as a Chinese person and she got her permanent resident status 
around the time the interview was conducted. She migrated to the U.S. with her parents 
when she was in first grade. Her family had moved around south Texas because of her 
mother’s career. Different than most of her Asian peers, Lisa grew up in an environment 
where Latino students were the majority. Lisa revealed in the interview that she had had a 
hard time adjusting to the new environment and for a while she had low self-esteem. She 
was moderately fluent in Chinese Mandarin but had minimum proficiency in writing and 
reading since she did not have the opportunity to attend Chinese school around where she 
lived. She studied economics in her undergraduate education and planned to pursue a 
MBA degree after graduation.  
 
Ronald 

Ronald identified himself as Chinese American or American-Born Chinese. He was born 
and grew up in Plano before he moved to boarding school at the Texas Academy of 
Mathematics and Science (TAMS) and The University of Texas at Austin. During his 
middle school year Ronald had a spiritual revelation and became an ardent follower of 
the Christian faith. Although both of his parents came from Taiwan, he seldom talked 
about his Taiwanese heritage. Throughout my interaction with Ronald, he showed more 
interests in China than Taiwan. He had gone to China for the study abroad program in 
Chinese language twice. Although he had studied Chinese Mandarin in Sunday School in 
his younger years, he hoped to improve his proficiency in Chinese Mandarin through 
studying in China. He studied biology for his undergraduate study and planned to go to 
law school after graduation. His ambition was to become a civil rights attorney.   
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Appendix E 

The Divisions between CCA and Other Student Organizations 

 

Figure 1: The first level of division between CCA and other student organizations 

 

 Mainland China Taiwan  

Chinese Chinese-based student 
organization 1 

Taiwanese-based 
student organization 1  

American/English CCA Taiwanese-based 
student organization 2  

 

 

Figure 2: The second level of division between CCA and other student organizations 
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oriented CCA Taiwanese-based 

student organization 2  
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Appendix F 

Excerpts from the Transcribed Interviews about Stereotypes 

 
Alan 
 
KS: Being an Asian, you know, you have that kind of stereotype [such as] you are smart. 
Do you think that you fit into that stereotype? (Albert: Yeah, I do.) In what [sense]? 
 
Albert: Being smart (smile), basically [that’s] it.  
 
KS: So when people say that ‘oh, you are smart’ or something like that, how would you 
react? 
 
Albert: I was like ‘thank you.’ Yes, I am flattered. 
 
KS: But at the same time you are athletic, you are very into sports. 
 
Albert: I guess [the stereotype applies more to] the old Chinese people. They are just 
hardworking, they are smart. But [since] now they are ABC, there are more athletic Asian 
people in almost every place and sports. Everybody in the U.S. plays sports. So I guess 
the view is going to change in the next decade or…maybe two decades. It’s going to 
change, the view of Asian people is going to change. There is like an Olympic star [of 
Asian descent] on track [competition]. Who would have thought that there is one Asian 
guy ever to win many medals inside the hurdle? [He has won gold medals]. Isn’t that 
amazing itself? That happens. 
 
Ashley 
 
KS: So what stereotypes do you think Asian American/Chinese American have? What 
kind of stereotype people have about Asian American/Chinese American, in your opinion? 
 
Ashley: I learned most of them in college…probably just kind of racist in a way, but I 
don’t know, the stereotype that they are really smart, good at math, and yeah, I don’t 
know what else (laugh). 
 
KS: Do you surprise to hear [the stereotype]? I mean since you hadn’t been through the 
school experience in middle school and high school and then come [straight] to college 
and you learn about this stereotype. Were you surprised in some ways? 
 
Ashley: Not really. I guess [was] kind of surprise, [but] not really like ‘wow, that’s weird.’ 
(laugh) I don’t know, I don’t consider any of them true. Obviously, I am like ‘oh, that’s 
an interesting fact that stereotype exists.’  
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Bruce 
 
KS: So there are a lot of stereotypes on Chinese people (Bruce: Yeah.) Of course. And do 
you think that you fit into the stereotype? (Bruce: Yeah.) First of all, tell me about what 
you think those stereotypes are? 
 
Bruce: It’s funny when you talk about this. I actually get this question a lot too. I actually 
wrote an essay for scholarship once and I wrote about stereotype. I said ‘everybody in the 
world thinks that the Chinese people should either be one of three things: a lawyer, a 
doctor, or a business person.’ And I talked about how those three jobs were actually right 
because they represented three different things like wealth, justice, and intelligence. 
These three things…just because everyone thinks it in the bad way, we shouldn’t think it 
as a bad way because it is actually a very good thing, it’s very…I don’t know…(KS: 
compliment?) Yeah, it’s a good compliment because of the three things and because 
there’s always that trinity (hand banging the table). I can talk about the trinity over and 
over again. Yeah, so [there are] a lot of stereotypes like Asian people are nerdy, we are 
all smart, we make good grades. I think that certain people…do you know Sugarland? I 
had a stereotype that all people from Sugarland are really rich. I still always maintain that 
stereotype. I am sure a lot of people think that Asian people are rich and…I don’t know, 
they all know karate, they all speak Chinese, they all eat Chinese food. Well, not Chinese, 
whatever their languages. The most ignorant thing I ever heard was someone asked 
another Asian person ‘hey, what kind of Asian are you? No, what ethnicity are you? Are 
you Chinese? Are you Korean? Are you Japanese? Vietnamese? Or are you Asian?’ 
(hand banging the table) They were just so ignorant [by saying] ‘are you Asian?’ (hand 
banging the table) but I think those are stereotypes. I think I fit into some of them. I know 
that nerdy thing, I don’t know [whether I fit into the stereotype or not]. Maybe I am, but I 
think there [are] a lot of nerdy people. I think stereotype can fit almost anyone if you 
actually look for it, like Black people, they are all fast, they are all strong. Well, yeah, 
they are those people, but there are those people that aren’t…and same thing (goes) for 
Asian people. They are smart people, but there are people that aren’t…but for me, yeah, I 
think I am smart (KS chuckled). 
 
KS: So you think you fit into the stereotype? 
 
Bruce: …of a smart Asian person. And they think we all worship Buddha. I don’t 
personally. I do respect Him, and whenever I see Buddha, I rub His belly for good luck. 
And I guess I am really Chinese in [the sense that] I am filial, I really respect my parents 
a lot, I respect my family. Every time I see an elder, I would respect them…I don’t know. 
It doesn’t matter someone I know or not, you still are supposed to respect the elders.  
 
Candice 
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KS: Tell me about…people have stereotypes [about] Chinese people. What are those 
stereotypes? 
 
Candice: Hmm, let’s see, driving I think is a problem. A lot of people think that Chinese 
people are not that nice when it comes to driving. Like in Chinatown, they don’t yield 
and they would just go when they feel like they can instead of letting other people go 
first…I think other stereotype is that [Chinese] products are cheap, like I went to New 
York this past spring break with my friend, and we went to Korean town and Chinatown, 
and Chinatown was just extremely dirty and a lot of stuff they sell are very very cheap, 
even though they are good quality…and Korean town is just very clean, with people dress 
up nicely, and everything is priced well, like Japanese sushi is expensive. And…I mean 
we have good stuff, it’s just very low price (laugh)… 
 
KS: How about in terms of Chinese students? Do people have certain stereotypes on 
Chinese students like you? 
 
Candice: I am sure they do. It’s harder to make friends at the beginning [as a Chinese] 
because…you would go to look for people who are you type and I wouldn’t be the one 
[people] immediately looked after. But then in college it’s not that big of an issue because 
they are so many Asian people on campus and in every class, I would find a lot of Asian 
friends (laugh).  
 
Cathy 
 
KS: So being a Chinese, do you think that you have been taken advantage before? 
 
Cathy: No really…well, it depends. There are a lot of stereotypes like if you are Asian or 
Chinese even, you are supposed to be really good at math and science and work really 
hard and be really nerdy. So I guess, not just your parents, other people [have the same 
expectations] for me as well, and that’s all I can think of.  
 
KS: Do you experience [the stereotype] because they expect you…to do the homework or 
maybe do well in test? [Did] they want to copy your work? 
 
Cathy: Yes, but it kind of makes me mad because they don’t even try. Because they 
assume that because you are Asian, you are smart, that they don’t really think about how 
much work you actually put into the stuff you do. They just see the results and they think 
you are smart but if they did that, they could be better off as well. 
 
KS: So you have experienced that… 
 
Cathy: Yes, people in high school, not so much in college because that’s discouraged and 
people work on homework together and that’s allowed in certain classes.  
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Fay 
 
KS: Going back [to our earlier conversation], it seems very stereotypical for Asians to go 
to medical school or dental school? (Fay: It is very stereotypical). So what do you think 
the stereotype Asian people have? 
 
Fay: [There are] a lot of academics, just [doing] something…that requires a lot of 
studying. Do something successful, that’s what I see [which is] stereotypical. But then at 
the same time, it’s so wrong. There are good proportion of Asians that aren’t as studious 
or don’t really care as much. I have a lot of friends who don’t know what they are doing, 
who aren’t even in college right now. They are just going from job to job. They never 
wanted to study, they are not serious about school. So…right there [they] already prove 
the stereotype [is] wrong and I see a lot of that. I think the stereotype is kind of right, but 
it is kind of not. 
 
KS: So do you think that you [fit into the stereotype]? 
 
Fay: Yes and no. Yes because I am doing dental school and stuff because my parents kind 
of prefer that but at the same time I do want to do this though. It’s not totally [about] 
them. It’s something that I want. I want to be in dental school because I feel like I can 
achieve it and it’s something I want to try to achieve and it’s something I can help people 
with, so [to answer your question] yes and no. 
 
Gina 
 
KS: Being a Chinese-Cambodian American, does that identity influence your pursuit in 
education in some ways? 
 
Gina: I guess [at] some level maybe. I definitely want the Asian American community 
to…[be] very well educated. Obviously a lot of people believe that. Asian Americans are 
very well educated in America because like the stereotype, the Asians are the really really 
smart ones, plus the quiet ones. That does influence me wanting to do better (KS: even 
though you fit into the stereotype, laugh), yeah. I don’t care I fit into the stereotype (laugh) 
to be honest…I am doing what I like so they can stereotype me whatever they want but I 
know that each culture has different [types of] people in them, it’s just not [everyone] has 
to be this sort of person. So I realize where they are coming from and I realize the full 
point in it so I don’t take it to heart so much. 
 
KS: Let’s talk about the stereotype. What do you think the type of stereotype that people 
have on Asian/Chinese Americans? 
 
Gina: On Chinese Americans? (KS: yeah) Physical stereotypes—short (laugh), 
academically—goal driven, studious, very knowledgeable in things especially in science 
and math. A lot of people expect Asians to know everything about math apparently. I 
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found that out in math class (laugh). That’s [the stereotype] that I can think of. 
 
KS: [What] do you think about those stereotypes? 
 
Gina: I don’t believe in them. In my math class especially, we had Asian people, we had 
White people, Black people, Indian people, and I felt like we all performed equally. Our 
class [was] pretty well divided, I mean it probably had maybe one more Asian than white 
people but not all the Asian people…were like the top students in the class. [There was a 
lot of diversity], so I don’t believe it. 
 
KS: So how do you react to those stereotypes? 
 
Gina: I laugh it off, to be honest. And I would tell them that they are stereotyping but 
that’s it. I’d just tell them. 
 
KS: And how did they react…or respond to you? 
 
Gina: I would say they laughed back because, I don’t know, I guess because I laughed too. 
They all laughed back and say ‘but it’s true, look at blah blah blah.’ And I guess I would 
respond with ‘well that’s true but not everyone is like that. I mean like look at someone 
else and someone else, they are equally as good.’  
 
Han 
 
KS: [There are] a lot of stereotypes on Chinese people (Han: yes). What do you think 
about that? 
 
Han: I think I actually don’t know how the stereotypes are nowadays since I have been in 
college for 4 years. It seems like as in the college campus, the stereotype is a little bit 
diffused because there is more awareness of different cultures. Especially at UT, you 
have so many people…you have to be a lot more accepting about other people’s ethnicity 
and culture. But for sure back when I was in high school, there had been a lot of 
awareness about Asian discrimination, such as in the case of Abercrombie Finch. There 
had been a case where only white people would be allowed to [work] in the front, the 
cash registers and all the Asians or non-white people would work in the back folding 
cloth and stuff. There was sort of unfairness there. So we had sort of a leadership camps 
where they were trying to get Asian American aware of these facts. They also tried to 
push for more Asians into politics to get more voice in the political community. So, 
stereotype wise, I think there are some, especially in more suburb or rural areas where 
there are less Asian people. And those stereotypes are generally like of course ‘Ching-
Chong,’ you are going to be more thrifty on other people, you are always gonna be 
smarter. You’re always gonna be more hardworking than the average person. I mean in 
some aspects that’s true because of the upbringing in the Asian society is that grades are 
more important and in some family or in most families, they try to instill that philosophy 
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in their kids. So a lot of those kids push themselves really hard. So, in a great aspect, it’s 
stereotypical to say that for all Asians but at the same time it’s not all that far off because 
a lot of Asians play musical instruments, a lot of Asians are good in grades. And so in 
those two aspects, it seems pretty true across the board. And then there are some other 
stereotypes that seem pretty flawed. It’s because there are some people out there that do 
the stuff they do that increases the stereotype. And I think it’s easier to stereotype Asians 
because we are different of course from White people. You can’t really stereotype white 
people because you can actually tell there is a difference, right? From their perspective, 
Asians all look alike. I think the Asian community themselves actually are more 
stereotypical among each other of different origins, like the Chinese would have a 
different opinion about the Vietnamese people, Vietnamese against Koreans, or 
something like that. They are a little bit critical of each other I think than the American 
community on the Asians. And I think the Asians definitely need to have a little more 
voice in it to put themselves out there and that would help in that aspect. I don’t know 
whether I answer your questions or not.  
 
KS: Do you think yourself as a stereotypical Chinese American? 
 
Han: Well, I think in some aspects I am, but I have sort of deviate from that a little bit. I 
was forced to learn instruments when I was little. I learned piano, and then I started to 
learn the violin. So in those aspects yeah, I am one of those typical Asians. I did go to 
Chinese school so I learned Chinese stuff and I have fairly good grades up to high school. 
In college, you kind of just like, yeah, you should keep up the good grades but I realize 
there are more things in life than just a good grade. I have friends who still like…they 
look at grades like it’s their life or death. I kind of deviate from that philosophy and try to 
be more accepting to [the fact] that it’s okay to deviate from the stereotype. I am not sure 
what other stereotypes there are, I might fit into other stereotypes like playing video 
games all days or something. But I think those are the two main stereotypes I can think of 
right now. Do you have any other stereotypes? 
 
KS: Well, a lot of Asians are in engineering or science major. 
 
Han: That’s right. Parents want them to be doctors or engineers or…lawyer? I am not 
sure lawyer is in there. (Business…) Business maybe, yeah. I think business is sort of in 
the blood. I think doctor is sort of the prestigious [occupation] where if your daughter 
married a doctor, you are well-off. I think I was on that road and I am still very interested 
in medicine but I don’t know it’s the right path I want to go. At the same time, there is a 
lot of pressure and there are still a lot of traditional Asians out there that I think 
[becoming a] doctor is the way to go. If you are not going to be a doctor, then you are not 
going to be looked upon as highly as other professions. For me, it doesn’t matter to me as 
much for this particular stereotype because I don’t know…I [would] rather follow my 
heart and pick something I like doing and do something than everyone else wants me to 
do.  
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Helen 
 
KS: So how about being like a Chinese American? Do you think that identity influences 
you or makes the college experience more challenging for you in some ways? 
 
Helen: Uh, no. I think for some people it might, [especially] people who are not good in 
social situation. But I feel like I like pushing myself to go out to events and be social, so I 
haven’t had any problem with that. And I also feel like as a minority, being Chinese 
would be the best minority to be, or like Asian American, you know, because people have 
such good opinions, good stereotypes about Asian American people, usually like Chinese 
and Korean people, [that] they are all smart and hard working and stuff. I mean there is a 
lot of stereotypes but at least I get the good ones (laugh). So I don’t think there is any 
struggle. But I was really involved, like pro-active in Asian American [related activities 
and events] all throughout my college, towards the end of TAMS and throughout UT so 
far, pretty pro-active in those kind of stuff.  
 
KS: When [we talked] about stereotypes, you said that it’s good being a Chinese because 
we have good stereotypes? (Helen: yeah) Do you think that fitting into that stereotype is 
good for you? 
 
Helen: We had this conversation for a while, aren’t we? (KS laughed) But I mean there is 
good and bad side [of the stereotype] for sure. It’s good because people would initially 
assume that you are smart, you are hard working, but then that can also backfire because 
[when] you are in a group project…people expect you to do it all. I mean it’s inevitable 
that everybody has a stereotype. Just because you don’t like it, it’s not going to affect 
[how] other people [think of you]. You’re still gonna be a stereotype [in their perspective]. 
Everybody [is still] going to you…like ‘oh, you are Chinese. You do this’…stereotypes 
are there for a reason because most of the people follow that stereotype. So I mean it goes 
the same with any group of race, ethnicity, anybody. There is good and bad side to 
everything. 
 
KS: Now, have you tried to do anything…to avoid that stereotype?  
 
Helen: Hmm, no. I mean like I told you in middle school [or] junior high, I wanted to be 
[different]. I wanna to be a different race. I wanna to not fit into that stereotype at all. But 
I mean now that I have learned more about it and I understand it, I am okay [with] people 
having stereotype about Asian American people in general. And I feel like there is 
nothing you can do but being aware of it. You can’t change other people’s opinion. So 
other people [will] think what they think. Once somebody gets to know you, they 
understand that you are just like everybody else with some cultural differences.  
 
KS: [We talked] about your experience in high school that you tried not to be a Chinese 
(Helen: yeah). Was that because… you mentioned before because your parents pushed 
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you to become a certain type of students that you didn’t want to become? [Was that the 
reason] why you tried to rebel?  
 
Helen: Yeah, definitely. If anything, that’s the main cause. You know, teenagers go 
through phases when they wanna be rebellious. I went through that phase. I was like ‘I 
don’t want to be Chinese. I don’t wanna be the model student. I am the bad Chinese girl. 
Don’t just think that I am going to do all the works because I am going to be lazy, so you 
do all the work.’ You know, I didn’t want to be that typical Chinese person, but I was still 
in math club. I still played the violin. I was in the band. I played the flute. I did all those 
things but I was not as open about it. I wasn’t like telling everybody like ‘oh, you know, I 
am going to math competition this Saturday.’ I just like kept it to myself. If I won a 
award, good for me. If I didn’t, I was like ‘I don’t care.’ I was kind of like rebellious 
about at the same time, I was still a good student. I just didn’t want to act like it.  
 
KS: Is it very hard to adjust during that period of time? I mean you still tried to be a very 
good student. 
 
Helen: If anything, I still did all those things because I am a competitive person, so I feel 
like in order to keep up with all the other good students in school, I still need to excel in 
school. But I felt like I didn’t want an image. I didn’t want people to see me and just be 
like ‘oh, she’s that smart girl.’ I kind of wanted to be different, and…I don’t think it is 
difficult because…well, I don’t know. I don’t think I would describe it as difficult. But 
that’s just…I mean that’s just my mindset back then.  
 
KS: Just trying to be different (Helen: yeah) but not that different (Helen: yeah). 
 
Helen: Yeah, if that makes any sense.  
 
Ivan 
 
KS: Do you [think] being a Chinese or Asian American influences you in terms of what 
you want to study in school and those sort of things? 
 
Ivan: Possibly…if I didn’t have the pressure from my parents, I would have been a fine-
arts major. (KS: Really?) No joking, I was very into art in high school and I did a lot of 
art before at that too. But the thing is that it came down to…looking [out] for my future. I 
would like to have a significant job in the future that has good income, you know? So I 
chose engineering. It interested me…[and] also because there is a typical stereotype that 
Asians are good with technology, computers, and that. I just happen to fit into that 
stereotype. I was always the one who fix my friends’ computer in high school. I took all 
the computer science courses in my high school. I play a lot of computer games too 
but…in terms of academics, I can’t say for sure the reason why I chose engineering is 
because I am Asian or Chinese or Asian American, but I think it had some kind of factor 
in deciding which major.  
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KS: So does it bother you that you fit into that kind of stereotype? 
 
Ivan: Ahm…I think it should but it doesn’t because I mean I don’t…if I didn’t fit into it, 
then I wouldn’t mind either, I don’t think.  
 
Jody 
 
KS: So have you been taken advantage before because you are a Chinese? 
 
Jody: I don’t know. Do you mean like any time in my life? (KS: yeah) I feel like 
people…when they hear the stereotype that…because I am a math major, I think it’s kind 
of assumed.  
 
KS: Would they take advantage of you [because you are a math major?  
 
Jody: Yeah, people think that, ‘oh, you are Asian, you know math. Teach me!’ (Jody 
laughed) On top of that, ‘oh, you are a math major,’ you know like [it reinforces the 
stereotype]. People would always assume things especially in high school. In middle 
school and high school, [when] they see an Asian person, they assume they are smart. 
They are like ‘hey, can you help me with work? Can you do this?’ and I always tell them 
like ‘you know, just because I am Chinese [it] doesn’t mean I am smart’ but I think 
people would always have that kind of mindset in their head. I feel like that’s one 
stereotype we really can’t change because [when] you hear Asian, you think smart. 
Everyone thinks so. It’s just typical. So I don’t know, I think [the stereotype] has always 
been a big problem. I don’t know, I mean [it is one thing] being taken advantage of 
because I am Asian, Chinese, I don’t know. I feel like I [am] just being taken advantage 
of in general because I just can’t say no to people (Jody laughed), so that’s…[more] like 
my own problem [than the stereotype].  
 
KS: Now talking about stereotype of Asian Americans…what’s your opinion about it?  
 
Jody: Ahm, I guess the biggest one is always like they assume you are smart. Most of the 
time I guess you could say it’s true (Jody laughed), but I don’t know, I feel like when 
people assume it, it’s not good because…people would wanna be in your group, where 
people wanna in a way take advantage of you. And that’s not always good either. And so 
to me like…when people like…especially because I went to the school called 
TAMS…(TAMS again? A lot of you guys…) are from TAMS, yeah…So like right when 
people hear TAMS, they think [we are] smart. And I am already an Asian, and then they 
think I am smart, so it’s like double smart or something. And I don’t believe I am that 
smart. I think I am just a really hard worker. And so…when people assume I am smart, it 
just kinda makes me feel like I am not meeting their expectation and I am falling short of 
it. It just kind of makes me feel like…I don’t know, [it lowers my] self-esteem, so it’s 
hard for me to always be like ‘oh, don’t expect that. I am not that smart.’ But then they 
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would be like ‘yeah, you are. You are Asian.’ ‘yeah you are, you are math major.’ ‘yeah 
you are, you are supposed to be [smart].’ I am like ‘uh’ [with an expression of hesistant] 
but I don’t know. That’s one thing that kind of sometimes gets me because I am like ‘I 
am not that smart but I will like work my hardest.’ That’s [one thing that I always] am, I 
will work it….I will try my best. But being smart, I don’t know (Jody laugh). It’s all 
perspective. 
 
Lisa 
 
KS: So how do your friends see you? 
 
Lisa: My friends right now or my friends in middle school and high school? 
 
KS: Well, in middle school and high school and then now. 
 
Lisa: Well, mostly my friends in high school thought of me as the smart Asian kid pretty 
much because I was like one of the few Asian kids [in school]. And they always have the 
stereotype that Asian kids do well in school, regardless of who they are, which is silly 
because it really depends on the person, not the fact that they are Asian. But I did do very 
well in school. I worked really hard and I joined a lot of organizations, so I was really 
active. So my friends always said of me as ‘the busy, pretty friendly, smart Asian kid.’ I 
was fairly close with my classmates. But because [my school] was a magnet school and 
we all lived pretty far away from each other and I was always busy studying or busy 
doing this or that…visiting them was kind of inconvenient just because of the distant and 
everything else. I was never too close with that many people. I would say majority of my 
close friends from high school right now are people that I was kind of [close] with them 
in high school, and our relationship strengthen after we went to college [since] I no 
longer have the barriers of ‘oh, I can’t see you because my dad might say something’ or 
‘I can’t see you because I need to study.’ But my high school friends pretty much viewed 
me as the friendly but too busy, smart Asian student. And my friends right now probably 
view me as an outgoing person (Lisa laughed). So it’s pretty different. Sometimes I 
wonder what my high school or middle school or elementary school friends would say if 
they saw me right now. They would probably be kind of shocked because I was really 
quiet in elementary and middle school. And maybe they would be surprised that I talk a 
lot more now (Lisa laughed).  
 
KS: So you talked about stereotype on Chinese person or Asian person in general. What 
do you think those stereotypes are? 
 
Lisa: I think the stereotypes are first that Chinese people are smart. More than anything 
else, I think that’s the fun factor (?). I can almost say that I know that for the fact because 
in high school, I would just ask [any random] student ‘hey, what do you think of me? 
What is the first word that comes to your mind that have you described me?’ The first 
word that grew from my friends’ mouth was smart (KS laughed). So anything that Asians 
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do have that smart stereotype and a lot of people would say ‘oh, you are so lucky you are 
Asian because you seem smart.’ And actually, that kind of always offended me because I 
feel like the reason I do well in school is not because I am Asian. I felt like the reason 
why I did well in school is because I did well. Of course the fact that I am Asian, or I 
have Asian parents’ influence on me, but it’s not the only reason or the main reason why 
I am doing well in school. So I would say that’s the first stereotype. Other stereotypes are 
Chinese people are reserved, are timid, are hardworking, and then polite. 
 
KS: So would you say you fit into the stereotype? 
 
Lisa: I would say I am not quite shy or reserved. I would say I am polite most of the time. 
I mean I don’t remind myself everyday but I mean I try to be polite, especially like 
towards my elders or people that I should respect. As far as studious and hardworking, I 
was extremely [hardworking] until I was in my senior year of high school. I think I kind 
of burnt out but I still realize that academics are really important…  
 
KS: Now when you think about your personal change [from] being a shy, timid person to 
a very sociable, open person, do you think that you are trying to fight the stereotype in 
some ways? 
 
Lisa: I think up to a certain point I am trying to fight the stereotype. I would say certainly 
in middle school I started to want to be more social. I wasn’t really necessarily sociable, I 
wanted to be sociable, I tried to be sociable, and I felt like that was a point where I said I 
wanted to change the stereotype [of] me [as a] small, quiet, timid Asian. Or maybe I just 
wanted to change myself because I didn’t want to be that kind of person anymore, not so 
much as wanted to change the stereotype but just to change the way I was. It was more of 
a personal thing than a cultural thing…when [I] first went to middle school and I had to 
go through orientation. I had [this] mindset ‘ok, this is a brand new beginning, a better 
city, I am gonna make friends and I am [going to change the perception about me] that is 
negative’ you know, start all over. Can you repeat the question again? 
 
KS: I just wonder whether your personal change [from] being a quiet person to a loud 
person, is that because you are trying to fight the stereotype? 
 
Lisa: …when I first started the middle school [I did] but once I went to high school and 
college, the fact that I was Asian and that fact that I was different really didn’t stand out 
anymore, so I didn’t really try to fight the stereotype anymore because I didn’t really feel 
like I needed to and I would say, especially in college, most of my outgoing [personality] 
has to do more with my own personal beliefs or my own personal interest or just wanting 
to be more friendly as opposed to fight the stereotype. So I would say that the stereotype 
was stronger when I was younger and I tried to fight them more because I was always 
like to be reminded that I did have the stereotype and that I was different. And in college 
and later part in high school, I wasn’t reminded that I was Asian all the time anymore, so 
I didn’t feel like I [have to] fight the stereotype.  
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Louise 
 
KS: Now how do you think that being a Chinese person…influence your pursuit in 
education? 
 
Louise: …definitely my background as a Chinese has a lot of influence on me because…I 
mean the stereotype is [that] Chinese always want to be the best and always studying and 
stuff, want to be good in school. And that’s true I mean…all along my education in China 
tells me, my teachers in China tells me that the only way you can be a better person is to 
have a good education, so that’s my belief all along. And as a Chinese, I guess I work a 
lot harder…than other people because I place a lot more importance in education than a 
lot of people, and they have opportunities here. 
 
KS: And you said in your junior year [in high school], you started to become more 
assertive, to be more…opinionated…(Louise: but that’s only in reading books though) 
it’s that because besides your English ability became better, it was also because you were 
trying to…react against the stereotype people have on you? 
 
Louise: Yeah, that too. I know I am. I’ve always tried [hard to fight the stereotype] until 
college I guess. Now I am becoming better at that. But the years in middle schools and 
high schools, I know I was trying to prove something. And now I am [willing] to prove 
myself and I try very hard I guess just to impress people to tell them that I can do it, so 
that’s a huge part of it. And I like to voice my opinion, especially when I know my 
opinions are pretty good, I would voice them not only for the sake of discussion but for 
the sake of impressing others, which is really a [bad] mindset. But yes, that’s what I did.  
 
KS: Since when do you realize that the way you tried to prove yourself to impress people 
were not the way that you would like to carry yourself? 
 
Louise: Because I’ve gained some confidence in high school during my fourth year. I 
guess in college since I know ‘ok, nobody knows me here because I am the only one 
came from my high school.’ So I was more relaxed and I had time to reflect, to kind of 
look back on what I did in high school. And I just started in a way to care less on how 
people view me and I am starting to be more like myself I guess and not trying so hard to 
prove myself but to only do what I have to do and be satisfied.  
 
Nathan  
 
KS: So you know the stereotype associated with Chinese Americans right? Tell me about 
what those stereotypes are. 
 
Nathan: They are smart, hardworking, do all the technical stuff. Geeky, nerdy, dorky. 
Bookworms, in classes they just study all day or something. (KS laughed) 
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KS: Do you think that you fit into the stereotype? 
 
Nathan: No, I don’t know. I guess some people might think I do but I don’t think I do. 
(KS: why?) because I am really lazy (Nathan laughed). Well, there are levels of smart, 
and I think everybody to some degree is smart, is able to understand something. But I 
guess I mean people think I am smart. I don’t know that’s part of the stereotype or 
because sometimes I am quiet and I don’t know [whether] people associate that with 
smart. I am not sure. (KS: and quiet also…) yeah, that’s another stereotype. But I don’t 
think I am a stereotypical Asian.  
 
Ronald 
 
KS: Basically I was to ask whether you have experienced any significant changes in 
terms of how you identify yourself. Well, you are always a Chinese American regardless 
of what, but you know people might not actually have a lot of awareness about being a 
Chinese in America. So have you ever experienced that sort of awareness or…change of 
perception about who you are? 
 
Ronald: I think in different situations, you were made different…like, for example, in 
Texas or in the places that I have been, there have been a lot of Asian people, and so it 
hasn’t been a big of a deal like who I am racially but I am not greatly affected by the 
perception [about] myself. But when I go to different places in the US, where people 
don’t see as many Asian people, it’s just kind of strange but it’s true, people still like ask 
us racial questions, you know, like they assume that all Chinese people and Korean 
people and Japanese people are all the same. So they ask us questions like “oh, is your 
favorite movie Godzilla?” (laugh) or like “oh yeah, do you drive like a Musubishi or like 
a Honda?” you know? But I also think that it’s right because…it’s like their own 
shortcoming, you know? It’s their own short judgment. So it’s like…I guess that’s I am 
more aware of who I am but I never tried set myself limit or never let that limit like what 
I potentially do. But I think also deeply in grain there is also a question, you know, I 
always wonder, can I ever run for public office, you know? Because we live in a 
predominantly white society, even you know at Obama, you know, and he is having a 
hard time like wrestling with people or with critics and that “oh, he is just racing against 
the power” or is it really time? I guess you know. I bet people are asking themselves, is it 
time for a black president? Is this how far we have come along? So, like I still ask this 
question, you know. Can I ever as an Asian American really get to the high office 
because people…like even if our generation does think this way, the past generation has 
thought this way about minority. And so there is always this ….(unintelligible) kind of 
pass down through generation, but I think what’s cool is that I think generationally we are 
going in a right direction as far as kind of leveling the race playing field.  
 
KS: Now you mentioned about how people react to you and see you as a stereotypical 
Asian guy, what was your reaction and how did you respond to them? 
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Ronald: When it occurred, I just kind of like…I mean [all] I can say I was a little 
offended inside, but I was also like understanding, you know, it’s not necessary their fault, 
it’s just like their upbringing, their lack of knowledge. Now if they are like perfectly 
knew that…and I hold them accountable to it though. I don’t think it’s…like ‘oh I 
understand, you can do this, it’s ok.’ I don’t think it’s ok. But I think there is a reason 
why, you know…at least what occurred to me it just seemed like they are genuinely…just 
the way they [were brought up]…they are like little kids, you know. So [they were] just 
kind of taught that way, I guess. There is no other reason for it. If it is for like someone 
my age making those kind of racial remarks…it would be different. I guess like people 
my age, to me I would judge them. I think they were like uninformed or misinformed…I 
feel sorry for them too because they are living in their own little world where like this 
kind of things aren’t acceptable anymore. But then [when] they are still stepping out and 
then think they are right, it’s…I don’t know, I don’t know what [I should] feel (Ronald 
laughed).  
 
KS: So how did you respond to them on the spot? 
 
Ronald: I don’t lash out on anger, I’d just joke myself off, I’d just like ‘haha, that’s funny’ 
you know. Not true, but it’s funny…Yeah, I didn’t…[they were like] little kids, you 
know. And the fact that they did those kind of remarks kind of disturbed me, but I open 
my eyes, I’d remember it, I’d remember it for sure. And I don’t remember necessarily as 
like ‘oh, I hate those little kids’ more so [than] like ‘oh, [the stereotype] does go on and it 
hurts. I have to be aware of it.’ And so part of my judgment is [to] understand that you 
know racially we are getting more and more like equal I guess, but at the same time, such 
[stereotyping] still exists in the world, so I can’t, you know when planning out my life, I 
have to take that into account. I know longer doubt that racism is in America…for me it’s 
no longer ‘oh, this is not going to occur anymore.’ But [it is] more so like ‘ok, I feel like 
it will occur less [often],’ but as I said, it’s a generational change, [so] it will take time. I 
understand that. All I can do is just do my part and [go] along, whether [it] means 
breaking those stereotypes or whatever.  
 
KS: So what kind of stereotype that you have faced in terms of how people treated you 
and what you heard about people say about Asian guy or Chinese? 
 
Ronald: …I’ve got a lot of like ‘oh, Chinaman’ you know…to be honest, it hasn’t 
happened that many times. It [happened] more in middle school when kids [were] like, 
you know where race [was] a really big issue there…they kind of [weren’t] thinking 
really. They [were] just kind of saying [it], you know. I think now that people are more 
aware, they are more like…educated, so it’s a different time, for sure…it wasn’t that big 
of an issue because there was so many Asian people in [my hometown], you know, so it 
wasn’t that big of a concern there. [It wasn’t] like there were hate crimes when I grew up 
that I knew of at least. 
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KS: So what if you were in other parts of the country? Where you don’t have a large 
Chinese community? 
 
Ronald: Well I can tell you that…a lot of Americans or some American families resent 
Asian families because they feel like [Asians] are stealing their jobs, you know. But I 
don’t know…they might create a stereotype out of [their resentment of Asians] stealing 
their jobs or whatever…yeah, I don’t know [how] I would respond to that…I mean 
[Asian people] work hard and you know…what [else] can you do, I guess I really don’t 
know. If I took someone else’s job, I guess [that means] I am doing a better job than you, 
you know? (Ronald laughed) [If you] work harder, you can take your job back. So yeah, I 
don’t know.  
 
Stuart 
 
KS: Now right now in the job market…well, you have a job, and you [seem] deeply 
worried about the recession. Do you think that being an Asian, it is more difficult to find 
a job in general or just in your case? 
 
Stuart: To be honest with you, I don’t think it matters right now. I think what matters is 
how much skills you have. That’s what they are really really looking for. But in the past, 
being an Asian helped before the recession because the employers are more likely to hire 
minorities and also there is the stereotype that Asians seem to be hard workers. That’s 
what the stereotype is. For example, did you see [the movie] White Castle? (No, but I 
heard about that) yeah, the Asian guy, they always put the work on him. That’s the 
stereotype.  
 
KS: Interesting. So you identify yourself as a Chinese American and sometime 
Vietnamese American, do you think that you fit into the stereotype that is portrayed on a 
Chinese or a Vietnamese American?  
 
Stuart: Hmm, I don’t think so. I don’t know what the portrayal is currently. It’s very 
weird. Maybe it changes. But they said that [for] the Chinese Americans, the typical 
image of a Chinese American male is basically like studious, work hard, doesn’t say 
much, shy, I think that’s the typical stereotype that I heard. And I have to say yes and no. 
In some cases, I do fit into [the stereotype] and in some cases I don’t because like for me, 
I am not afraid to go up to someone [who] did something wrong. That’s the only 
difference maybe. I am willing to stand up for what I belief in. And I don’t like to pretend. 
I don’t like to pretend everything is okay.  
 
KS: Now you mentioned that you were usually the only Asian or one of the few Asian 
Americans in your high school and school before that. So what was your experience 
being…in that kind of environment? Did you get a lot of discrimination or stereotype 
thrown at you? 
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Stuart: It seems like when I was younger there was more discrimination but I guess that’s 
because they are kids. But as I got older, there is a little bit more respect and teachers 
respected me not because of my race but because of my ability to do things, you know, to 
get good grades, to do work. As I got older, it was like very strange because stereotype 
changes. The people said that like ‘oh, as a Chinese person, he must make very good 
grade. We should sit next to him so that we can copy of his test.’ They think that Chinese 
people work very very hard and they just know the answer to everything. But in doing so, 
it’s really really strange. Like for me, after a while in high school, when I started like 
changing, because when I first came into high school, I was very shy, I was very afraid 
talk to people. And [it was the] same thing with middle school. But as I got into my 
sophomore year [in high school], I became a little bit more open, a little bit louder, and I 
knew from my other Asian counterparts, they did have a harder time [adjusting to the 
high school environment]. They had a hard time trying to date because…I don’t know if 
there [was] anything going on but it seemed like it [was] harder to date because, you 
know, you are Asian American. Maybe [it was easier for] Asian Americans [to] date 
other Asian Americans but I didn’t seem to have that problem. I felt like I was treated as 
a person as I got older in high school. As you get older and older, you know you feel like 
being treated more [as] a person than just like stereotypes.  
 
Zach 
 
KS: What type of stereotype to you think Chinese American have? 
 
Zach: That all of the Chinese people are nerdy and smart probably. And then they are… 
not physically fit or whatever compared to like White people or Black people. Other than 
that, I think [they are] not really deep, horrible stereotypes. I think [Chinese] are like 
considered more nerdy, like people who study all the time, which is kind of true now [for 
me] since I am an engineer (KS laughed). 
 
KS: So would you say you fit into that stereotype? 
 
Zach: I guess.  
 
KS: Now when people try to say you are nerdy or something like that, would you react 
differently? 
 
Zach: Oh, not really. (KS: you would just agree with them?) you just like…if you know 
you are, you might [as well] just embrace it or something. I don’t mind. 
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